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Industrial sector

European maritime
economy
The European Commission
ordered the following study
on maritime economy:
© Policy Research Corporation
N.V. & ISL. - "Economic
Impact of Maritime Industries
in Europe".
Although the study
was published in 2001 ,
it covers only the year 1997.
Nevertheless, its results
prove extremely interesting
for comparison.
The countries taken into account were those of
the European Union. plus Norway. The scope of
the maritime economic perimeter defined in that
study fs not the same as that selected for this
book:
• Maritime shipping (freight and passengers),
· ship building, including repair and conversion,
military vessels, scrapping;
• offshore supply: seismic research, platform
construction and conversion, drilling, offshore·
related transport, engineering, Consultancy;
· inland shipping;
-maritime works: submarine cables and pipelines,
dredging and other operations;
· maritime harbours and related services,
· fisheries, aquaculture;
• recreation: vessel cons truction and repair,
recreational boating services (trade, training,
marinas, etc.);

• marltime services: research. education, classi·
fication societies, inspections, safety, marine
insurance, brokerage, administrations;
· maritime equipment manufacturing and trade.
It should be noted that coastal tourist services,
as we have taken them, in the broad sense of
the term, do not appear there. Nor do other
marine-related activities, such as seafood pro·
cessing. In contras t, the scope of the study
includes inland shipping, which is excluded from
our definition: this activity is closely linked to
maritime shipping in Northern Europe.
The study records turnover, direct and indirect
value added of the maritime economy thus
defined. It also assesses employment.

Direct value added
of the European maritime
economy in 1997 - Unit: Million euros

The overall estimates are: European maritime
economy generated a gross value added of
70,105 million euros in 1997, i.e., 1% of the
overall total GOP in the EU and Norway, and
1,545,000 jobs.

Source: © Policy Research Corporation NV & ISL

According to estimates, the maritime economy
makes up only a small part of Europe's GOP. The
six largest "maritime economies" in Europe are,
in order of importance: the United Kingdom,
Germany, Italy, Norway, The Netherlands, France.
If inl<~nd shipping was excluded, France would
rank fifth.

The industrial make-up of the maritime economy
varies greatly form one country to another,
although structures in Northern Europe do have
points in common. In Norway, shipping, offshore

Source: 4:> Polley Research Corporation NV & ISl
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European countries show considerable diversity
ln the importance of maritime industries in their
overall economies. The share is very large in
Norway (5.6%), Denmark, The Netherlands and
Greece. It is lower in France.

Distribution of the European value added
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and maritime equipment and fac ilities are
tremendously important; in the United Kingdom,
shipping and offshore industry predominate; in
Germany, equipment and facilities, shipbuilding
and navigation count most; in The Netherlands,
harbours provide the most significant activity
by far.

Ports and related services: 22 %
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Introduction
"Marine Economic Data 2001" pursues the
objective of the first three issues in the series,
to provide an assessment of the French marine
economy through an analysis of the fields of
activity composing it.
However, this objective immediately raises a
fundamental issue. Just what are the compo·
nents of the marine economy' Ideally, these
would include all companies or parts of enterprises whose activity is linked to the sea.
Constant discussion could be devoted to the
pertinence of the analytical field, where the criterion of "marine-related" could be interpreted
by an economist in several different ways. Other
authors have chosen different definitions than
our, and the introductory chapter which follows
gives an example of this through a European
Commission publication.
Of course, the definition of the perimeter often
boils down to practical considerations based
on the data available. Yet, the specificity of this
lfremer publication, compared to all similar
studies disseminated over Europe, is that our
study is periodical. To the best of our knowledge,
the analyses available abroad are isolated
studies. The long-term action we lead should
eventually enable us to overcome some diffi·
culties in collecting data, and the new publica·
tion rate (now biennial) should contribute to
this, providing studies alternating with sector·
based analyses.
One of the significant remaining problems ·
Which will require additional studies- is that of
company diversification. Many firms have only a
fraction of their activity in the maritime or
marine realm. In many cases (e.g. oceano·
graphic instrumentation, marine engineering,
some equipment manufacturing industries), this
sort of fraction is not specifically monitored and
does r10t appear in the statistics, especially if it
is limited or If the company does not consider
the "marine-related" criterion to be a pertinent
one for its strategy. For cases of this type - and
there are many of them, even in some harbourbased activities · a method should be developed
to assess Value added.
No major change from past options is introduced in the 2001 edition. It upholds the scope
of the maritime economy adopted in previous
editions and strives to improve the quality of the
assessment.

Tile scope is clear from the document's table of
contents. It divides the activity into an industrial
sector (made up of private companies working
on competitive markets) and a public sector
(French NaVy, administrations, marine research),
The industrial sector is itself conventionally
divided into primary, manufacturing and service
sectors.
The quality of the assessment has been
enhanced, especially for the sea products sec·
tor, where on the one hand, European fisheries
statistics tend to be more regular and easier tQ
use, and on the other hand, we have been able
to use data from the processing industry, more
accurate in covering this activity, That is why
the processing industry has taken on greater
significance in terms of turnover, compared to
previous assessments. We have also tried to
improve part of the statistics on harbours and
shipping, moving towards a harmonisation of
sources.
As for results from analysis of the recent economic situation, the following pages contain
some outstanding facts on the maritime eco·
nomy. Under the impact of the period of growth
in the late 1990s, sharp acceleration was
recorded in several branches of activity; Frencn
shipyards received major orders for large
cruise vessels; shipbuilding also enjoyed
unprecedented market growth; the offshore oil·
related industry continued its impressive expansion, albeit with a economic turnaround in
1999. The undersea cable laying sector also
enjoyed an exceptionally favourable situation, a
reversal is expected for 2002. Conversely,
naval shipbuilding continues to adjust downwards, given the falling pace of State orders for
this type of facilities.
Overall, in the past three years, the maritime
economy will have maintained its structure (the
large groups of activities composing It have
kept their relative sizes) and will have experienced
growth, tn terms of value added rather than
employment

Foreword
lfremer presents the fourth edition of "French marine economic data". It will now be published every
two years. This regular interval will not prevent us from investigating recent trends in each sector of
activity. Furthermore, from year to year, the authors will be able to alternate writing the document
with making a sector-based study, either by themselves or in partnership with interested bodies. Each
sector-based study will aim to enrich the content of the following edition. This pace of work should
provide regular progress in terms of correct coverage and accurate analysis, since these two points
are indeed the fundamental difficulties in this exercise.
Much discussion is given to how the marine economy should be covered. If dealing with ports, should
thelr logistics base also be dealt with? Should various Industrial establishments enjoying nearby harbour facilities be included? If we account for purely "marine'' activities, should the activities they stimulate indirectly, involving suppliers, customers or users, also be examined? The scope of the marine
economy will always be subject to debatable conventions. This proves that the activities in question
are, very fortunately, not isolated from the rest of the national economy but interlinked within an entire
range of industries and services. In this respect, the word "marine" as used in the title means "related
to the sea or the coast" ano is neither systematically aimed at offshore activities alone nor specifically related to shipping. Many branches of activity taken into account are located on land, sometimes tar from the sea, since coastal areas are closely linked with the rest of the territory.
However, analytical accuracy will always depend on access to data, which is not something simple.
The "marine" aspect is rarely used as a discriminating criterion in public and private statistics,
excepting special cases like the merchant navy or fisheries. This difficulty, which we are striving to
gradually overcome, is common in all the countries whlch have undertaken studies similar to this one.
It influences our definition of the marine economy.
In spite of these issues, we have endeavoured to highlight the specificities of the French marine economy. It covers many major exporting activities (which took advantage of the period of growth up to
2000), manufacturing industries and developed financial and offshore services, Where cutting edge
techniques exist side by side with traditional activities of the more slowly evolving primary, industrial
or service sectors. In spite of the marine economy's modest contribution to France's GOP, its vast
diversity and high sensitivity to the international economic situation are striking. Moreover, the marine
economy is dependent on a fragile environment sensitive to pollution, to dwindling resources and
weather hazards: the risks related to the development of the marine economy (fisheries, offshore
services, shipping, natural site management) are numerous and varied. The sinking of the Erika and
its consequences have provided a vivid reminder of this. Although measuring risks is complicated,
one of the objectives of this document is to supply the most accurate and systematic measurement
possible of the costs of information and data collection on the coastal and marine environment, as
well as the cost of protecting and maintaining coastal areas. To this end, it must be based on economic studies carried out at lfremer and in other research units.
The 2001 issue is plainly presented, with increasing readability and more graphs and illustrations.
lfremer has produced and edited this document and thus bears full responsibility for any errors which
may appear. But lfremer does not take credit for this production alone: we have received considerable
assistance from administrations, public bodies, companies and professional associations. They have
my warm thanks and I would like to particularly acknowledge the "direction du Transport maritime, des
Ports et du Littoral", the "direction des Affaires maritimes et des Gens de mer", the Enim, the French
naVy staff, and the "direction du Tourisme" for their vital contributions to important chapters of the book.
I strongly hope that this co-operation will continue and grow deeper, both in the interest of the marine
economy and In that of the ever-growing public showing interest in our publication.
Jean-Fran~ois Minster,
Chief executive officer of lfremer
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Seafood products
The seafood products sector
comprises:
- upstream, marine fisheries,
aquaculture (fish farming
and shellfish farming), seaweed
production;
- fish auctions and fishmongers:
i.e. services related to marine
fisheries;
- further downstream,
the seafood processing
industry.

(15%) and the Nord-Pas de Calais (14%) regions.
The activity remained stable until 1997, through
compensations between fluctuations in amounts
landed and in average prices at first sale.

Marine fisheries
Definition
All categories of marine fisheries (from small
coastal fisheries to high seas tuna fisheries) are
taken into account here. They land fresh or
frozen fish, cephalopods, crustaceans, shellfish
and seaweed.

Since the turn of the 1990s, the structure of
marine fisheries production has hardly changed.
Fresh fisheries lead With nearly 70%of amounts
landed and nearly 90% of total turnover, due to
a relatively higher average price at landing.

Trends in activity
Assessed at 6.4 billion French francs in 1999
(nearly 975 millfon euros), French marine fisheries production is distributed over the entire
French coast, with the Brittany region dominating (45%), well ahead of the Pays de Ia Loire

Fresh fish account for almost half of landings in
terms of tonnage, and over 60% of turnover. In
the fresh fisheries category, the species most
caught in 1999, fn tonnage, were sardine,
anchovy, whiting and saithe. The most important
species for turnover are sole and monkfish (so

Key figures
Production (tonnes)
Turnover (FRF ml
Value added (FRF m)'
Manpower ..
FleetH•

1998
1999
1995
1996
1997
603,408 584,540 587,083 561,076 599,644
6,367
5,422
5,685
6,235
6,288
3,693
3,616
3,647
3,145
3,297
16,099 15,850 15,501 15,476 15,500
5,906
6,593
6,475
6,255
6,119

1999 (€m)
971
563

• Value added/turnover rate estimated to be 58%.
• • Full time equivalent, estlmation for 1999.
• • • Number of fishing vessels.
Sources: Inter-professional national board for sea and fishlarming produels (0/lmer), mimst1y of Agriculture and Fishefles, llremer.

French marine fisheries production in 1999

Fresh fish
Crustacean
Shellfish
Cephalopods
Seaweed•
Sub-total fresh fisheries
Tropical tuna• •
Other frozen fish" •
Sub-total frozen fish
Total fisheries

Quantity

Turnover

(tonnes)

(FRFm)
4,202
610
429
343
20
5,604
552
211
763
6 ,367

296,603
22,654
47,946
22,658
15,039
404,900
131,239
63,505
194,744
599,644

Average
price
(€/kg)

640.5
93.0

Average
price
(FRF/kg)
14,2
26.9

65.3
52.3

8.9
15.1

1.4
2.3

3.0
854.3
84.2
32.2
116.3
970.6

1.3

13.8
4.2
3.3
3.9
10.6

0.2
2,1
0.6
0.5
0.6
1.6

Turnover

(€m)

2.2
4.1

• Amounts expressed in dry weight
• • Including amounts landed in countries near fishing zones and counted as exports in foreign trade statistics.
• • ' Landings of deep-sea fishery catches in the form of frozen iilets are measured in the equivalent whole
(gutted) landed weight.
SourcecOlimer.

Breakdown of turnover and landings of fresh fisheries by main species in 1999
Source: Olimer.

Landed volume - 1999

Turnover - 1999

Sardfne: 7%
Anchovy: 6%

----,;=--=:...,----- Sole: 9%

- -=-"-- - - - Monkfish: 7%

- - - - , - - - - Whiting: 5%

- - - - Nephrops prawn: 5%

Saithe: 4%

~:.·.,-~--- Cuttlefish: 3%
- --

- - - Anchovy: 4%
- - - - Scallops: 4%

Scallops: 3%
Whelk: 3%

- - - - Seabass: 4%
___::.___ _ _ Cod: 4%

Cod: 3%
Others: 66%

Fisheries and aquaculture overseas territories production in 1999
Quantity (tonnes)

Value (FRF m)

Valeur (€m)

Guadeloupe
Martinique

9,114
6,000

na
na

na
na

Reunion
French Guyana

7,997
4,820

163
178

24.8
27.1

na: not available.
Source: Ofimer.

European production of marine fisheries in 1999
Turnover
(€m)
Total European Union
including
Spain
Italy
France
United Kingdom

Landings Average price
(tonnes)
(€/kg)

6,267

2.2

227,500

92,519

2,059
1,550

1,106

1.9
3.7

61,100
51,800

17,521
19,075

1.6
1.1
0.3
0.9

15,500
14,700
4,500
2,300

5,906
7,500

26,700
36,700
5,500
2,800
2,500

10,933
19,749
1,709
2,261
1,977

700
2,700

125
3,880

21,300
6,200

13,199
1,928

971
903
484
413
319
288
210
182
110

188
116
307
226
329

86
Finland
23
Other European countries
Norway
1,194
Iceland
771

26
108

1.7
2.5
0.7
0.8
0.3
3.3
0.2

2,618
1,691

0.5
0.5

Portugal
Greece
Ireland
Germany
Sweden
Belgium

Number
of vessels

7,598

417
600
829
1,575
440

Denmark
Netherlands

Manpower

1.468
415

Source: Concerted European action Fair PL 97-3541- Economic Assessment of £U fisheries- Annual Economic Report 2000.

called noble species, averaging high prices)
along with nephrops prawn and scallops. In
frozen fisheries, tropical tuna is the species
caught most.
French production in overseas departments and
territories is assessed at 28,000 tonnes.
On the European Union scale, France ranks
third and provides 13% of total production in
value, estimated at nearly 50 billion French
francs (FRF 50bn). Spain (FRF 14bn) and Italy
(FRF 1Obn) alone total half of European production. Considering the number of people
employed in the activity, France shows good
performance levels in terms of TO per head
(EUR 60,000) compared to the European
average (EUR 30,000). It achieves a level simi·
lar to Denmark's but far behind the Netherlands
(EUR 180,000) and Belgium (EUR 145,000).

Fleet
The French fishing fleet, totalling 5,815 vessels
as of 31 December 2000, is mostly made up of
boats under 12 meters. However, in terms of
vessel engine power, a pertinent indicator of
catch capacity on the European scale, the
coastal and blue water fleets are equivalent.
The diagnosis of overfishing for a great majority of commercial stock resources led to regulatory and incentive measures being set up
within the framework of the European Union's
Common Fisheries Policy (CFPl. They aim in particular to reduce fishing fteets' catch capacity
by setting up "multiannual guidance programmes" (MAGPs): each member State has
objectives to reach, generally expressed in total
fleet vessel power (kilowatts) and tonnage (grt).

The French fishing fleet as of 31 December 2000

Other measures aim to reduce catches of juvenile fish (for instance, setting minimum mesh
sizes for fishing gear and boundaries for pro·
tection areas).

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Fishing fleet , Number of vessels

as of31/12/2000

Achieving the MAGP objectives has led to lower
French fishing fleet capacity since the early
1990s (19% in kW and 14% in grtl. This has
been largely supported by public aid plans to
remove vessels from the fleet,

Under 12m: 74%

Employment

12 to 16m: 9%

The drop in the French fisheries labour force Is
closely linked to fishing capaci ty cutbacks.
However, this is has slowed down since 1996,
with the activity's rebound.

16 to 25m: 14%

Over 25m: 3%

Outlook
Consumption
Long term trends indicate regular growth in
frozen product consumption to the detriment of
fresh products. But in the past few years, this
trend has been reversed, with the fresh product
share rising.

Fishing fleet- Power

as of 31/ 12/ 2000

Production
Over 25 m: 21%

The CFP, adopted In 1983, will be renegotiated
in 2002 and should lead member States to continue reducing their fishing capacity. It will mainly
be based on the Community structural policy
reform, whose objectives are now under discussion within the member States.

Under 12 m: 35%

12to 16m: 12%
16to 25m: 32%

Mariculture
Definition
The mariculture sector, producing food for
human consumption, is composed of two subsets:
- shellfish farming (mainly oyster and mussel
farming);
- "new'' mariculture to produce fish (sea bass,
bream, salmonids, turbot) and shrimp or prawns
(principally tropical shrimp in New Caledonia).
Moreover, there as an oyster-farming activity 1n
French Polynesia to produce pearls.
Shellfish farming, the oldest of marine rearing
techniques, is still mostly done using spats col·
lected in the wild, although purchases of oyster
spats from hatcheries are now a current practice, This compensates for variability in wild spat
provision from one year to another and provides
a tool to control the first phase in the rearing
cycle. As for the other sector of mariculture,
which developed significantly in the nineties.
hatcheries ensure all production of juvenile fish
or shrimp, which are then raised to commercial
size in grow·out units.

French fishing fleet trends
Number of vessels

LOA
category
Under 12m
12to 16 m
16 to 25m
Over 25 m
Total

2000

Trends
1990-2000

4,302

·34%
. 37%

538
817
158
5,815

·20%
·29%
·33%

Tonnage (grt)
2000
Trends
1990-2000
28,553
+ 4%
14(584
-30%
· 8%
53,861
-19%
75.409
172,407
·14%

Power (kW)
2000
Trends
1990-2000
324,166
-20%
110,626
- 30%
292,644
-13%
192,217
- 20%
919,653
·19%

Soorce: Ministry of A!inculture and Fisheries.
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Trends in activity

France is the leader of EU producer countries,
due to the size of its oyster farming sector
(approximately 90% of European oyster production). Mussel farming, the second income
source lor metropolitan French mariculture, was
less significant economically on the European
scale, where Spatn occupies top rank. Lastly,
French marine finfish farming, oriented towards
rearing sea bass. bream and turbot, is an actiVity
providing nearly 15%(including hatchery activity)
of metropolitan marine farm turnover. Between
1995 and 2000, mariculture development
rested above all on ovtlrseas production, where
average annual growth was 14%, while turnover
in metropolitan marine farms grew less, at an
average rate of 2% per year in current French
francs.

Globally speaking, mariculture produced 23 million tonnes 1n 1999, i.e., 23% of total input of
products from the sea, compared to 10% in
1990 (FAO data). In volume, this growth is
mainly due to developing shellfish farming and
seaweed cultivation. In value, the boom in mar~
culture was due to increased farmtng of shell·
fish, crustaceans (mainly tropical shrimp) and
manne flnftsh, in that order. In shellfish farming,
growth in oyster and scallop production was outstanding over the past decade. In fish farming,
the decade's milestone has been the develop·
ment of a salmon-farming industry in Norway, in
the United Kingdom and then in Chile, of hitherto
unrivalled scope for finfish farming at sea.
However, freshwater fish production is giving
greater competition: it has a higher growth
potential and still supplies the majority of
farmed fish on the world market. In 1999, the
share of freshwater fish production reached
87% in volume and 66% in value (versus 83%
and 61% in 1990).

Shellfish farming activity is dissemmated over
the entire French coastline. The main producing
regions, Lower Normandy, Brittany and Poitou·
Charente have equal weight, and they total
between 85% and 90% of national production.
Oyster farmers mainly target the national market,
oyster consumption being much less developed
in other European Union countnes. Th1s produc·
t1on. as consumed raw. is highly sensitive to
environmental quality. It IS proof that the product
IS natural, but conversely, entails an economic
detriment when sales of shellfish from contaminated areas are forbidden. Monitoring coastal
water quality and problems of coastal management are at the core of the system set up by
the public authorities and lfremer to manage
shellfish farming. As far as markets are con·
cerned, the need for price control to secure
farms' profitability has led the industry to
improve marketing in the first sale phase. Over

Global mariculture production value was
assessed at FRF 203bn tn 1999 (EUR 30.90bn)
of wh1ch FRF 163bn lEUR 28.84bn) did not
include seaweed farming (FAO data). In comparison, European manne farms ach1eved produc·
tion of 2 Mt and turnover estimated at FRF 26bn
(nearly EUR 3.9bn), respectively accounting for
9% and 13% of the world supply. Contrary to the
situation prevailing globally, the boom In finfish
farming in Europe during the nineties mainly relied
on marine farms, whose 1999 production provided roughly 60% (in volume) of the European
farmed fish supply.

Key figures

the past decade, 6 producer orgamsations
(POs) have been created in the purpose of
securing a minimum benchmark price, assisting
10 marketing and labeling and setting up partnership with large-scale distributors.
F1sh farms are mainly located along the Atlantic
coast (salmonids and turbot) and the
Mediterranean coast (sea bass and bream),
though one third of French bass and bream productiOn is reared on the coast of the North Sea.
Production from hatcheries accounts for nearly
24% of rnarine finfish turnover and highly export·
onented. In the short term, growth perspectives
for marine finfish farming in metropolitan France
firstly rely on hatchery activity, especially with
plans to increase turbot fry production capacity
to meet the demand of Spanish grow-out firms.
To produce adult fish, research efforts in diversification are continuing, with a preliminary
selection of best candidate species on the basis
of biolog1cal. environmental and economic cri·
lena. Today, the choice seems to be turning
towards cod and pollack for the northwest
coast, whereas blue-fin tuna and meagre are the
species attracting the most interest m
Mediterranean coastal areas. Amongst the
species mentioned above, onJy meagre is being
commercially farmed on a small scale and 1s
therefore a developing sector. The other fish are
still in the experimental phase, or even 10 the
research project stage (but may have already
moved into commercial farming in other
European countries).

Unit: million of French francs

Turnover metropolitan France
Turnover Dom-Tom
Total turnover
Value added·

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999 1999 (€ m)

2,267

2,366
911

2,495
1,067

2,481

378

595
2,862

2,427
896
3,323
2.326

3,278
2,294

3,562
2,494

179
558

2.003

1,177
3,658
2.561

2000 2000(€ m)
2,497
381
1,219
186
3,716
567
2,601
397

390

• Value added(turn011er rate esllmaled to be 70%.
Soorces: Otlmf!f', Hremer, ABriCUitl/fe and Hsher>es M.nrsl/)'. SFAiof.

Production volumes in French mariculture
Oysters
Mussels
Other shellfish
Prawns 1n metropolitan France
Marine and amphihalin (infish •
Farmed pearls
Tropical shrimp
• Including overseas farms.
Sovrces: Ofimer, lfremer, Agrlcciltme and Fisherres Monisll}', SFAM.

Unit: tonne

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

152,100

151,600

62,000
4,000
30
6,220

64,400
4,000

139,700
61,000
4,600

138,500
61,500
4,600

139,000
62,500
3,550

28
5,966
6
1.046

24
5,766
6
1.160

24
6,468
6

24
6,738

6,504

8
1.845

12
1.763

3
902

1.154

2000
135,500

68,000
3,557

28

Turnover in French mariculture
Oysters
Mussels
Others shellfish
Prawns in metropolitan France
Marine and amphihalin fish•
Farmed pearls
Tropical shrimp
Marine finfish hatcheries
Shellfish hatcheries

Units: million of French francs and million of euros

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

1999 (M€)

1,409
445
54

1,522
483

1.452
498

1,554
492

1,505

65
3
269
840

72
2
259

72
2
291
1,006

229
76
12
0,4

285
1,081

61
67
16

96
85
27

3
286
550
45
40
30

56
60
25

850
61
64
19

500
77
2

43
165
15
13
4

2000
1,508

544
77
3
255
1,136
83
83
28

2000 (M€)

230
83
12
0.4
39
173
13
13
4

• Data for bass, bream andiurbot taken from the Agriculture and Fishenes Ministry's Elatistical survey for 1997.
SouiCes: Ol1mer. lltemer, Agriculture and Ftshenes Mm•stry, SFAM.

Employment and companies
Both enterprises and jobs in mariculture mainly
come from shellfish farming.
There are about 3.300 active shellfish farms
according to the survey taken for the 1999 year
by tile Agriculture and Fisheries Ministry. They
work on 5,000 to 6,000 concessions. These
small. often family, firms employed some 8,800
"full time equivalent" workers (in AWU) for permanent or seasonal jobs. 51% of the manpower
in shellftsh farming is salaried employees.
The census of companies and jobs fn the marine
finfish farming industry, through the same survey, mentions 61 enterprises in 1999, with a
grow-out and(or) hatchery activity for sea bass,
bream, turbot or marine salmonids. The total
labour force in marine finfish farming is over
500 full-time equivalent jobs, most of which are
salaried (91 %). Firms largely differ by their size.

hatchery products). Triploidisation is a means to
increase productivity and eliminate the seasonal
aspect of oyster sales.
Moreover, the "sustainable development" objectives for the entire sector must take account of
consumer behaViour. Consumers have become
highly aware through recent food crises and
expect to be informed about product quality and
traceability. The new European regulations to be
applied as of 1 January 2002 on labelling of
products for sale (requiring the indication
"farmed" or ''wild") should help respond to this
demand. In return, the new context is going to
increase the need for communication from the
profession and a stronger commitment in
approaches to improve the image and quality of
aquaculture products {good practice code,
obtaining labels and official quality Indicators).

compared to 45% in 1998. Fish auction
turnover rose between 1998 and 2000, due to
the ri se in prices, in spite of lower quantities
sold. The turnover of auctions is composed of
charges, fishing harbour facility fees and fees
for use, paid by both sellers and buyers. They
average 8.5% of the Janded value but services
provided vary from one auction to the next. Ad
valorem taxation is an incenb've for fishermen to
sell outside of the. auction (Montane et a/.,
2000). An increasing number of auction places
are passing to a computerized sale. system.
Fish auctions are also places where catch sta·
tistics are recorded. In some fisheries, like that
of scallops in the St Brieuc bay, sales rnust be.
made only through fish auctions.

Fishmongers
Fish auctions

Outlook

Definition

In France, the management of coastal zones
and the protection of natural environment are
limtting the expansion of mariculture. Owtng to
this major constraint, the industry's development will depend on optimising rearing practices, research on diversifying techniques and
speofes and genetic improvement. Depending
on the type of operating system, different
approaches wfll be adopted. Wlthin marine tinfish farming, controlling the feed given to
farmed fish in order to limit waste and genetic
selection can potentially raise performance ln an
industry still in its early days, compared to freshwater fish farming. The stakes shellfish farming
is facing will make it turn towards other choices,
aiming to reduce environmental hazards and
overcome problems of space scarcity (by deve~
oping deep water farms, and by greater use of

Fish auctions are the market place to whtch
fishermen (suppliers), wholesale traders and
fishmongers {buyers) participate. They are also
the place where producer organisations exer·
cise a control in order for auction prices to stay
above "withdrawal" prices.

Trends in activity
The fish auction operating conditions are
governed by local regulations and their management is ensured by chambers of commerce and
industry (80% of cases), by cooperatives, by
local marine fisheries committees or by semi·
public companies.
In 2000, there were 44 fish auctions in France.
The top five process nearly 43% of landings,

Definition
Fishmongers are, along with processing firms
and wholesale purchasers, the main middlemen
between fishermen and seafood distributors.
They carry out technical (batching, processing,
packaging, etc.) and commercial tasks, and are
a link in the French fisheries chain, whereas this
type of intermediary either does not exist in
other European countries or exists In other
rurtlls, si111ilar lu wholesalers ur processors.
Their status is set out in the. 1997 law on
marine fisheries and rnariculture.

Situation and trends
in activity
Since precise economic data is not available for
1999, we estimated a TO of FRF 9bn, a VA of
FRF lbn and 4,000 jobs. on the assUmption
that 1999 figures are close to those of 1998.
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Key figures (fish auctions}
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

279,287
14,069

275,965

275,641

283,837

296,264

285,5 12

12,591

10,042

10,021

7,561

282.442
10,274

3.736

3,691

3,854

4, 110

4,340

4,246

4,430

647

675

13.38

13.38

13.98

14.48

14.65

15.03

15.52

2,29

2,37

Fish auction· turnover (FRF ml
Fish auction TO (€ m)

318

314

328

349

369

361

55

377
57

Fish auction • • value added (FRF ml

270

267

278

297

314

307

320

Fish auction TO (€ ml

47

Number of auctions

49
44
802

Sales (tonnes)
Withdrawals (tonnesl
Value (FRF m)
Value (€ml
Average price !FRF/kgl
Average price (€/kg)

Employment in full·time equivalent• • •

42

41

43

42

44

44

785

776

775

798

832

794

9,153

• Estimated on lhe basis of 8.5% in fees.
• • Value added/turnover rate of 85%(lfremer estimation).
• • • lfremer estimation, not Including dockers.
Source: Ohmer and liremer fish auc6on surveys.

The wholesale fish trade sector has undergone
considerable restructuring since the late 1980s
and rhe number of firms fell from 680 in 1989
to 322 in 1997, then to 308 in 1999 (source:
Ofimer). Along with this concentration, the
average size of firms has grown. Making wholesale fish trade workshops compliant with health
standards began in 1992 and was completed in
1996, but measures to support upgrading of
workshops are still continuing. This has provided the remaining companies with the oppor·
tunity to modernize equipment and improve
organisation.

The fi'rst French export item for seafood products
is that of tuna sales. Much of this is tropical tuna
caught and frozen by French shipowners,
landed in foreign ports near the fishing areas to
be processed in local canning plants (Ivory
Coast, Madagascar, Seychelles). French Guyana
shrimp also contributes in value to export flows.
Southern European countries (Spain and Italy)
are the leading customers for French seafood,
particularly fresh fish with high market value.

Fishmongers by turnover category
Turnover:
category
(FRF m)
Less than
[5-10[

Number of companies

5

in 1997

in 1999

48

41

60

[10·20[

126

59
123

[25-50[

55

55

50 an over

33

30

Employment and companies

Companies by number of staff

In 1998, some 4,000 people were employed by
fish wholesale trading companies. These are
small-sized enterprises, 57% of them employing
less than ten staff and 32% have an annual
turnover of less than FRF 1Om. They are mainly
located in coastal ports and Brittany holds 128
of the 308 enterprises.

Number
of staff
categories

Number of companies
en 1997

en 1999

Less than 10

185

176

[10-50[

127

124

10

8

50 an over

Foreign trade for seafood
products

Breakdown of fishmonger
companies by region

In 2000, the French trade balance deficit for
seafood prooucts amounted to roughly FRF
13.2bn. Four products concentrate half the
value of imports: prawns or shrimp, salmon,
tuna and unspecified fish filets. 42% in value of
French seafood imports come from European
Union countries. The United Kingdom, Norway,
Spain and Denmark are the top four suppliers.

Region
Brittany

1997

1999

132

128

North

49

46

Channel

48

44

Vendee-Charentes

45

43

Mediterranean

25

24

South-West

2l
2

21

322

308

Others
Total
Source: Ofu11er.
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Exploiting and processing
seaweed
Definition
Seaweed are marine plants gathered on the
shore or harvested at sea. The production is
mainly used for extracting gelling agents (col·
loids), as well as outlets in farming, para-pharmaceuticals and the food industry.

Situation and trends in activity
Conditions for seaweed exploitation are regu·
lated by decree, moreover, their harvesting is
subject to inter-professional regulations. A large
part of national supply is provided by mecha·
nised harvest of laminaria beds. This is mainly
done in the Finistere county, while the collecting,
on foot, of fucus, chondrus and other species is
done in scattered sites along the coast. These
various productions fluctuated around 75,000
tonnes, for an annual TO of about FRF 20m at

the end of the 1990s. Seaweed larmmg has
remained very marginal in France, with less than
100 t, while on a global scale algoculture and
harvesting respectively produce 1.1 and 7. 7 Mt
(FAO, 1996). French Imports come to 10,000 t
of dry matter. The industry's value added was
assessed to be approximately FRF 10m ln the
late 1990s and some sixty people were
employed in harvesting (source: lfremer).
Seaweed is processed by companies which are
for the most part located in Brittany. Their
turnover is estimated to be roughly FRF 700m,
50% of which concerns making products for use
in farming and cosmetics. The value added is
assessed at roughly FRF 450m (lfremer estima·
lions based on data from the seaweed techno!·
ogy research centre). With 6,500 tonnes,
French collofd production accounts for 8% in
volume of the world market, estimated at
$583m in 1997. Consumption of edlble sea·
weed remains low, at 600 toones,

Employment and companies
The seaweed sector employs over 1,000 peo·
pie. The companies operating in different mar·
ket segments have highly diverse profiles. In
fact. colloids are produced by three establish·
ments belonging to international chemical
groups, while processing of edible seaweed is
done by small srze enterprises.

Outlook
On the colloid market, harvesting laminaria
hyperborea and digitata in unexploited areas
holds some interesting openings. Uncertainty
persists on how edible seaweed consumption
will develop. The emergence and growing of
micro-algae holds perspectives of producing
high value added molecules.

Seafood processing
industry
Definition

Principal products imported and exported in 2000
Imports

Shrimp
Salmon
Tuna
Unspecified filets
Cod
Scallops,
queen scallops
Spiny lobster
Alaska pollack
Lobster
Mussels

Value (FRF)

3,524
3,190
2,067
1,778
1,428
83S
596
595
438
402

(€m)

Exports

537.2
486.3
315.1

Tuna
Shrimp

271.1
217.7

127.8
90.9
90.7
66.8
61.3

Unspecified filets
Anchovy
Salmon
Cuttlefish
Cod
Meal, powder
Eel, glass eel
Sole

Valeur (FRF)

(€m)

1,886

287.5

712
540
317
314

108.5
82.3
48.3
47.9

258

39.3

243

37.0
36.9
33.4
29.7

242
219
195

The seafood processing industry includes com·
panies whose activity consists In manufacturing
products for human consumption from fish,
crustaceans, molluscs and cephalopods. It can
be broken down into five groups of activity: can·
ning, curing (smoked, dried, salted products),
deep freezing (precooked dishes and plain
foods), "catered" dishes (salads, terrines, pre·
cooked dishes, surimiJ and fresh, "prepared"
products {pre-wrapped fish and raw preparations sold by fishmongers).
The perimeter thus defined does not include:
· food products made exclusively from seaweed;
• the Initial processing (filleting, heading) done by
fishmongers.

Source: 0/imer, according to Customs dala.

France's main partners in foreign trade tn 2000
Imports
Country

United Kingdom
Norway
Spain
Denmark
Netherlands
United States
Ivory Coast
lslande

BLEU
Germany

Unit: '000 tonnes
Exports

Volume

98.9
104.6
78.6
69.2
49.3
29.6
45.4
38.2
16.6
39.0

Value (FRF m)

2,523.4
2, 142.7
1.462.5
1,148.1
1,133.8
753.8
663.4
650.4
639.4
602.3

(€m)

Country

384.7
326.7
223.0
175.0
172.8

Spain
Italy
United Kingdom
Germany

114.9
lOLl
99.2
97.5
91.8

BLEU
Netherlands
Ivory Coast
Switzerland
Portugal
Greece

Value (FRF m)

(€m)

1,827.4
1,379.6
1,032.4

278.6
210.3
157.4
110.9
116.0
49.8

47.1
5.9

727.6
760.8
326.5
219.5
190.6

5.3
30.2

188.1
187.9

Volume

92.9
79.8
43.8
33.7
26.3
25.3

33.5
29.1
28.7
28.6

Source: Olimer, accorrlmg lo Customs data.
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Breakdown of turnover by product
type - Unit: FRF m
Source: Agr~cullure and Fisheries Ministty, //remer
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Trends in activity show high
growth compared to the food
processing industry
The seafood processing industry is a small component of the food processing industry. In 1999.
with FRF 18bn, turnover from sea product processing accounted for less than 2.5% of food
processing industry turnover (FRF 709bn). But in
five years time, it increased by 18%, indicating a
rise in French consumption of seafood products
(see key figures).
In 1999, the largest market segment in terms
of turnover was frozen products IFRF 5.4bn),
followed by canned (FRF 4. 7bn}. catered (FRF
4.4bn) and cured products (FRF 2.7bnl and the
fresh prepared product segment (FRF BOOm).
Since 1995, the market segments showing
greatest growth are those of fresh prepared
products (+45.9%) and catered products
(+44.9%). These are recent markets, which
have developed over the past fifteen years or
so. The older market segments like frozen and
canned foods have increased tllelr turnover
more moderately, by 6.3 and 7.3%, respectively. Curing, although belonging to old mar-

Breakdown of turnover by product type in 1999
Somce: Agncutlllre and Fisheries Mtnislry, lfremer

- - - - - - - - - - - - Frozen:

30%

- - - - - - - Catered: 24%

_....::.;_ _ _ _ _ Fresh prepared: 27%

-r------+----

Canned: 4%

Key figures*
1995
Turnover (FRF m)

15,219
Turnover from exports (FRF m) 1,339
Level of exports (%)
9
Value added (FRF m}
2,132
11,383
Total jobs
Total number of companies
256

1996

1998
1999 (FRF m) (€ m)
19~7
16,249
2,743
15,317
17,385 17,993
1,303
1,694 2,397
2,056
313
9
10
14
11
2,207
3,020
3,297
3,008
503
11,490 11,443 11,860 13,129
273

288

277

282

• Figures presented are all the firms or fractions of firms which do sea product processing. f~rms with less than
20 salaried employees are taken into account. 365 companies in the activity were counted for 1999. lfremer's
assessmenl of the industry was done on the basis of accounting data available for 282 of them.
Sources: Agriculture and Flsher;es MimsftY. tfremer.

kets, has had a significant growth rate of about
30% since 1995.
Companies' marl1et outlets are mainly domestic.
The export level stabilised at around 10% for
the period.
Since 1995, the value added/turnover ratio
has risen: before 1997. it was 14%; today it
fluctuates around 18%. This trend can be
explained by the development of catered and
cured product markets, which are high value
added segments.

Enterprises
Reducing the concentration
In 1999, out of the 282 enterprises for which
data was available, 211 made less than FRF
50m in turnover from seafood products. Since
1996, 75% of companies on average have had
turnovers under FRF 50m.
Although the number of firms has grown constantly since 1995, there is a concurrent drop
in the size of larger companies, in terms of
turnover share.
Nevertheless, the general trend results from situations which are different for each group of
activities.
• In canning, the slight decline in concentration
has come from the growth of small enterprises,
linked to more "up-market" specialisation and
developing canned terrines and salads. The
largest companies still clearly dominate the
market: the top ten hold 90% of shares.
• In curing, after a downswing in the top ten
firms' importance (1996-1998), buyouts and
mergers contributed to concentrating the activity:
in 1999, the top ten companies accounted for
75% of turnover.
• For frozen food products, the concentration is
less significant: the top ten companies achieved
60% of turnover in 1999. Special distribution
circuits (home delivery) enabled medium sized
firms to develop. Since 1995, the trend has
been towards less concentration.
• For catered products, there is a large number
of enterprises. In 1999. the top ten companies
made less than 50% of turnover.
• The market for fresh prepared products is
very new. The activity is highly concentrated.
A majority of specialised firms
Out of the total 356 companies counted in
1999, 262, i.e., approximately three out of four,
had a single activity. This large degree of specialisation should be balanced with the fact that
the majority of companies have a single establishment. Health regula !tons make it difficult to
juxtapose several activities within one produc·
tion plant.

The activity's diversification appears to be
through expanding ranges to include catered
products. Indeed, 79 out of the 97 companies
present in several market segments manufacture catered products.
Geographical breakdown

The processing plants are m<linly located along
the coast. Over 60% of the production plants
are located in the regions of Brittany, Nord·Pasde-Calais. Pays de Ia Loire and Aquitaine. The
counties containing the most plants are the
Flnistere (44 enterprises). the Morbihan {32) and
the Pas·de-Calais (27).
The location of the firms can first be explained
historically by the complementarity with fisheries
landing points. This is notably the case for canning plants set up in southern Brittany, Vendee
and in the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region. Today, the
links between the landing site and the processing site are more e~tensible. However, the
factors which contribute to maintaining a
coastal location are: access to certain infrastructures {refrigerated facilities), the skill of the
Jabour force in fish handling and the •maritime•
image which Is good for marketing.

Outlook
Overall, the trend for the activity in Franee will be
influenced by general factors such as a slower
economic growth in 2002 and the consequences of the transition to a 35·hour working
week.
There are specificities in variolls segments or
the activity.

Public action in favour of
seafood product industries
Publrc aid to the seafood industry is essentially
national and European. At European level. these
come from the Financial Instrument for fisheries
Guidance (FIFG), the European Agriculture
Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF1 and the
community initiative concerning the restructuring
of the fisheries sector (Pesca). Various public
aids are mainly intended for:
· organising markets in the framework of the
Common market organisation (CMOl for the
Common fisheries policy;
· organising the seafood chain.

Ofimer
Created by decree n• 98-1261 dated 29
December 1998, put into application by the law
dated 3 November 1998, following the frame-

Breakdown of turnover

work law on marine fisheries and mariculture,
the National Inter-professional Board in charge
of seafood and aquaculture products {Ofimer)
replaced the Fund for ·market intervention and
organisation (Fioml.
Ofimer is a public body under the jurisdiction of
both the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
and the Ministry of Finance and Budget. Ofimer
has taken over most of the missions previously
carried out by the Fiom, but now broade11ed to
include freshwater aquaculture and fisheries.
Ofimer's mission includes regulating markets,
improving the economic effectiveness of the
seafood chain and the quality of products,
improving market knowledge, and supporting
communications and promotional operations
for aquatic products: along with monitoring of
harvesting and first sale, Ofimer is responsible
for monitoring processing, transportation and
logistics, distribution and technical innovation.

Unit:%

TO of n top companies
Top 5
Top 10
Top 20
Top 50

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

29
44

29
41

29
39

32
42

28

60
82

56
79

53
77

57
79

39
54
78

Source: Agncuii!Jre and Flshetres Minrstq, lfremer.

Geographical breakdown of seafood product processing firms
Source: lnsee. Agriculture and Fisheries Mintstry, list of approved compames for seafood handling.

• In terms of market outlook: although few significant changes can be expected for canned
and frozen products, the contrary is true of
fresh prepared products which is in a rapid
development phase. Its market share should
continue to increase. However, we still do not
have much information on the possible developments of the new markets (pre-packed fresh and
catered dishes) In a low-growth period like the
one we are in. Since the activity e)lports little,
domestic consumption will be a decisive factor.
• In terms of tndustnal structure: for some segments, there are favourable factors for concen·
tration. The curing activity is undergoing a transformation: salmon producers are continuing
their downstream integration. The high concan·
tration of farmed salmon production limits the
sources of supply for processors. In 2000,
some processing firms merged with the aim of
balancing upstream producers' market power. In
the catered product segment, companies which
have interests in, and connections with, raw
material producers are increasing in number.

Number of enterprises
per county

0

None

(3 1)

D
D
0

I to 4 compenoes

(36)

5 to 9 companies

(12)

••

I 0 to 14 compames l7l
IS to 20 companies !6)

Twenty or n1()fe

(4)

16

17

At Reg•on level, Ofimer provtdes financial support. eg for action taken to orgamse the market.
espectally to Improve the condttions of first sale
in fishing harbours. In 2000, •I distributed aid
payments for ftshermen and shellfish farmers hit
by storms and the oil spill.
Ohmer is authorised by the French authorities to
pay out EC aid for f•shenes and aquaculture.
Relaying the EAGGF, Ofimer finances compensatory measures provided for by the CMO (as
well as for Implementing EU aid schemes in
favour of overseas counties). It ensures that
financtal compensation files are processed and
the corresponding aid paid out. Ofimer's action
notably concerns withdrawals (from the first
sale), adapting seafood supply quality ano quantity, and information (labelling).
Ofimer's income is composed of allocations from
the State, the proceeds of special taxes levied,
and various revenues such as professionals' contributions to special operations and European
Union aid for promotional campaigns, as well as
investment income. The state subsidy amounted
to EUR 14.60m in 2001 (FRF 95.8m).
The special taxes benefiting Of1mer are paid by
shipowners and buyers on f~rst sale aucttons (of
catches landed on French temtory or in a forergn
port by a fishtng vessel registered in Franee) and
by importers of seafood from countries other
than EEC or EFTA. Their proceeds. roughly EUR
3.4m tn 2001 , are used to finance operations to
promote frshery products.

Marine
aggregate extraction
Marine aggregates mined
in France include silica sands
and gravels, calcareous sands
and marl. The first category
is used for construction
and civil engineering
and the second mainly
in agronomy (soil improvement).
There are also extraction
operations in Guadeloupe
(mixed volcanic and calcareous
sands used for construction
and public works)
and at Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon
(siliceous sand and gravels).

Activity situation
Extraction of marine aggregates
falls under the mining system and
requires issuance of a mining
title, a national permit and
authorisation for work to
begin, along with an impact
study. Extracting marl and
calcareous sand is subject to
quotas and authorisation from
the prefect. These regulatory
provisions were harmonised
by the law 97-1051 of
November 1997, which places
calcareous aggregates under
the mining system. That is
why, upon request from the
ministry for Industry, operators in calcareous materials
(marl and shelly sands) have to
file an application for a mining
title and a national permit.

0

• materiaux siliceux
materiaux calcaires
d'apres
Ooc. Claude Augris,
Ifremer

The main production sit es for siliceous aggregates are located between the Seine-Maritime
and Gironde counties, in shallow areas of less
than 30 metres. The main production site is at
the mouth of the Loire river. Calcareous aggregates are produced in Brittany (three marl
deposits!.
Marine aggre gates production makes up
approximately 1.5% of the national production of
building materials. It is mainly composed of
siliceous aggregates (about 4 million tonnes)
and the rest comes from calcareous materials.
To can be added the approximately 300,000
tonnes produced on one site operated in
Guadeloupe, tlny production from Saint-Martin

Sete

and that of Saint-Plerre-et·Miquelon t o the
amount of 20,000 t. By comparison, the United
Kingdom produces 21 million tonnes of siliceous
aggregates (15% of its total material production)
and Japan 80 million tonnes.

Extraction and importing marine aggregates in metropolitan France
Unit: '000 tonnes

1997

1998

1999

2000

750

700

80
3,290
4,120

60
3,350
4.11 0

660
70
3,610
4,340

690
60
3,700
4,450

na

na

Extraction*
Channel
Brittany
Atlantic seafroht
Total
Imports

850

sso··

• Mainly siliceous aggregates; marl extraction not taken rnto account.
• • 80% of which come from the United Kingdom and 20% from Belgium.
na: not available.
Source: UNPG (National aggregate: producers unron/,
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Calcareous material produced (about 700,000 t)
is equally composed of marl and calcareous
sand. The first is used as a processed soil
improver, or as an ingredient in animal feed or fertiliser. The latter are used as raw soil improvers
or as ingredients in animal feed.
The perimeter of the activrty in metropolitan
France can be assessed as follows:
-for siliceous materials: considering operatJons
up to loading for delivery to construction materials firms;
- for calcareous materials: taking account of
operations up to delivery of the end product:
extraction of raw material cannot be dissociated
from the end uses mentioned above.
Based on thJs perimeter, we can estimate overall turnover to be about FRF 500m. Under this
assumption, VA would be about FRF 200m
(VA/turnover ratio based on lnsee datal.

Employment
and companies
Dredging ship companies for marine aggregates are one of the sector's trades. Direct
employment is estimated to be approximately
200 seamen and 100 on-shore staff (administrative, sales and technical duties) according to
lfremer. There are a dozen frrms using 16 sand
dredging vessels of varying sizes (from 80 to
1,926 grtl. Some of these companres also
process the materials and sell them for ready.touse concrete or civil engrneering operatrons.
Marine aggregates are also extracted by industrial firms mining land-based deposits, in an
effort to diversrfy their supplies. Extractions can
then be subcontracted to specialised international companies. They are used for construction and civil engineering work.

Outlook
Marine aggregate extraction is an asset with
respect to growing difficulties in accessing
deposits, especially for alluvial aggregates.
More and more extract permrts applications are
being made for the Channel regron.
lfremer assesses the siliceous aggregate
resources in French territorial waters to be 52
brllion tonnes. However, usable reserves are
currently limited to 600 million m3 (960 million
tonnes).

Shipbuilding
and repair
The sector covers merchant
shipbuilding, naval shipbuilding,
naval equipment and fittings,
civilian ship repair, and boat
building.
These activities come under
different schemes:
there are huge differences
between companies in terms
of how they are organised,
their concentration, size
and strategy.
The volume and nature
of their markets is also quite
different: maritime shipping
is shipbuilding's market outlet;
pleasure boating is that
of boat building.
There is some interdependence:
some naval vessels used
for public service missions
(EEl surveillance, policing
of fisheries) are also built
by merchant shipyards;
ship repair and shipbuilding
rely on the maritime shipping
market; repair provides
shipyards with an opportunity
for diversification.

Merchant shipbuilding

Trends in activity

Definition

Shipbuilding's recent economic situation is
linked to the global growth phase, but also to
the recession which has hit Japan and South
Korea and its impact on exchange rates: the
Korean Won, in particular, depreciated sharply.
After stagnating slightly in 1998·1999, orders
soared in 2000: production capacities were
remarkably high and prices for most types of
ship increased on average, after a slack period
in 1999. The dominant position of Japan and
South Korea in international competition has
become even stronger.

Merchant shipbuilding comprises the design,
actual construction and equipment and fitting
out of ro-pax vessels for passenger and cargo
traffic, fishing vessels, service vessels, hover·
craft, offshore platforms and other floating
structures.

Key figures
Turnover (FRF ml
Value added (FRF m)
Employment
Number of companies·

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

6,843
1,784

4,869

5,942

10,337

6,278

1,331
6,003

1,525
6,092

6,733
2,260
5,297

3,055
6,032

35
70.6

29
60.0

28
81.9

29
43.7

34
53.9

Level of exports (%) • •

1999 (€m)
1,576
466

• Companies doing all or part of their business in this field.
• • Average percentage of turnover for companies with 20 or more employees.
Source: Ministry for Industry.

World order book since 1993
Unit: million cgt · Source; Uoyd's Register of Shipping.
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In 2000, South Korea achieved top rank in shipbuilding worldwide, with over 35% of world
orders. The Korean yards, in debt and not very
cost-effective, were able to spread their debts,
sell at low prices, invest and expand their capacity. They turned massively towards the export
market (currently over 15 billion dollars per
year) since no large domestic orders were available. 1998 was a difficult year for the Koreans
because of the Asian crisis which hit the banking sector hard, and the resulting absence of
financing plans for shipyard s. But their market
share grew as of the second semester of 1998,
after the recession bottomed out, thanks to the
weakness of their currency. On the oil tanker
and container-ship markets, Korean yards' world
supremacy is unquestioned (market share of

over 60%). However, they are trying to capture
all segments, are very active in LPG tanker production and have just taken orders for ferries
from European shipowners.
In Japan, the yen was stronger against the dollar. Market shares were lost in 1999 and 2000,
particularly to Korea. Facing the latter's competition, Japan is trying to rationalise its production
tool. It is maintaining good positions on the bulk
carrier market, but losing ground on those for
oil tankers and container-ships. China regularly
increased its market shares for standard vessels between 1998 and 2000. Active on the
break-bulk carrier market, the Chinese shipyards
are working to strengthen their position on the
oil tanker and container-ship markets.
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Asian predominance in the shipbuilding sector
has become clear. The shipyards of three main
countries (Japan, South Korea, China) overwhelmingly dominate standard vessel markets
(oil tankers, break-bulk carriers, container-ships).
However, this is more obvious in volume than in
value, due to the price differences between
standard vessels and specialised ships.

_________ ____ _______ __ _______ ___ ______________________ _
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Europe
Clearly dominated by their Asian competitors on
standard vessel markets, European shipyards
are marginalized on orders for oil tankers, low
value bulk carriers and large. post-Panamax
type container-ships, They have fallen back on
specialised vessel niches (chemical tankers, roro, ro-pax, cruise liners) where their positions
are strong. European market shares are still
resisting Asian competition in terms of Vallie. On
the cruise liner market, the competition is
almost all European. The number of European
competitors in this niche is growing as they withdraw from cargo ship markets. However, nothing should be taken for granted in the field of
specialised ships: LPG carriers, a European speciality in the past, were mainly built In Japan during the nineties, when the Korean competition
appeared, in 1999, the majority' of orders were
taken by Korea, the rest by Japan, and none by
Europe.
Looking at trends, world growth, a stronger dol·
lar and saturation of Asian shipyards, thus
forced to sub-contract abroad, have provided
favourable factors for European activity. But
specialised vessel markets didn't grow as fast
as those for standard ships from 1998 to 2000.
Through the container-ship orders handled and
good positions on some specialised ships (LPG
carriers. for instance) Poland ousted Germany
from first place in Europe in 2000. The latter,
EU leader for shipbuilding, has an increasing
order backlog tor specialised vessels, but a
drop in orders on the container-ship market,
which is strongly eroding its market share. Italy,
ranking third in Europe, is well positioned on
some specialised vessel niches, especially
cruise liners.
Structurally
sp.eaking,
the
European
Commission noted the European shipbuilding
sector's fragmentation in 1997, with 103 com·
panies. In 1996, the five largest European
builders accounted for 36% of compensated
gross tonnage produced, compared to 44% in
Japan and 99% in Korea.
France
The activity is more concentrated than in Europe
on uvernge. The top four shipyards employed
over 43% of the labour force in 1998, ensuring
58% of sales and 61% of exports (source:
Industry Ministry). If we consider the main shipyards, which are CSCN members, the concentration is even greater.
The sector is highly specialised in cruise liners.
It so happens that the economic situation over
the past two years was favourable for international liner order and the order books are full, up
to 2003.

Order book for the top six private French shipyards
Unit: '000 cgt · Source: CSCN

Order book
on 31 Oecember

Including for foreign
shipowners
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France also has competitive know-how for
design and construction of LPG carriers. No
recent orders have been taken for this type of
ship under current circumstances, but the
potential is there. 183 LPG carriers have been
built since 1961, 35 of these by French yards,
58 by Japan and 46 by South Korea (source:
CSCN). To date, the backlog of firm or pract1·
cally firm orders, is mainlY held by Korean yards
(over halt), the Japanese, and to a lesser extent,
Spanish shipyards,
Generally speaking, these are often export markets, especially for big orders, seeing the small
size of the national fleet
Annllal orders for French sl'lfpyards now exceed
900,000 cgt. They even reached 1,230,000
cgt at the close of 1999, an unprecedented
level in the past twenty years. The key-figures
(see above) indicate considerable growth in
turnover and in value added between 1997 and
1999, a labour force held at around 6,000 Jobs,
not to say much lower in 1998, They show how
significant productivity gains were over the
period. From 1999 to 2000, French production
was to follow the same rising curve: up about
50% in volume according to AWES.

1998

1999

2000

long term cruise market, mainly due to the
increasing demographic figures for target consumer categories; on the other hand, the current economic slowdown in the United States
and Europe, which should hinder market devel·
opment in the short term. In a context of economic slowdowns, overcapacity may rear its
head here and there.
- Is the Korean breakthrough on the large pas·
senger ship market ( thanks to recent orders)
the prelude to their acquiring competitive know·
how for cruise liner production Which would
pose a threat to the Europeans on the last international market niche they dominate? Moreover,
the latter may also risk a "crowding out" effect:
wm Korean performances for standard vessels
lead new competing shipyards, particularly
Japanese, to bolster their presence on spe·
cialised vessel markets, especially liners, thus
increasing the risks of overcapacity on that mar·
ket?

Outlook
Atter the year 2001, with growth rates sUII high,
forecasts for 2002 are less optimistic. In the
short term, several parameters will impact the
situation of the European Union in general and
France in particular:
-The sustained pace of liner orders experienced
since 1999·2000 seems to be slowing down.
There seem to be two opposing trends. On the
one hand, there is high growth potential on the
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- The issue is all the more sensitive in that world
shipyard capacity increases (for all types of vessels) are already scheduled, for the most part,
between now and 2005: t25% for Korean shipyards (to 6 million cgt in 2005), + 7% for the
Japanese (to 7.4 million), + ll% for AWES (to
5.3 million).
-How will the EC react to what it considers to be
dumping on the part of the Koreans, with
respect to the WTO, and modify the subsidies
system, normally due to disappear, for
European shipyards? The legislation ln force
entrusts the EC with the task of proposing
measures aiming to solve the problem of anti·
competitive practices se.en In this activity (see
art. 12 of Council regulation 1540/98 dated 29
June 1998 concerning aid granted to shipbuild·
ing).

Naval shipbuilding
Definition
Naval shipbuilding Includes:
• shipbuilding and repair of warships by civilian
shipyards,
· design and construction of warship and surveillance vessels, as well as their overhauls.
This is the responsibility of the DCN naval shipbuilding division in the Ministry of Defence.

Key figures

The naval shipbuilding activity in France mainly
comes under the DCN. In this speciality, the
merchant shipyards have a small share: about
5% for DCN's production. The latter works in
designing, constructing and maintaining naval
equipment. Its main customer is the French
Navy, but it afso exports. It manages the naval
shipyards and production sites of Cherbourg,
Brest, Lorient, Toulon, Saint-Tropez, Papeete,
lndret and Ruelle.

Trends in activity
The international context is characterised by
cutbacks in military spending in many countries,
especially in tllose of the European Union. Most
companies restructure and establish alliances,
as the competition gets harsher on shrinking
markets.
France is no exception to the rule: the decrease
in military budgets has been appreciable since
1990, due to efforts made by the Defence
Ministry to cut its own costs: the turnover gen·
erated by orders from the State was approximately FRF 20bn in 1990, and less than FRF
9bn in 2000. The drop in the DCN's workload
schedule is in keeping: 23.9 million productive
hours in 1996; assessed at 12.7 million for
2001 and 14 million planned for 2002.
Concurrently, civllian shipyards are increasingly
turning towards exported naval vessel production and the number of companies involved in
the field is dwindling yearly.

Unit: FRF million and number of staff

1999 1999 {€ m)

1995

1996

1997

1998

700

421

357
1,363

552
251
1,090

392
138
626

16
21.2

11
44.0

8

539
248
758
7

60.0

69.4

67.4

Merchant shipyards
Turnover
Value added
Employment
Number of companies m
Level of exports (%) 121
Naval shipyards (DCN)
Production 131
Procurement of material,
equipment and services
Stock variation
Value added 141
DCN workforce
Subcontracted workforce

14,937

15,225

217
795

13,353

10,667

60
21

6

na

The record bottoming-out of State orders
seems to have been reached in 2001. A rally in
orders has been observed since 2000, without
necessarily indicating major recovery. Overall,
the DCN has experienced an upheaval in its
operating conditions over the past decade,
which has led lt to take part of the subcontracting within its centres: the travel-to-work areas
have been affected by these adjustments.
DCN's reorganisation began in 1991, with the
creation of DCN International, aiming to develop
exports and enable industrial and commercial
alliances. It also involved the establishment's
status, defined until recently as an operational
directorate of the Defence Ministry. The decree
97·35 dated 14 January refocused the DCN's
missions on industrial activities, by creating two
separate services: the state naval programme
service (SPN) with about 2,000 people, ensuring the undertaking of contracts on behalf of the
French Navy; the industrial service (on eight
sites} making up the ''new" DCN, is the contracting authority managing industrial projects
and maintenance of French Navy equipment.
By decree 2000-326, dated 12 April 2000, the
DCN was given a new status which maintains
the organization as an administration with a busi·
ness account, but which reinforces the separation between the establishment (supplier) and
the Defence Ministry (customer). The latter, how·
ever, continues to exercise its supervisory juris·
dictfon.

Trends in outsourced
subcontracting rates
for the DCN ...
Unit:%

19 98

1999

Cherbourg
8rest
Lorient

30
27
26

20
40

Toulon
lndret

47
22
6

44

Site

Ruelle
9,229
229
5,516
21 ,839
5,634

9,482
348
5,395
20,860
5,737

7,832
557
4964
19,214

5,965
100
4,602
17,515

4,600

3,360

na
na
na
16,332
na

(1) Fractions of companies: doing all or part of their business in this field.
(2} Average percentage of turnover for companies Witl1 20 or more employees.
(3} DCN accounting methods were modified as of 1999·2000.
(4) lfremer estimation for 1999: in the order of FRF 4,500m (on same accounting basis as for previous years}
na: not available.

Sources: Industry Ministry lor merchant s~ipyards, DCN lor naval shipyards.

2000"*

19
25
12

• Subcor~tracting of speciality and capacity.
• • Estimation.
Source: OCN.
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DCN production by site

Merchant and naval
equipment industry

Site
Cherbourg
Brest
Lorient
Toulon

Main activity
Building submarines and dismantling nuclear submarines
Maintenance of fleet ballistic missile submarines (SSBN)
Building medium tonnage surface ships
Ship maintenance

lndret
Ruelle
Papeete
Engineering

Propulsion power systems for all ships
Special systems and equipment (handling, platform control, simulators)
Maintenance of French Navy ships based in the Pacific
Engineering division in Paris: naval architecture
Engineering division in southern France: Combat systems
Engineering division at Saint-Tropez: torpedo system

Definition
The naval equipment field comprises the following activities:
- manufacturing technical equipment for boats:
propulsion machinery, electrical and electronic
equipment, shipboard handling, navigation and
bridge equipment, pumps, ventilation and air
conditions, for main facilities,
- supplying shipbuilding yards with assembled
and tested equipment as "modules", either pre·
fab or in their technical setting, and complete
systems or functions like installation of ventila·
tfon and air conditioning O( fitting out public
areas and cabin areas in passenger ships.

Source: OCN.

DCN workforce
Cherbourg
Brest
Lorient
Toulon
lndret
Ruelle
Papeete
Engineering division
Headquarters
Total

Trends in activity
1995

1997•

1999

2000

4,039
5,823
3,005
4,345

3,627
4,950
2,487
3,728
1,374

3,137
4,278

2,824

1,534
1,373
366
1,354
21,839

1,186
284
1,286
292

1,094
334

3,906
1,861
2,669
1,141
853
257
1,170
414

19,214

16,332

15,095

2,159
2,932
1,212.
925
261

• Separation of state activities in 1997: concerns about 2,000 staff; creation of headquarters.
Source: NaUonal assembly, 2001. document n•3320.

The most recent step taken in this restructuring
process was the government's decision in July
2001 to transform the DCN into a State-owned
company, in order to give it the means to
ensure its development and forge vital alliances.
A draft law in line With this is to be filed by the
end at 200 l. It provides for actual creation of
the company early in 2003.

Outlook
Large-scale restructuring on the European scale
have already begun in the defence industry.
International alliances are being set up between
naval shipyards. Of course, the main French
operator will try to play a part.

The level of activity depends on the merchant
and naval shipbuilding market. In 1994, accord·
ing to an assessment based on the ten main
Cofrena committee member companies, the
breakdown of turnover between civilian and military markets was57·43%.
The closing of several French shipyards was
compensated for by good penetration of foreign
markets, particularly in Asia. External markets,
whfch account for over 40% of the sector's
turnover, are mainly located in Italy, Spain and
Finland, and concern cruise liners. Ellport levels
increase with company size. Global competitors
are mainly Japan (world leader), Germany
(European leader), South Korea and Norway.
Results of the survey conducted in 1999 by the
French committee for naval equipment (Cofrena)
on this French industry provided production and
employment estimates for the "equipment and
system manufacturing" activity, Based on the
hypothesis that most French production will go
to Europe, we estimated the VA at about FRF
1,800m for 1999 (EUR 275m) and about 8,750
jobs.

Nationally, the 1997-2002 military programming
law fs drawing to its term. It provides for a cutback of 20 billion French francs (3bn eurosl in
the budget allocated to the DCN's industrial
service. For 1999-2002, the adjustment effort
will have entailed staff cuts of 22%. The DCN's
financial forecast for 1998-2002 indicated that
over one third of turnover would come from
exports and diversification.
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Ship repair
Definition
The activity includes:
· repair and scrapping of civilian vessels (war·
ship repair is included in naval shipbuilding);
· ship conversions.
This work is mainly done by shipyards specialised m ship repair and conversion, but can
provide a supplementary outlet lor other ship·
yards.

Trends in activity
Ship repair is more of a service industry than a
manufacturing one. Manpower costs are decisive
for competitiveness. Internationally speaking, the
activity is dominated by Japan, Southeast Asia
(Singapore) and the Far East (Korea), but the
Europeans have a significant market share.
Amongst these, northern European countries are
highly active (the United Kingdom leadmg, then
the Netherlands, Germany, Scandinavia), as well
as some Mediterranean countries (Italy, Spain,
Portugal) and eastern countries (Poland,
Rumania).

Key figures·

Untts: mtllton FRF and million euros

Turnover
Value added
Employment
Number of companies · '

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

1,334
548
2,913

1,504
644
2,913
47

1,314

1,450

526
2.464
44

500
2.466
44

1,596
602
2,511

52

243
92

55

• Related to sllip repatr as understood in tile Frencll ac1Mbes classtficabon: reoa~r-cooversion of all merchant
vessels and scrapping.
• • Doing all or part of tlletr bustness m th1s !reid.
Source: /t!dusrtY MII!IStry

Forecast global market breakdown between regions
(market shares, in percentage)
Unit: %of volumes in cgt
Source: Uoyd's List, May 1998, acc01d111g ro Drel'lry Sl>•pprng CoosuftaMs Ltd

100

Afrtca + Aus!laha

8

7

5.70

6

90

14.70

13

80

Japan

8.50

11

70

Far East

16.30

14.50

18

13.50

3.60

~

28.70

27.50

1998

2003

In France this activity is small scale. Following
the downswing at the middle of the last decade,
at the end of the current period, ship repair
seems to be taking advantage of global growth
and the favourable situation for international shipping (70% of customers are foreign shipowners).
The activity's turnover is rising in spite of serious
difftculties encountered by some companies tn
this field. 1999 and 2000 were good years, mit~
gating the impact of competition from eastern
European and Mediterranean countries.

Boat building

Outlook

Definition

Generally speaking, the profession predicts
increased activity in the years to come. This is
notably due to the fleet entry of many ships for
some segments and the rising average age,
especially for oil-tankers.

The term boat building comprises the manufactunng of sailboats, ngid or rnflatable powerboats
and windsurf boards, as well as their outfrtting,
maintenance and repatr.

However, production capacity has grown
sharply over the past few years in Europe, and
even more so in the Far East. We can assume
that this will make international competition
harsher, probably in anticipation of increased
demand. That should lead to a drop en prices
and changes in market shares to the advantage
of countries with cheaper labour forces.
Nonetheless, Europe should get out of this
tough situation unharmed.
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Trends in activity

Apart from its own dynamics, like many recreational products, the French boat building indus·
try's results seem to correlate with the general
economic situation and are highly sensitive to
consumers' potential buying power. The industry sailed through a highly favourable period in
the second half of the 1980s, then through the
long growth period in the 1990s. Between the
two phases, the economic slowdown from
1991·1995 was simultaneous with a drop in
recreational boat productfon.

French boat building ranks second to that of the
United States in the field worldwide. It accounts
for over a third of European turnover in this speciality. Its strong point is production of sa11ing
boats and inflatable dinghies, holding leadership
in these two specialities tor the past fifteen
years, with respective turnovers of 414 and
59 million euros in 2000. In both cases. French
boat building covers 35% of the world market.

Since 1997, sales have been dynamic in
France, but mainly exports have boosted the
activity's growth rate. In sales shares. they took
well over half the production and enjoyed growth
of nearly 25% in 1999 and over 32% in 2000,
much higher than that of domestic sales. In
2000, nearly 72% of sailing boat production and
over 77% of inflatable boat production were
exported.

In addition to sailboats (more than 56% of total
TO in 2000) and inflatable boats, French industry also produces powerboats. Its International
niche on this market is less signific1lnt. It holds
5% of the global market for in-board motorboats and 2% for out-boards. The leaders for
these products are the United States, Italy,
Germany, Canada and Japan, unequally present
in the various categories of motorboats.
Maintenance and repair account for 9% of the
French industry's turnover.
The United Kingdom, Germany, Italy and Spain
are the main customers for French boat building
in Europe and together account for three-quarters of sales. Outside of the European Union,
the United States are by far the main outlet
(with over 37% of non-EU sales in 2000).

Outlook
The unprecedented growth that French boat
building experienced over a decade was
favoured by a propitious economic situation in
developed countries, particularly the United
States, a predictable impact of replacement
buying for an ageing fleet (40% of the French
recreational boat fleet is over 20 years old)
and a new clientele with often high spending
power. It is tempting to compare these parameters by analogy with those influencing cruise
liner construction. The size of the export markets. especially in the United States, make this
activity highly sensitive to the International situation. The economic slowdown phase we are
entering may change the international market
context. especially for recreational consumption such as sailing and water sports.
Predicting the impact on French boat building
is still risky.

Annual production turnover (not including maintenance
and repair) - Unit: FRF m- source: Fin
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Key figures
Turnover
Ei<portsjturnover (%)
Value added
Employment
Number of fractions
of companies

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Units: FRF m, million euros, %of sales, manpower

1999 (€ m)

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2,553

2,563

2,197

4,198

640

56
782

210

3,840

58
1,167
4,259

56
1,377

3,944

47
767
3,627

2,494
53
853
3,607

3,474

50
776

5,072

46

42

38

42

45

52

Source: Jndustty Ministry,
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Offshore oil
and gas-related industry
The French offshore oil
and gas-related industry
includes engineering,
supply of oil and gas equipment
and facilities and provision
of services in the fields
of exploration and production
at sea (especially offshore
oil platforms, drill ships
and drilling systems,
building of LNG carriers
and some gas processing
techniques, as well as gas
terminals).
The contractors are usually
oil companies and firms
in gas production.

Trends in activity
Since there is no national oil production in the
French EEZ, the offshore oil and gas·related
industry is structurally export-oriented. This
means that the sector is particularly exposed to
international competition. It ranks second to the
American oil and gas-related industry for
exports. In recent years, 90% of turnover was
achieved abroad. For the offshore sector, we
estimate that 100% of production is exported
(source: IFP).
Companies in the sector play an active role in
providing services and equipment for explo·
ration and production, refining and petrochem~
cals as well as for transporting gas. They work
upstream to downstream 1n the petroleum field
and experience a cyclic effect which is strongly
linked to that of crude oil and gas price cycles.
Therefore investments in oil exploration and
productio~ have a major influence on the o~l
related industry in general and the French Oilrelated industry in particular, at least for the
upstream segment of the sector, this seg_ment
constituting a major part of the offshore oil and
gas·related industry.
Following the record high in oil investments
during the Gulf War ($ 79bn), the 1992·1994
slowdown led to a downturn in the international
economic situation. Witll the healthy growth
experienced by the United States from 1992,
and an equally favourable situation in Europe, oil
exploration and production investments rose in
a cycle which peaked in 1998 at Sl_10bn._ ~Y
the close of that year, while the As1an cns1s
worsened, oil prices. falling since 1997,
reached the record low of $10/barrel. The turn
around was significant for the petroleum industry, where exploration/ production investments
dropped by 20%, to $90bn. I~ a context ~f
good European and North Amencan econom1c

performances, the rebound of crude oil prices in
1999-2000 to levels briefly exceeding S35/barrel, was immediately followed by rally1ng investments ($l0Dbn in 2000).
So, after a period of regular growth, oll invest·
ment trends have fluctuated since 1997-1998,
albeit at a level which remains very high indeed.
With the impetus of favourable factors over the
past decade, the French oil industry's growth
rate doubled yearly from 1994 to 1997, and the
sector consolidated its position worldwide. The
slight slowdown in 1998 was followed by a drop
in total sales in 1999 (·4%). This decrease,
largely attributable to the offshore sector, was
mitigated by merger/acquisitions. It was followed
by a return to strong rises in 2000 and 2001
(12% per year), although this is less significant
if merger/acquisition effects are not taken into
account. For offshore production, recovery was
slower than for onshore production in 2000,
with 4%growth. For 2001, a turnover growth of
19% is forecast, which would re-establish the
pre-1998 pace. French onshore and offshore
sectors are expected to reach unprecedented
turnover levels in 2001.
The gas industry is another strategic segment
where the French are active. Amongst the currently competitive countries on the LNG carrier
market, are Japan, South Korea, Spain, France
and Finland. France has mastered the gas
transport ''membrane" technique, competing with
a Norwegian system. During the 90s, delivery of
LNG carriers became much more competitive
and their delivered prices dropped sharply.
Orders for LNG carriers fell off during the Asian
cris1s (a smgle order in 1998), then rallied in
1999 (ten orders). Although none of these
orders were placed with French shipyards (see
above: ship building), they maintained their competitive know-how all the same.

Key figures
Turnover (bn FRF)
Value added (bn FRF}' •
Jobs ('000)
:

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

15.0
5.9
12.5

16.0
6.8
14

22.0

26
10.1

23.5
8.1
17.5

8.9
17

19

1999 (€ bn)

3.6
1.2

2000

25
9.3
17

2000 (€bn)

2001 * (€ bn)

3.8

4.4

1.4

1.6

!'~~~~=~tdded/turnover rate as estimated by the IFP for the entire oil-related fndustry. lfremer estimate for 2000 and 2001, based on previous data from IFP.

Sou•ce: French Pettoleum lnstilule (IFP/.

Turnover of the French oil and gas·related industry
Units: bn FRF and $ - Sootce. IFP
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Companies
and employment
There are signiftcant differences in the way
French oil companies behave. The service
providers, who are highly reactive to market
variations, benefited more from the favourable
economic situation than did equipment suppliers
in 1996-1998. Likewise, they were harder hit by
the downturn in 1999 (-17%) and enjoyed a
strong recovery in 2000 (14%). The situation of
equipment manufacturers and engineering
firms, less prone to swings in their activtty, was
affected by merger/acquisitions and increased
acreage.

• Forecast

supply in the context of an economic slowdown
of unknown duration. The price level will have
direct repercussions on oil investments and the
upstream sector of oMelated industries.
For the LNG-carrier segment, there is a large
growth potential, seeing the lack of vessels and
expanding world gas consumption, especially
LNG. However, the current downturn in gas
prices may alter the short term outlook.

It should be noted that internationalisation of
capital is a fundamental trend in the French oil
sector. "International" firms, i.e., listed on the
stock market, with only minority interests held
by the French. are increasingly influential in the
sector.
The IFP puts the figure of overall R&D efforts by
French oil industry firms at FRF 600 to 700m in
2000 !92 to 107 EURm).
Employment tn the oil-related industry, after a
slight downturn in 1999 and relative stagnation
in 2000, picked up agam in 2000, to reach
record levels.

Outlook
In 2001, oil prices were down (under $20/barrel in November) and gas prices were even
lower (down by 2/3 from January to August) and
the economic slowdown has been confirmed in
the OECD Area. As is often the case, the issue
will be to see if OPEC can keep discipline over
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Electricity generation
This chapter gathers available
information on electric power
plants in coastal locations.
The choice of an electric
production site depends
on the possibilities of cooling
or diluting the effluents
discharged by the plant.
From this point of view,
the sea is a natural, stable
cold reservoir, which makes
coastal access highly attractive
for building nuclear or thermal
power stations.
The sea can also provide
tidal power.

The information available is not adequate to estimate either turnover for the French electricity
board's (EDFl power plants, nor the labour force
on their sites.
Ten high power electrical plants are located on
the coast or In estuaries in metropolitan France.
Their total installed power capacity is over
26,000 MWe, i.e. one quarter of EDF's available
capacity: four conventional thermal power stations, five nuclear power plants and one tidal
power plant. Three conventional thermal generating units, totalling 1, 550 MWe. are either on
long-term shutdowns or being kept as back4.lp.

The total land requirement for plants in the
coastal area depends on the reactor system,
the number of generating units, the cooling system and the topography. For nuclear energy
plants, EDF assesses the land requirement for
four generating units of 1,450 MWe to be
lOOhectares. For conventional thermal plants,
conditions vary only slightly: 150 ha for ten
600 MWe generating units and 100 ha for six
units of 600 MWe. Cooling tower systems
require an additional 30% or so of land area.

Electrical power plants set up on the coast
Site
Dunkirk (harbour)
Le Havre (harbour)

Generating
onits
3 et 4

Net power
(MW)
2 X 117

1
2

250
585
585

3
Cordemais (Loire estuary)

4
1
2 et 3
4

Martigues

Gravelines (outer harbour of Dunkirk)

5
l
2
3
4
1, 2 et 3

4
5
6
Penly {eastern Channell

1

Paluel (eastern Channell

2
1 et 2
3
4

Flamanville (western Channell
Le Blayais (Gironde estuary)

2
1
2
3 et 4

Rance estuary
• Blast furnace gas
Source; EDF.

580
490
2 X 685
580
580
250
250
250
250
3 X 910
910
910
910
1,330
1,330
2 x1,330
1,330
1,330
1,330
1,330

Energy
source

BFG •
coal
coal

Year
commissioned
1969

fuel oil

1968
1969
1973

coal
coal

1983
1970

fuel oil
coal
coal
fuel oil
fuel oil

1976
1983
1984

fuel oil
fuel oil
nuclear
nuclear
nuclear
nuclear
nuclear
nuclear
nuclear
nuclear
nuclear
nuclear

1971
1972
1973
1974
1980
1981
1984
1985
1990
1992
1984
1985
1986
1985
1986
1981
1982

910
910

nuclear
nuclear
nuclear

2.x910
240

nuclear
1983
tidal power 1966

Marine civil
•
•
eng1neer1ng
The maritime and inland water
engineering activity covers
construction and engineering
carried out at sea or on inland
waters. This involves building
riprap protection (natural
or artificial), and constructing
or regulating waterways
(navigable or not).

In the available data, the "maritime" subset of
this activity is not distinguished from the "inland
water'' subset. lfremer estimates that it makes up
about 50% of total annual turnover for marftime
and inland water engineering work.
Key figures ilrP. br~sed on statistics which mr~ke "
distinction between engineering done in metropolitan France and elsewhere. The latter includes
work in the French overseas dominions and territories and abroad.

Maritime civil engineering meets different objectives:
- for harbours: constructing harbour facilities,
breakwaters, quays, p1ers, jetties, locks, dry
docks, bridges, slipways, channel linings;
- for coastal protection: rip·rap, re taining walls,
ramparts;
- for the French Army and Navy: coastal defence
works;
- at sea: offshore platforms, llghthouses and
beacons.
This work entails special techniques and mate·
rials. It can also require highly-skilled staff. Along
with new construction on maritime sites (50% of
the activity in 1999). maritime civil engineering
also involves maintenance and renovation (50%
of the activity).
Note tha t maritime CE makes up only a small
proportion of publfc works overall: in metropolitan
France in 1999, engineering firms on maritime
and river sites made 1.2% of annual turnover in
civil engineering.

Key figures "

According to the FNTP, a turnover of FRF 1 milfion in French CE companies required an average
of 1.5 direr.t johs. Sinr.e 1qqs, this htrnover has
shown constant growth, although stagnating at
the end of the decade; over the same period
manpower levels remained about the same,
according to our estimations.
While the entire CE sector occupied 67.2% of
workers in 1998, mari time CE employed more
highly skilled manpower on average: workers
made up only 26% of total manpower in 1998.
In metropolitan France, the main customers of
French maritime and inland waters CE companies are the publfc sector (local authorities,
counties, State) for 69% of production, private
sector firms (19.6%) and private individuals
01.2%). In 1999, the region with the highest
turnover volume was Normandy.

Trends in export activity
French civil engineering enterprises are significant exporters. From t998 to 1999, the
turnover of this activity outside of metropolitan
France (including the overseas dominions and
territories) accounted for 86% of the total
turnover. In 1998, Franee ranked 3rd worldwide
for exports, with a market share of 13% (behind
the USA and Japan). The activity of maritime
and river CE contributed to the export turnover
figures of all French CE, to the amount of 10.4%
in 1997, 14% in 1998 and 13% in 1999.

Units: FRF million, euros million, number of staff

Turnover (FRF ml
Including outside
of metropolitan Franee
Value added (FRF m)' •
Employment

Civil engineering trends
in metropolitan France

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2,827

3,074

4,1 70

5,617

5,739

875

2,178
1,272
1,206

2,493
1,383
1,062

3,529

5,120

1,876
1,110

2,528
1,056

4,915
2,870
1,097

749
438

1999 (€m)

' On the basis of a 50%proportion of maritime engineering in overall maritime and river engineering
(lfrerner estirnaliou).
' • Value added/turnover rate estimated to be 45%.
Source: Nati()(laf federarion of CIVIl engmeering (FNTP).
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On the export market fn 1998, there was a
sharp increase in civil engineering projects on
maritime or inland water sites. Most of the work
was carried out in the European Union (48%),
where the activity more than doubled in one
year's time, thanks to the boom on the UK market (which practically tripled in 1998).
Construction sites underway 1n Scotland, at
Ardersier and in England at Teeside, mostly
explain the growth of this activity in the EU.
However, from 1998 to 1999, export sales of
maritime and river CE companies registered a
decrease of 4% linked to the drop in exports in
the EU (-32.5%).
The activity rose by 41.8%in Africa (especially
in Angola) compared to 1997. In 1999, Africa
represented half of the export trade. However,
in the Middle East. maritime and inland water
engineering projects were down 24% between
1997 and 1998.

Maritime CE turnover volume and estimated" employment
Units: FRF million and number of staff- Source: FNTP
FRFm
7,000

Number of staff

1,400

6,000

1,200

TOtFRF m)

Employment

......
5,000

1,000

4,000

800

3,000

600

2,000

400

1,000

200

0 -'-l-99,...,1....:.....1_9,
92,...__
19_9_,3....__1_
99-4~1...,.9.,...95,..__19-,9-'6-1.,...
99,....,7....:.....1_9_98.,........_19_J...
99

°

' lfremer estimations.

Foreign customers for French maritime CE companies
Unit: FRF million • Source: FNTP.
1998

1999

J

European Union: 49%
.,,,____ Africa: 35%
~---

Near and Middle East: 6%

---='--"----- Other European countries: 5%
- - - - - - - Others: 5%

European Union: 33%
Africa: 50 o/o
Near and Middle East: 9%
Other European countries: 6%
- - - - - - - - Others: 3%
~--

Submarine cables
Underwater telecommunication
cables submerged at great
depths transmit telephone
and data communications.
The activity accounted for here
includes seabed and route
surveys, engineering,
manufacturing and maintenance
of cables and their installation.
Commercial services are also
linked to setting up projects
and promotion.
Figures are not available
for all these segments.

How the activity
is organised

Recent situation
and outlook

The first cables used were coaxial. Use of fibreoptics and optically amplified repeaters tech·
niques have made for major advances in cable
transmissions.

Until the late 1990s, with the development of
telecommunications and the Internet, the submarine fibre-optic cable market underwent
significant growth. For manufacturing alone, tne
world market rose to 9.3 billion dollars in orders
accumulated from 1993-1997. From 150,000
to 200,000 km of cable were produced every
year. Each of these specific markets (long haul
repeatered and medium haul unrepeatered systems) Is characterised by the small number of
enterprises involved. On the French side, Alcatel
Submarine Networks is the leading submarine
cable manufacturer worldwide On volume). It is
particularly active in unrepeatered systems. In
terms of cable-laying, France Tehkom grouped
its marine activities in early 2000 in the sub·
sidiary called France Telecom Marine.

They have given rise to two types of products:
- very long haul cables which can cover thousands of kilometres with powerful transmission
capacities, They use submerged "repeaters",
equipped with optical amplifiers to compensate
for loss over the cable;
· so-called "unrepeatered" systems. with no submerged active electronic components. These
are much cheaper than those mentioned above.
can cover up to 400 km and be linked to
repeatered long-haul networks.
Industrially speaking, the submarine cable
stream includes:
- feasibility studies: seafloor survey performed
by a specialised ship (the cable's lifespan will
depend on this), underwater route surveys;
·engineering: protection method, network architecture design (capacities, connections);
- manufacturing the cables;
-laying and maintenance, requiring that cablelaying vessels be used. This can require jetting
(protecting the cables by bul)ling them) which is
performed by remotely operated vehicles.
Jetting is done at ever-increasing depths, currently 1,000 m. sometimes reaching 1,500 m.
Cable use is growing with respect to satellite
competition and currently provides most longdistance telecommunications, and all of those
linking Europe and North America.

Of note amongst recent long-haul network
orders for submarine cable manufacturers, are:
- a three-ring system between the United States
and the United Kingdom;
- a fibre-optic cable link running 7,300 km
between the Caribbean and Central and South
America. The contract reached over a billion
French francs;
- " Sea Me We 3 ": a fibre-optics cable totalling
39,000 km in length, linking Western Europe to
the Far East and Australia via the Mediterranean
and the Indian ocean with forty landing points,
Echoes from the industry indicate that current
overcapacity in telecommunications equipment
w111 hit all segments of the activity hard. In the
short term, it will lead to a sharp downturn in
investment projects.

Key figures (manufacturing and laying cables)
1997
Value added (FRF ml
Manpower

320
1,170

1999
1,520
1,597

1999 (€m)
232

2000
1,770
2,168

2000 (€m)
270

Saurce: ASN, France Telecom Mame and lfremer eslima11ons established afte1 consulting orofess1onals.
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Coastal tourism
Coastal tourism covers a wide
range of goods and services,
with the shared consumer goal
of tourist activity in common.
No assessment of tourism
turnover is available.
We have evaluated the activity
through spending by French
(resident) and foreign
(non-resident) tourists related
to their stay in France.
Spending is thus used here
as an estimate of production.
Tourist consumption includes
expenditures for:
accommodation, catering,
recreation, various purchases,
food, other services,
transportation, packages
(all-in spending for tourist stays
in France).

Coastal tourism is far and away the largest sector of the marine and coastal economy in terms
of turnover, value added and employment. It is
one ot the major sectors of the French tourist
economy. However, although it is the top ranking
tourist destination, attracting 35.6% of total
nights, the coast only accounts for slightly over
one quarter (26.8%) in tourist consumption.

Employment
The seasfde accounts for about 28% of tourist
consumption for non-business stays of domestic and inbound visitors; that ratio is taken to
estimate to assess coastal tourist employment.
84% of jobs in tourism are in accommodation
and catering. The rest are mainly found in cafes,
travel agencies, tourist information offices, facil~
tation and thalassotherapy. Other jobs are linked
to tourist activity. These are indirect and
induced employment In shops, transportation,
health care, and waste treatment activities in
particular.

Trends in activity
In 2000, the activity was expected to encounter
difficultles, owing to the Erika oil spill, storms
and mediocre summer weather. All the same,
overall volume progressed by 3.5%, thanks to
stable domestic tourism and a sharp rise in the
number of inbound visitors. However, the north·
western regions (Brittany, Pays de Loire and
Lower Normandy) received somewhat fewer
visitors, while their numbers rose in the south·
east (PACA, Rhones· Alpes) and in ordinarily less
busy regions !Picardy, Bourgogne and Franche·
Comtel.
Tourism remains a seasonal activity, over two to
four months a year, depending on tourism
zones. From 1999 to 2000, the number of
nights spent in the French coastal area rose by
3.1% (to the detriment of other areas), while the
number of stays dropped slightly (by 0.3%).

The coast's position as the French's favourite
holiday destination is confirmed. This is most of
all a summer choice.
Along with mountain and lakeside holidays,
French tourists stay longest at the seaside. 62%
of stays exceed three nights, as opposed to
45% when all geographical areas are taken
together. The coastal area holds the record for
average length of stay, with eight nights.
Combining all stays, both for business and
pleasure, short visits make up 18% of total
stays; long visits account for 82%.
In spatial distribution, the seaside ranks third,
with 17% of overnight stays from short visits,
generating a volume of 23.6 million nights, after
the countryside (36.1 %) and the city (33.3%)
which are respectively number one and two
domestic destinations in France. On the other
hand, the seaside takes first place for long
stays with 33.6% of overnight stays, generating
217.5 million nights.
French tourists spend 40% of their seaside
overnight stays for non·business reasons, compared to 23.5% of inbound tourists. Foreigners
show a preference for urban areas taking 32.4%
of their overnight visits; they spend more than
French tourists (FRF 2,330 per person and per
stay on annual average in 1998).
In 2000, the coast accounts for 26.8% of
domestic tourist cons~mption on non-business
stays, compared to 38.5% for city stays. 39%
of tourist spending taking place at the seaside
is done by foreign customers.
The coast totals 31% of French visitor spending,
compared to 27% for cities. The distribution
structure is much different for inbound visitors,
since 51% of their tourist consumption takes
place in towns, as opposed to 2.2% at the seaside.

Key figures
1995

1996

1997

1998

Tourist spending (FRF m)
Value added (FRF ml •

105.700
44,394

114,300

117,200

119,515

48,006

49,224

Employment • •

153,048

156,468

167,194

50,196
182,826

1999

2000

118,862 (18,1 20 € ml
49,922
190,402

• Value added rate assessed by !!remer al 42%
• • according to previsional estlmates by the Tourism administration.
Sources: tourism d~ectorat!V!ourism accounts !assessments based on 1999/2000 tourism uccounls, cu•renl/y under reView), Unedic.

(7,61 1 € ml

124.445 (18,972 € ml
52,267 (7,968 € ml
196,334

Stays and overnight stays for non-business trips by French tourists,
broken down geographically
Unit: %
Breakdown of stays*

Breakdown of nights*

1998

1999

2000

1998

1999

2000

27.6
15.1
36.0

28.0

38.6
19.0
34.0

38.9
19.5
32.8

40.0

Mountains
Countryside

26.4
15.4
36.8

City
Lakeside
Other

33.6
4.1
2.3

33.4
4.0
2.3

26.5
5.9
2.2

27.1
5.1
2.3

Seaside

Breakdown of domestic
and inbound visitor consumption
in non-business stays broken
down geographically

15.1
34.9

33.9
4.2
2.9

Unit: FRf bn
French
Seaside
and lakeside

19.2
31.5
27.2
5.7

City
Countryside

2.9

Mountains

• Totals exceed I 00%, since several types of area may be visited dunng the same stay.

1998

1999

2000

76.6
65,1
56.5
50.4

72.9
64.2
52.3
47,6

75.3
64.5
52.1
48.8

1998

1999

2000

Sources: Tour1sm directorate, Sofres

Average length of non-business
stays by French tourists broken
down geographically

Overnight stays by inbound
visitors on non-business stays in
2000 broken down geographically

1998

1999

2000

8.6
7.2

8.2
7.5

5.4
4.6
8.4
5.7

5.3
4.7
7.3
5.8

8.2
7.4
5.2
4.6
7.8
5.9

42.9

45.9

49.1

99.6
33.0
20.0

106.2
35.3
21.4

114.1
37.8
22.9

Source: tourism directorate/tourism accounts.

Unit%

Unit; number of nights

Seaside
Mountains
Countryside
City
Lakeside
Other

Foreigners
Seaside
City
Countryside
Mountains

City

32.4

Seaside
Countryside

23.5
18.0

Mountains
Several

11.1
15.1

Total

100.0

Source: tourism directorate, Sofres.

The French hotel industry's structure has undergone the same changes seen elsewhere in the
world, that is to say, moving towards concentrations of chains and internationalisation. Campingcaravanning is not experiencing the same concentration as the hotel trade.

Source; tourism directorate. Sofres.

Tourist capacity as seen
through accommodation

Breakdown of rated hotel rooms by tourist area

45% of French tourist seaside nights rely on
paying accommodation, as opposed to 79% for
foreign tourists. The types of paying accommo·
dation most used at the seaside are camping·
caravanning (51.2% of sites are located on the
coast) and rentals.

City
Seaside
Countryside

Non-paying accommodation is preferred in rural
and urban tourism, Moreover, france is the country with the largest number of second, holiday
homes in the world. They are mainly located at
the seaside and in the countryside.
In 2000, 53% of room supply was provided by
cities and 19% by the coast. Two-star and three·
star hotel rooms respectively account for 53.3%
and 22.8% of the seaside supply. Over half
(51%) of short stay camping sites are located at
the seaside.

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

352.783
133,899
77,681

Mountains

355,089
133,702
78,344
44,402

350,102

355.143

130.477
76,715
43,589

135.497
73,424
42,880

305,760
109,209
98,765
69,844

311 ,308
109,519
99,664
68,683

43,990

Total

611,537

608,353

600,883

586,944

583,578

589,174

Sources: tourism dlfeclorate, lnsee, reg•onal part11ers.
Note: zooing has changed since 1999.

Breakdown of short-stay campsites by tourist area
Seaside
Countrystde
City
Mountains

Total

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

420,097
242,466
123,847

418,603

411,614
237,558
119,805

403,084
235,518

401.128

30.701

394,746
234,164
115,644
30,412

782,874

774,966

238.421
121,257

32,514

32,195

31,741

118,989
30,873

818,924

810,476

800,718

788,464

234,231
116,814

Source: tounsm directolate. /nsee, regiooat partners.
Note: zoning has cllanged .SiiJce 1999.
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Tourist spending in the Dom-Tom (French overseas counties
and territories)
Spending (FRF m)

Employment

2,400
1,700

20,000
14,500
l,OOQ-2,000

Guadeloupe (2000)
Martinique (2000)
Guyane (1996)
Reunion (2000)
New-Caledonia (1998)
French Polynesra (1998)
Mayotte (2000)
Saint-Pierre et Miquelon (1997)

310
2,100
1.539
2.177
60
23

5,400
na
na
na
150

na; not available.
Sowces: ledom, leom, lnsee

Tourism in the French
overseas departments
and territories
The latest statistics show that Dam-Tom hotel
capacity is nearly 22,000 rooms. The Caribbean
makes up 60%of hotel capacity. French overseas locations totalled 1.9 million tourists in
1998. Currently, tourism is a vital activity for
the overseas departments, while stfll hardly
developed in the overseas territories (except in
New Caledonia and Polynesia). Cruise tourism
is developed above all in the Caribbean (cruise
area with the most visitors worldwide) and
especially in Guadeloupe, where cruise passengers made up nearly two thirds (63.3%) of passenger traffic.

Spotlight on water sports
Sources: CSA, secretatY ol state lor lournm, Afil.fin

According to a poll taken by the CSA consultancy, 60%of French people have already practiced a water sport or form of recreation. Water
spor·ts generate many induced economic
effects: boat building, rental, sale and maintenance, catering on passenger ships, restaurant
services, courses (sailing, diving, water skOng),
stops (shops and local services), marinas, nautical festrvals.
According to a study by Afit, a good marina
draws 10 to 100 times more visitors than direct
harbour users, who come to ''have a look", walk
around, stay over and consume.

Pleasure boats
As of 31 August 2000, the registered fleet of
pleasure boats officially numbered 788,638
(including 44,891 in the Dam-Tom), broken
down as follows:
- 75% under 6 metres in length;
• 21% sailing boats and 74% power boats

Average age of the French fleet, for vessels
over 6 metres, is 16 years.
Boat registrations increase by roughly 20,000
vessels a year.

Marinas
Exclusive of the Dam-Tom, 466 harbours
designed to handle pleasure boats have been
counted. They were often built between 1965
and 1980, fitted wrth piers and pontoons and
provide 163,795 moorings, in addition t; the
individual and collective anchorages found along
the coast. The overall occupancy of French
marinas is 94%(this includes a rate of 114% in
the Dam-Tom).
The French federation of yachting harbours est~
mates the total turnover for marinas to be
roughly FRF lbn. According to the administration, turnover for the marina sector is FRF lSbn.
Nautical tourism generates consumption of FRF
30bn (i.e., about 10% of French coastal tourism
consumption). Pleasure boating employs
40,000 staff, in 3,000 enterprises.

Activities and products
In majority, day outings are the norm, with 4 mil·
lion boaters practising regularly one of three
main types of water activities: day fishing, sea
outings, recreational sailing.
Cruises only concern 30 to 40% of the fleet
over 2 tonnes, Two types of competition are
practised: local and regional races (concerning
about 10,000 boats) and open sea racing
(involving a limited number of participants).
Boat hire has grown significantly as a tourist
activity (+ 10% per year), whether as cruise
rentals, chartered boats or day boats.
According to a study by the Marketing Office
Consultancy, 206,000 people rent a boat each
year, generating FRF 1 ,275m in turnover, FRF
275m of which is overseas.

For boat rentals, there are 120 specialised
companies accounting for 1,500 boats (making
a turnover of FRF 300m). In addition, there is a
fleet of professionals (for whom hire is not the
maln business), and direct rental by private individuals. The total fleet available for hire is probably about 4,000 boats. Nearly 30% of those
boats are based in the West Indies.
The aver(lge expenditure for boat hire, per week
and per person, amounts to FRF 1.500, not
including any required crew, fuel or mooring
fees. Two geographical centres dominate the
market:
- the Mediterranean (40% of contracts);
- southern Brittany (35% of contracts).
In 1998, according to a study by Alit-Fin, 40% of
boat hire clients prefer to rent a yacht with skfp.
per. Boating can be enjoyed by all ages and for
long periods. Week-long rentals is the key formula in the market.
In France, some 853,000 people are members
of a water sports federation, active in 8,140
clubs for all sports, and 9 mlllion people practice water activities. The main water activities
are:
-small craft sailing: 75,000 members (in 1,400
clubs) and 110,000 members in sailing schools:
• deep sea diving; 154,000 membership cardholders;
- swimming: 150,000 members;
- windsurfing: 15,000 card-holders, for 400,000
enthusiasts (FRF 600m in TO);
- game fishing: 1 million fishermen;
-miscellaneous; surfing (100,000 surfers, 150
world competitions), water skiing, canoeing,
kayak, speedboat racing (motorboats and
inflatable dinghies), jet ski, fly-surf, rowing,
speed-sailing.

Summer coastal tourism:
a survey on the regional
breakdown
of consumption
A survey was made in 1999 and 2000 for
lfremer by the Sofres on summer seaside
tourism consumption, in order to obtain a break·
down by region. It was worth regionalising the
data, since local studies remain isolated and
hard to harmonise on a national scope.
Two consecutive studies by the Sofres focused
on expenditure for all French stays of at least
one night away from home, and were conducted
on tlie metropolitan French seaboard ln JulyAugus t-September of the years 1999 and
2000. Only non-business, tourist visits were considered. The seaside is a highly seasonal desttnatlon. The months of July and August are quite
representative ot coastal tourism. In those two

months, about hall of the annual visitors are
received. The Sofres grouped regions when
necessary to obtain significant figures.
The study, based on a sample of tourists surveyed, out of the French population, aged 15 or
over. Therefore, the study was built to exclude
the under-1 5s and any foreign residents. A brief
summary of the study follows.
In the summer of 2000, tourist spending
reached nearly FRF 35.l8bn compared to FRF
35.24bn in the summer of 1999.

Regional breakdown of nights
and expenditures
In 2000, the number of nights varied from 1 to
2.5 from one region to another, and the total
spending from 1 to 2.6. The Pays-deLoire/Poitou-Charente set came first for coastal
destinations with 22.2% of overnight stays, fol-

lowed by Languedoc·Roussillon and Brittany.
The Channel coast, not including Brittany, with
9% of nights, is mainly a near-by destination for
short·stays.

(FRF 255). For all regions, the consumption
items vary within a narrow range. The relative
budget distribution is stable from one region to
another, with a few exceptions.

Average expenditure per night

Not including all-ln packages, accommodation is
the most expensive item (26%of spending) in
the consumption structure.

44% of tourist consumption takes place on the
Mediterranean coast, of which 26% in the
regions of Provence·Aipes-Cote d'Azur and
Corsica. The Atlantic coast totals 31%of tourist
consumption and Brittany l 7%.
In 2000, the greatest expenditure per night was
309 F for Provence-Alpes-Cote d'Azur and
Corsica. This high specificity is mainly attributable to accommodation and the round trip. It is
the top region on the French coast in terms of
tourist generated spending, thanks to large visitor numbers and average spending which is
higher than elsewhere. The lowest expenditure
is found in Aquitaine (FRF 253) and Brittany

If spending done in the Erika zone is compared
during the summers of 1999 and 2000,
whether for total expenditure or per night. a
small variation is observed. In fact, that holds
true for all the coastal regions. It IS difficult to
determine whether the stability reflects the true
situ<~tion

or r'lther the panel polling methorl

used.
To shed light on this point, here is the report on
a very different type of study, concerning the
impacts of the Erika oil spill on hotel occupancy
in the area affected.

Regional distribution of nights, total expenditure and average expenditure per night in 2000

Picardie, Lower Normandie, Upper Normandie, Nord-Pas-de-Calais

Total nights
(million nights)
16.6

Total expenditure
('000 FRF)
2,775.6

Average expenditure
per night (FRF)
167.1

41.0
33.6

7,216.5
5,972.6
3,701.5
6,286.4

176.1
177.8
185.7
187.1

9,182.0
11,335.2

230.3
178.0
190.6

Pays-<le-la-Loire, Poitou-Chareotes
Brittany
Aquitaine

19.9
33.6

Languedoc-Roussillon
Provence-Alps-Cote d'Azur, Corsica
Erika·
Total French coast

39.9
63.7
184.4

35,134.6

• The five counties hi! by tile Eril<a oil spill. nis line tallies with the group ol r~g1ons: 1t should not be added to the otl\er lines.
Source: So/res.

Average expenditure per night according to expense items for all stays in 2000 - units: FRF and%

P1cardie, Lower Normandie,
Upper Normandie,
Nord·Pas-de-Calals
Pays.<fe-la-Loire,
Poitou-Charentes
Brittany
Aquitaine
Languedoc-Roussillon
Provence-Alps-Cote d'Azur,
Corsica

Erika
Total for France
Total for France: expenditure
distribution, not including
all·in packages (%)

All·in
package

Accomodation

Meals

Personal
leisure
activitie

Consumers
goods

Food
shopping

Round
journey

Trips

Total
not including
packages

256

61

54

31

76

37

22

11

292

221
335
209
163

73

40

66
63
68

40

34
28
26
30

55
57
56
53

37
32
32

20
24
25
24

9
9

268
256
253
261

275

78

45

37

60

14

70
70

39
43

32
31

55
57

32
36
34

43

258
240

21
27

9
11

309
262
273

26

16

11

21

12

10

4

100

40
44

33

11

9

Source: Sofres.
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The impact of the Erika
spill on hotel activity
Source: lnsee, Tourism Directorate, regional partners (2001/.
Visitor number survey in the rated hotel trade and open alf hotel
trade. Variations from 1999 to 2000.

A survey was made to measure the impact of
the Erika oil spill on the rated hotel trade and
open-air hostelry, located in the coastal zone,
particularly in five counties of western France;
Finistere, Morbihan, Loire-Atlantique, Vendee
and Charente-Maritime. The following results are
taken from tnat study.

Vqriation in number of nights from 1999 to 2000
French tourists
inland zones
7.3
Charente-Maritime
Finistere
Loire-Atlantique
Morbihan
Vendee
Total 5 counties

11.6
-5.1
-1.5

Foreign tourists
inland zones
-0.1
-50.3
-3,7

2.4
-1,2

Rated hotels
The five counties contained nearly 10,300,000
hotel rooms in 2000 (slight variation with respect
to 1999). Rooms are most numerous in the
Loire-Atlantique county as well as being situated
less often ln the coastal area. On average, hotel
rooms in the five counties are mainly (65%)
located in the coastal zone. This distribution is
identical to that of 1999.
Impact on the occupancy rate
Fallowing the oil spill in December 1999, the
occupancy rate of hotel rooms in the coastal
area did not drop much from 1999 to 2000.
The decreased went from 0.6% Un Vendee) to
2.5% (in Lofre-Atlantlque). In the Finistere, the
rate even rose slightly (+0.1%), However, there
is a difference between the hotel trade inland
from the coast and that on the seaside, the latter being much more affected.
Impact on stays
In the coastal area, the total number of hotel
nights dropped by 4.9% overall between 1999
and 2000 (going from 8.8 million to 8.4 million
nights). The phenomenon was above all
observed for foreign customers (-13.7% of
nights), while French customers changed their
behaviour less, in proportion (·3.2% of nights).

The drop in foreign visi tor numbers was
sharpest above all in the counties of Morbihan,
Loire-Atlantique and Vendee.

In 2000, campsites in the five counties
recorded nearly 18 mlllion overnight stays,
including 16.5 million in the coastal zone (i .e.,
91% of nights).
The nights are unequally distributed over the 5
counties. There were more in Charente-Maritime
(32%) and in Vendee (30.6%). The Loire·
Atlantique ls the county with the lowest number
of overnight stays (8% of total nights). French
customers are much more numerous (79% of
nights) than foreign visitors (21 %).
From 1999 to 2000, the total number of nights
for the 5 counties dropped by 18. 7%. On coastal
areas the decrease in the number of nights was
significant in all counties except that of CharenteMaritime, with only- 13. 7%. It was the greatest in
Loire Atlantique (-29.1%), followed by the
Morbihan (-23.9%).
Overall, from 1999 to 2000, the drop in visitor
numbers was much higher for foreigners (-28.5%)
than for the French (·16%).
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Inland ZOMS
Seaside wnes

~LOj)9,C!QQ ...... •• ... .• ••••••

Flnistere

LoireAtlantique

Morbihan

French tourists
coastal zones

-29.6
3.3
-13.2

-3

0
-11.5
-5
-4.1

Foreign tourists
coastal zones
-8.8
·11.8
-17

-4.2

-17
-16.9
-13.8

Trends in number of nights
at camping sites per type of
customers, from 1999 to 2000
Unit:%

Camping sites

Number of hotel rooms per county in 2000

CharenteMaritime

Unit: %

Vendee

French
tourists
Charente-Maritime
-13.3
-10.9
Finistere
Loire-Atlantique
-26.9
Morbihan
Vendee

-21.2
-14

Foreign
tourists
-12.7
- 36.3
-27.8
-37.3
-28.1

Trends in occupancy rate
for hotels in the coastal area,
by county, from 1999 to 2000
Unit: differential for occupancy rate from 1999
to 2000
Seaside
zones
Charente-Maritime
Finistere
Loire-Atlantique
Morbihan
Vendee

-1.6
-1
-5.7
-6
-3.8

Inland
zones
4.9
1.3
-3.6
-3.5
1.6

Shipping
Shipping includes fleet
and sea port activities.
For the merchant Navy,
the activities considered
are goods transport
and passenger traffic.
Inland shipping is not included.
The sector of maritime harbours
includes operations and general
organisation of harbours
as we// as other auxiliary
services activities.

Merchant Navy

cation cables, underwater engineering, drilling,
provision of supplies to offshore platforms.

The French shipping

After ten years of stable figures, ranging from
about 205 to 210 ships, a hundred of which
were registered in the Kerguelen, the French
fleet increased to 206 vessels flying the French
flag as of 1st January 2001. The maritime
investment policy undertaken in 1996 with the
tax deduction scheme (called quiratsl, has been
replaced by the EIG tax arrangement: since the
law of 2 July 1998 came into force, 41 vessels

As of 1st January 2001, the French fleet ranked
24th worldwide in deadweight (for vessels
exceeding 1,000 grt), compared to ranking
tenth in the 70s and fifth in the 60s. In some
specialised niches, it remains amongst the top
ranking fleets: ocean and seismic research, laying and maintenance of undersea telecommunl-

Key figures

Units: FRF million and number of staff

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Production m

25,915.9

25,856.8

27,285.4

Value added m

3,184.2
10,837

3,273.9

3,595.8
11,422

25,347.0
4,028.6

25,648.6
4,088.7

11,494

11,574

368

388

Jobs 131
Companies

175

10.447
193

207

(3,910.1 € ml
(623.3 €m)

Turnover + stocks + capitalised production costs Sub-contracting included.
(21 Gross value added, including subsidies.
(3) Salaried and non-salaried staff.
Source: Transpcrt Ministry.

(l)

Vessels • belonging to French shipowners as of 1 January 2000
Types of vessel
Liners
Ferries
Passenger launches
Cargo-ships
Container ships
Reefers
Dry bulk carriers
Oil and wine tankers
Chimiquiers
Coasters < 500 grt'2l
Others cargo-ships
Oil tankers
Gas tankers
Total

French flag
Number
dwt 1' 1
8,319
5
88,462
42
1
54

155
183,805

13
0
11
4
5
6
5

501,379
0
1,153,523
26,186
27,030
2,547
15,395
4,170,935

55
9
210

296,711
6,474,447

Others flags 131
Number
dwt 1' 1
0
9
0

13
17
8
7
2
0
0
0
14
4
74

0
14,438
0
128,965
421,751
49,340
526,412
10,650
0
0
0
129,403
25,479
1,306,438

· Vessels of over lOOgrt.
(l) dwt: deadweight tonnage (see glossary)
(2) grt; gross registered tonnage (see glossary).
(3) fully owned ships only. In all, the fleet owned by French shtpowners under a third country flag tallies over one
hundred vessels. A fleet of 150 vessels flying third-country flags is directly or indirectly controlled by French
shipowners.
Source: Transport Ministry.
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(26 in 1999 and 16 In 2000) have entered the
French fleet, making FRF 8,530 million in total
investments.
Since 1999, the French merchant fleet has
become younger. Although the average ship
age on 1 January 2001 is 11.6 years, eom·
pared to 6.4 on 1 January 1980, it is over six
years lower than the European Union average
and nearly three years lower than the worldwide
average (14. 1 years). The average age of the
French deep sea oil fleet went from 15.9 years
in 2000 to 13.3 years on 1 January 200 l.
Amongst the sixteen entering ships recorded in
2000, seven were oil tankers (five new builds
over 300,000 tonnes deadweight and two tern·
porarily registering as French).
Crews are becoming smaller all over the world.
From 1965 to 1970, a ship's crew ranged from
35 to 40 men; in 1980, this was from 28 to 35
men, today, crew size is around 22 to 24 men
for large vessels and from 12 to 14 for small
ones. This decrease means that additional staff
is needed during calls in port.

Definitions
Flags of convenience or open registry: flags freely granted by some States, such as liberia and Panama, with
advantages for shipowners {lower tax and soclal contribution costs), but which do not create a substantial link
between the flagship and the flag state.
Second registry: flagships from certain states can registry on a specific registry depending on the administrative independence of the registry's location.

There are s1x registries in France:
· The metropolitan registry, also applicable to French overseas departments, prohibits seafarers who are not
from the European economic space being taken on-board; social regulations under this registry are governed
by a special code of law, the maritime labour laws, Which supplement certain collective labour agreements.
Vessel safety regulations applied are the same for all French registries.
- The French southern and Antarctic lands (Taaf) registry, also called the Kerguelen registry: this registry is sub·
ject to different laws than those applicable to the metropolitan registry, II makes French shipping more com·
petitive in terrns of wages and contribution costs. Shipowners can hire foreign personnel provided that 35% of
the crew, including officers, are French (see article 26 of law n°96-151 dated 26 February 1996 concerning
transport; decree n• 97·243 dated 14 March 1997 taken for Its appllcatTonl.
· The registrys of New Caledonia, and Wallis and Futuna have different registration rules than those for the mel·
ropolitan and Taaf registries. Social relations are governed by the overseas labour laws.
· Those of French Polynesia and Meyotte have an additional degree of particularity, since social regulations are
defined locally.

Out of total staff, passenger transport and har·
bour activities make up nearly two-thirds of
jobs.

Situation as of 31 December

International goods transport

1980

1985

1990

1995

1998

1999

Offfcers..

5,531

4,067

2,795

2,754

2,806

Ratings

9,555

6,649

3,565

2,848
3,492

3,388

3,169

15,086

10.716

6,360

6,340

6,142

5,975

Approximately 70,000 vessels are used world·
wide, half of which are oil tankers. Ships are
getting larger: in late 1999, there were
38,5000 ships over 100 dwt with a carrying
capacrty of 799 million grt.

Merchant navy personnel sea going*

Total

• Including towing, pilotage and pleasure boating. Embarked crew only
• • Staff not in the hierarchy have been put in the "officers" category.
Source: Transport Ministry.

Today out of twenty international shipowners,
ten are Asian, eight European (only one of which
is French) and two are American. These twenty
shipping companies make up 45% of world
transport capaclty. In tonnage, the top world
ranks are held by the fleet of Panama (18,5% of
world tonnage) and that of Liberia (11.4% of
world tonnage)+

Manpower* broken down by type of activity as of 31 December 1999
Source: Transport Mimsl!y

There are four kinds of traffic:
- bulk liquids (oil products, gas, chemical products,
liquid foodstuffs);
-dry bulk (coal, ore, fertilizer, grains, animal
feed);
- various cargoes (ro-ro traffic, timber, foodstuffs, metallurgical products); increasingly containerised;
- passengers (people carried by ferries, liners or
launches).

-..::,-- --

Passenger traffic: 42%
Regular lines: 9%
011 traffic: 9%
Short sea shipping: 3%
Chartered transport: 6%
Public services: 7%
Harbour activ~ies: 24%

· from a total ot 9,522 people.

Over three-quarters of world trade use maritime
and inland waters transport. Maritime traffic
alone, involved the carriage of 5.23 billion
tonnes of cargo in 2000. Since 1980, most
maritime exchanges have grown (+ 5% in volume
annually, according to the CCAF). Continuing
growth of world maritime traffic is forecast,
seeing the internationalisation of exchanges and
progressive opening of new countries to the
market economy (China, Africa).

The French fleet
and cargo traffic
In the main, the merchant navy flying the French
flag is no longer among the world leaders. The
same is true of most major countries, whose
owned fleets are on average, held for approxi·
mately 50% under non national flags. The fleet
owned by French ship companies is also small,
although France is the fourth largest exporter
and importer worldwide in terms of freight value
In 2000, 56% of total French imports and 38%
of total French exports, in volume, were transported by sea.
The maritime mode clearly predominates in
France's international exchanges, in terms of
tonnage. This is not true ln terms of value, due
to increasing road traffic for intra-European
trade. Outside of the European Umon, in tonnage, about three-quarters of imports and
exports are made by sea, making approximately one third in value.
Cross trade's share is outstripping that of traffic to or from France for the three main components: liquid bulk, solid (or dry) bulk, various
Internationally shipped general cargoes.
Cargoes of all and gas (especially cargoes
imported and for cross trade), as well as general cargo traffic (especialfy export cargoes)
compose the main part of French shipowners'
maritime traffic.
The distinction is made, for maritime cargo traffic, between:
- regularly scheduled lines (mainly for general
cargo),
- chartered traffic (mainly for liquid and solid
bulk cargoes),

Container ships
Shipprng containers by sea has become arr essential element of international trade and 15 undergoing signincant
expansion. The number of containers handled was multiplied by 2.3 between 1990 and 1999. Conta1ner traffic
increased at an annual rate of 8 to 9% from 1992-1999, and reached 11% of maritime shipping in volume 1n
1997. This freight provides shippers with strategic services 1n terms of regularity, frequency and transit times,
for prices which have become very low.
To enhance competitiveness, cost-effectiveness of vessels and container management, shipowners are creating
technical 'alliances'' to share ship capacity and the choice of calls, or sometimes merging. They must now offer
end-to-end servrces, including other transport modes.
The trend is toward bigger container-ships. At the start of the nineties, conta1ner-ships measuring 6,000 TEUs
and more, called post-Panamax vessels, came into use. Such large vessels make it necessary to manage calls
in port differently.
· large spaces available to store and move containers;
- computerized stock management, loading plans and in-out movements of containers;
-handQng equipment adapted to ships' slze and potentfalloading and discharging rates.
- mcreasingly smaller and more skilled labour force;
- development of feedering, i.e., conveying containers by linking main ports called hubs to secondary ports VIa
container ships (feeder vessels) which are generally smaller than ships plying intercontinental waters.
In Singapore, the most modern container transfer terminals in the world are entirely run by an expert system.
The three main European ports for container transit are Rotterdam, handling over 6 million containers, followed
by Hamburg and Antwerp, each processing half this r~umber. In France, mainly Marseilles and Le Havre are concerned.
The world container-ship fleet has increased two-fold over the past seven years, in terms of TEU capacity; as
of 31 December 2000, there were 2, 755 container-ships With a capacity of 4.9 mnlion TEUs. In 2000, 139 con·
tainer-shrps (426,000 TEUsJ were delivered. While the vessel size distribution has balanced out, the order book
has filled up: as of 31 December 2000, orders had been place for 306 cellular container.-.;hips, for an additional
capacity of one million TEU.
In 2000, France had thirty container-ships (1.1% of world capacity), over half of which were flying other flags.

Breakdown in volume of France's foreign trade* by transport
mode in 2000
Unit: million tonnes - Source: Tra•tsport Mirnstry
Seaborne: 248.5
Air: 0.9
_ ..,..,._ _ _ _ _ Rail: 25.2

- -- - -=-- - - - --

~=--=-,...------

- - -- - - Roads: 170.5
" " - - - - - - - - - - - - Inland navigation: 18.7
- - - - - - - -- - -Others: 40.6
• Amount of Imports ano exports iq volume.

Modal breakdown in value of French foreign trade* in 2000
Unit: FRF bn · Source: Transport Mmlslry

._...:;.._ _ _ _ _ __

Roads: 293,5
Inland navigation: 2.2
Others: 57,7

- - - - - - - Seaborne: 148,1
Air: 80,4
. . ; : , . - - - - - -- Rail: 21,3

~--------

• Amount of I/Tiports and exports '"value,
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French shipowners activ1ty, regardless of flag and not including national
short-sea shipping
Umt: ·ooo tonnes
1996

1997

1998

1999

Imports
Exports

17,384
6,664

Cross trade •
Total

63,191
87,239

20,133
7,273
68,763
96,169

18,371
6,316
67,937
92,624

21,926
8,212
70,842
100,980

· Selling transport services to non-residents.
Sootc~· Centtal Cornmoltl't' of Ft('l)t:/f .~IWH!fs

Liner service: general cargo
Ocean-going or international short-sea shipping
lines are specialised in carrying general cargo,
approximately two thirds of wh ch is containerised.
Liner companies carry cargo on the basis of
pubhcly available, predetermined schedules,
routes, ports and tariffs.
In France, the overall stability of general cargo
traffic in 2000 (88.8 Mt) is the joint outcome of
a sharp nse in containerised traffic (25.6Mt,
+ 7.3%) and a decline in non-containerised traffrc,
especially cross-Channel freight (41.1 Mt. -5. 7%),
decreasing at Calais by 10.5% (especially due
to the competition from Eurotunnel). This is a
volume of 30.6m tonnes for the port of Calats
alone (71%of general cargo of non-autonomous
harbours). This trend conceals a sustained progression in the volumes handled by autonomous
ports (+ 10.3%), i.e., 43 mtllion tonnes and
nearly half the general cargo processed by
French ports. Within this category, contatnerised
traffic handled by autonomous ports (especially
Le Havre and Marseilles) make up almost all
containerised volume handled by French ports.
Th1s activity is growing.
Chartered transport liquid
and dry bulk cargoes
• Liquid bulk
Liquid bulk traffic (crude oil. refrned petroleum
products, chemical products, gas, foodstuffs)
are highly unstable In nature. Transport or chartering costs are subject to cyclical Investments
in ships and shipbuilding, as well as seasonal
aspects of demand and stocking-inventory run·
down.
For a secure energy supply, the French law of
31 December 1992 requrres that national
crude oil carriage by sea be capable of being
effected rn part by ships registered in France
(art 6, law no92-1443 dated 31/12/92). When
Europe liberalised the short-sea shipping of oil
on l January 1997, few problems arose. see·
ing the small proportion of this traffic in com·
panres' activities and the fact that the event
was well prepared in advance.

As concern s liquid bulk cargoes. French ship·
ping owns 15 vessels flying the French flag and
operates on a perm<)nent basis about the same
number of vessels under other flags. Each year
French compames transport nearly 40 Mt of
bulk liquids, two thirds of which are carried
between foreign countnes. The French port wrth
the largest liquid bulk cargo traffic is Marseilles
(65. 1 Mt In 2000).
Growth of volumes handled in French harbours
2000 was greatly due to healthy liquid bulk
tratnc. Their volume increased by 6. 2% with the
rise in petroleum product traffic (95% of this
volume goes through autonomous ports).
1n

• Dry bulk cargoe s
Dry bulk traffic mainly involves ores, coal and
grain. II is dependent on variations in industrial
activity, seasonal fluctuations and European and
international agricultural policies.

In France, dry bulk tonnages handled totalled
8 7. 6 million tonnes and were up + 4.1%
between l. 999 and 2000. French shipowners
are less involved on the medium weight market,
but are very active on the short-sea small tonnage links in Europe and the Mediterranean and
on large tonnage (150,000 tonnes and over)
transoceamc traff1c. On the large vessel market,
one world class French group operates seven
French ships of nearly 170,000 tonnes. Over
all, France has some sixty vessels which ply on
demand the major internabonal traffic linked to
production areas.

The French fleet
and passenger traffic
In 2000, the number of passengers in major
French sea ports (27.7 mtllion) dropped by 6.4%
from 1999, marnly due to the competition from
Eurotunnel and the disappearance of duty-free
sales. The only exception: Dunk"k, where crossChannel traffic is picking up.
Car ferries
The generic name of ferries comprises all types
of ships transporting passengers, vehicles and

goods. oo short, regular ltnes. There is a special
type of roll on·roll off vessel which is well
adapted to the" round trip services. Today they
tend to offer services similar to those of sea
cruises.
Twenty-eight large capacity car-ferries flying the
French flag (for three-quarters of them) run on
the Channel and Mediterranean Jines (towards
Corsica or North Africa). The short sea sector
provides a quarter of turnover for French shipping and employs 40% of French sea·going
staff. In the Mediterranean, last shrps reaching
speeds of 40 knots (75 km/hl have modified
the market, especially for Corsica, less than
three hours away via HSC (high speed craft).
Cross-Channel traffic is the leading world market
for sea crossings, wrth 20.6 million passengers
carried 10 2000 down by 4 million from 1998
involving French ports. French shipp1ng ensures
a large share of this traffic: 24% of passengers.
31 %of therr vehicles and 37% of lornes. When
the Channel Tunnel opened in 1994, competition
became keener between various European
operators. In 2000, the Eurostar earned
7.1 million passengers (a rise of 8% lrom
1999), and the Eurotunnel shuttles carried
2.8 million cars. 80,000 coaches and 1.8 mtl·
lion lornes, and enabled the carriage of 2.9 Mt
of freight !that makes 60% of the tounst market
share and 48%of the freight market for the first
semester of 2001).
Sea cruises
The cruise market has shown constant growth
over the past few years (see above: Ship burlding): 8% on average worldwide; 18% in the
United States from 1999 to 2000, according to
the Cruise Lines International Association (Glial.
The total number of cruise passengers went
from 4.4 million in 1990 to 8 million in 1999.
There are five cruise shtps in the French fleet.
The profession is counting on strong develop.
ment tn the coming years, in view of far reaching
economic and sociologrcal trends: cruises still
make up only a limited share of the leisure mar·
ket, especially 1n Europe, and it is esbmated that
this wtll increase. The Central Committe of
French Shipowners (CCAF) forecasts 11 million
passengers in 2005 and 14 million in 20 10.
Worldwide, the cruise market is assessed at
over 50 brlhon dollars, r.e., 9.5 million cruise passengers yearly. The greater capacity new ves·
sels delivered have enabled pnces to stabilise.
The question raised by this market ts related to
the potential impact of the current economtc
slowdown on crutse demand.
As for the French market, comparable growth
has been recorded over the past decade.
According to the CCAF, it increased by 90%
between 1992 and 1999. After long favouring
the Caribbean, crUises are developing greatly in

Breakdown by traffic modes of cross-Channel passengers
coming through France
Umt: number of passengers -Source: Transporl M.n.stJy, Eurotunnel, SNCF IFre!ICh NatiOMI FWN;ry ulolrtyl
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Eufope, especrany In the Medrterranean. French
shipowners are offering large luxury liners (over
2,000 passengers), medium-srzed vessels (from
300 to 1,200 passengers) and sail-powered
liners (from 30 to 60 cabins).
Micro short sea shipping
Coastal and island traffic (French coasts and
overseas archipelagos) is carried by all sizes of
vessel, transporting passengers, goods and
vehicles. In 2000, takmg travellers to nearby
destinations (islands, estuanes. sea outings)
represented 10.0 million passengers. The sector is highly diversified and scattered along the
coasts of the Atlantic, the English Channel and
the Mediterranean, as well as in the West Indies.
Annual turnover is estimated to be more than
FRF 400m (61 EURml.
In 2000, overseas passenger traffic remarned
stable overall. wh1ch conceals some highly contrasting trends: the rise in traffic for Guadeloupe
(+ 9.9%) compensates for the drop in traffic for
Martinique(- 10.8%).

Key figures of port authorities
Turnover of autonomous ports
Turnover ol ports of national mterest
PA and PIN value added

1999

2000

Maritime harbours
By port activity, we mean the operat1on and
general organisation of harbours through port
authorities representing the State or decen·
trahsed territonal authonties, as well as other
auxlhary service acllvrties provided by private
enterprises under State control.
The decentralisation laws, in particular that of
22 July 1983, dishngursh between three types
of ports: autonomous ports (PA), ports of
national interest (PIN) and decentralised ports.
The decrees to apply this law designated seven
autonomous ports: Marsellles, le Havre,
Dunkirk, Nantes. Rauen, Bordeaux and
Guadeloupe.
Turnover and value added data given here have
been supplied by the port authorities of
autonomous ports and ports of national interest.
The PAs (merchant harbours) are State run pub·
lie authorities which are legal entities with finan·
cral autonomy. They are supervised by the ministry in charge of sea ports, subject to
economic and financial control by the State and
governed by the law of 29 June 1965. They
handle over 80% of goods traffic by sea. The
23 PINs (merchant and fishing harbours} fall
under State authority. Operation of their facilities
is generally contracted out to chambers of commerce and Industry. They ensure about 20% of

freight tonnage, 50% of non-contamerlsed
general cargo and over 80% of passenger traffic. Since 1 January 1984. the 532 decen·
tralised ports 1nclude all French yachting harbours (228) run by towns, a large number of
fishing harbours and some merchant harbours
(304) which are run by the general councils of
French counbes.
In 2000, autonomous ports generated about
three-quarters of turnover, value added and
Investments for all ports and received almost all
the operational assistance available.
French harbour traffic is characterised by the
structural prevalence of liquid bulk cargoes
(especially oil) Which make up half of the
throughput (49%1 and by the predominance of
PAs among the harbour structures, ensuring
79% of total traffic. Traffic in PlNs fell by 4.5%
in 2000, due rn particular to drops recorded for
Calais, Cherbourg, Brest and Bayonne.

Various port-related
professions and services
Th1s section accounts for direct employment
hnked to harbours, mvolvmg a labour force of
slightly over 39,000 people. There is an
extremely wrde range of port professions and
services. These include not only the port
authority functions but also the auxiliary professions linked to vessels and to goods.
Public operators
There are vanous types of public operators:
State authoribes tn the case of PAs; State shippmg services in other PINs. Since the decentralisation law in 1983, county councils also
have jurisdiction over fishing and merchant har·
bours, and towns have jurisdiction over mannas.
The public authority, i. e.. State services,
ensure harbour police services, security, main·
tain and operate the basic port facilities, carry
out necessary upgrading and e).tension work.
The harbour master's off1ce is under the public
authority. It is in charge of coordinating movements and berthing of vessels inside the harbour; the navigational assistance service,
whose mission is to ensure safety of shipping
at sea and when approaching the coast, and to
help rescue people and property; the harbour
police, Customs services.

Unit FRF m

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999 1999 (€ m)

3,080

3,212

3,255

1,624
3,566

1,659
3,631

1,781
3.763

3,426
1,819
3,910

3,389
1,791

516.6
273.0

3,862

588.8

2000 2000 (€ m)
3.463
527.9
265.7
1,743
592.1
3,884

Sol.lrce: Transport M1msrry
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Direct harbour employment in 2000 (metropolitan France and overseas)
PA

PIN

Total State
harbours

Port authority personnel'''
6,510
Customs
528
Stevedores paid monthly and active contract workers 3,384
Other harbour professions 121
19,195
tncluding: Pilotage tlH•>
532

3,407
382
970
4,778
177
376
221
9,537

9,917
910
4,354
23,973
709
709
1,012
39,154

Boatage 13'
Towing 1 ~1
Total

333
791
29,617

related to State services (not including Customs), to autonomous ports and to contracts granted
to chambers of commerce and industry.
12l Pilotage, towing, boatage, handling lnot Including stevedores), shipping companies, shipping agencies.
brokerage, transit.
131 Estimations for 2000.
(4) Including 348 pilots in 2000.
(I) Jobs

Source: Transpan Mimsrry, based on •nformation suppfled by autonomous pot1s, shippmg serwces and Custom's sefVJces.

The port author[ty, which is the public authority
itself in the case of autonomous ports or, in the
case of ports of national interest, the contract
holder running the public service · usually a
chamber of commerce and industry - federates
the port community actions and promotes the
harbour commercially. The port authority is also
responsible for financing the public facilities,
landside storage areas and warehouses, as well
as operatlng them, or rentfng them to stevedoring services and harbour operators.
Dredging in harbours
under State jurisdiction

In harbour maintenance and development tasks,
dredging plays a special role. Firstly, it is often
a major part of harbour development operations. Secondly, the nautical specifications of
vessels which may use the port depend on it.
Therefore, the activity is vital for harbour operations. Dredging for maintenance purposes is
most widely down in estuarine harbours.
There are two types of dredging operations:
maintenance and new engineering.

The maritime port laws stipulate that dredging
for maintenance in fairways to the main merchant harbours (metropolitan PAs and PINs! is
financed by the State. Work is generally done by
direct contract, using equipment commissioned
by harbour authorities. The dredgers belong to
the firm Dragages-Ports, set up in 1979
between the State and metropolitan maritime
PAs. Since its creation, Dragages-Ports has
implemented a new-build programme costing
some FRF BOOm, and replaced a large number
of old, and often obsolete, equipment: the fleet
went from 150 machines of all types in 1979 to
thTrty more modern, efficient tools in 2000.
The crew aboard dredgers is mainly composed
of seamen. These regular maintenance dredging
operations are performed by port authority staff.
Some ports occasionally subcontract to other
ports or, as Dragages-Ports may do itself, to private enterprises.
As for creating new channels and fairways, this
is an occasional activity, done by priva te firms
(often foreign), whose port authorities are the
main contractors.

Dredging activity indicators in France
Operating cost of public equipment fleet •
Subcontracting to companies··
Seaman harbour staff (dredging, hydrography, safety) • • •

Upgrading of eqUipment is continuing from
2000, when Dragages·Ports set up a dredging
development scheme slating an investment plan
of 1.2 billion French francs for the next ten
years. The first step of this programme deals
with building two large suction dredges, with
hopper capacities of 8,000 and 8,500 rn a.
These two pieces of equipment (the largest
dredges every built for French ports) are being
built in the lzar shipyards in Gijon, Spain, and will
be delivered in 2002.
At the programme's outcome, the number of
equipment in the public dredging fleet will be
reduced to a dozen. Each element of the new
fleet will be much more productive than the current dredges. A corollary to this trend is tha t
each harbour will no longer have its own equip·
ment available: the equipment fleet will have to
be operated in common. Dragages-Ports is set·
ling up the new terms for operation with the
various ports.
Another major concern is the environmental
impact of dredging. A major effort has been
undertaken over the past few years to improve
understanding of the phenomena involved,
monitor the situation in the field more accurately
and pertinently, take part in required changes of
national and international regulations on these
issues, and disseminate knowledge to the
services concerned.

Volumes dredged annually
in State ports
Unit: million m3

Estuary harbours
Coastal harbours
Total

Sand

Silt

Total

6.50
1.20
7.70

18.60
5.00
23.60

25.10
6.20
31.30

Source: Dragages.Ports.

Units: '000 FRF and number of staff

1997

1998

355,544
15,706
676

361,385
25,854
653

1999 ('000 €)
376,800
24,472
655

57,443
3,731

2000

('000 €)

382,285
34,398
638

58,279
5,244

· Rental of machines belonging to Dragages·Ports + seamen's salaries (port personnel) + stores and misc. expenses for equipment covered by ports. A very large part of
these costs Involve maintenance work.
· · rrtvate companies, mainly for new worll. a minority of maintenance vc1orll.
• • · Including 440 dredging staff in 2000.
Source: Dragages.Ports.

Ship-related auxiliary
professions
Pilots guide ships into harbours or up rivers and
estuaries.
Pilotage is a pUblic service organised by the
State in accordance with the law of 28 March
1928, setting out the system of pilotage in
marine waters and supplemented or modified by
decrees on 14 December 1929 and 19 May
1969. The latter has kept some provisions of
the Jaw of 28 March 1928. The principle of
these regulations is that pilotage is compulsory
for all vessels. Only those ships whose overall
tength is under a certain limit, or those assigned
to harbour improvement, maintenance or supervision, or rescue and beacon ships, are
exempted.
The pilot's station is a mainly regulatory structure which marks the existence and the organi·
sation of the public pilotage service in a demarcated zone. It is managed by the pilots' union,
the property required to perform the service
belong to the pilots' group.

The pilot stations are created by order of the
ministry in charge of sea ports. Today in France
(including metropolitan France, the overseas
counties, and Saint-Pierre·et-Miquelonl there are
thirty pilot stations. They are organised on the
basis of local regulations established on order
of the regional prefect after consulting the
commercial assembly, now composed of members with voting powers (representing users,
port authorities, shipowners and pilots) and
representatives of the admin1strations in an adv~
sory capacity. Local regulations set the limits of
the zone where pilotage is compulsory, the number of pilots, what property the station holds
and the pilotage dues. A decision by the local
State authority sets the minimum size of shfps
for which pilotage is compulsory and the condi·
tions under which master pilot licences are
issued.

Linesmen, or boatsmen, take care of mooring a
vessel, moving it from one quay to another and
untying it. There is a boatage company in
almost every French port.
Just like towing, boatage is an optional commer·
cial service under private contract, is subject to
approval by the port authority both for personnel
and equipment. Contrary to pilotage dues,
boatage dues are freely set, since the rulrng of
1986.
The chartered shipbroker (or cargo broker) is a
middleman who brings together a shipper and a
shipping company fn order to draw up a charter
party.
The ship's consignee is the shipping company's
salaried agent, in charge of receiving and
delivering goods on behalf of the shipowner and
organising the vessel's call in port.
The shipping agent represents a shipowner. He
helps the ship's master by setting up freight
quotations and issuing bills of lading on behalf
of his company.
The interpreting broker and ship conductor is an
administrative officer holding a monopoly position to take certain vessels to Customs. This
responsibility is evolving to become freely
accessible.
The overall VA for pilotage-towage-boatage was
approximately FRF 1,090m for 1999 (lfremer
hypothesis based on Transport Ministry's data),
making EUR 165m.

Auxiliary professions related
to cargo
The forwarding agent is a specialised middleman, ensuring the link between two modes of
transportation in compliance with the instructions he has been given.
The freight forwarder is a professional middle~
man who undertakes to have goods transported
under his own responsibility and in his own
name, on behalf of a customer, having free
choice of the mode of transport and the carrier
company used.
The Customs broker carries out customs formalities concefnfng the cargo on behalf of his
customer.
The goods broker purchases and sells the
products traded.
The cargo consignee is an agent charged with
taking delivery of the goods on behalf of the
destined rec1pient.
Port handling contractors carry out loading and
unloading operations for goods e1ther bound for
or arriving from sea transport, as well as any
related operations. They use tools (cranes and
gantry cranes) which either belong to them or
are rented to them by the port authority, with or
without the staff to operate them. There can
also be options combining private and public
solutions.
The profession is regulated by the law of 9 June
1992 and decrees of 12 October 1992.
Stevedores are mainly paid by monthly salaries
in handling companies. The previous system of
contract work is now an exception.

Key figures for some services to vessels: 1999 estimations
Towing
750
114

Pilotage

Legally speaking, pilots perform commercial
services which are paid for by the users. Dues
are submitted to the commercial pilotage assembly, before being approved by local State
authorities to be decided on by prefectorial
order, thus making them part of local regulations.
Towage services use powerful tugboats to lacili·
tate ship manoeuvres and mooring in harbour
and contribute to their safety. Towing is an
optional commercial service under private con·
tract Thera are towage companies in almost
every French port. They receive official approval
to exercise their activity, issued by the local port
authority. The Bourbon group dominates this
sector with approximatelY 90% of the market.

TO (FRF million)
TO(€millionl
Manpower

600
92
730

Boatage

355
54
720

1,050

Source; Transport Mjmsr,y.

Key figures for port handling operations
Production (FRF m)
Value added (FRF m)
Employment·
Companies

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

4,342

4,537
1,933

4,750

5,453

5,119

1,962
5,130
134

2,162
5,193
127

2,101
5,279
124

1,921
5,724
128

5,766
125

• Salaried and non·salaried staff.
Source: Trausport Mlmslry.
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French port traffic
and the international
context
In 2000, Rotterdam ousted Singapore as world
leader with total traffic of 323 Mt, of which
135m were oil imports. Rotterdam alone handled
as much traffic as all French ports taken
together.

Total traffic of top world ports in 1999
Unite: '000 tonnes- SouoGe: ISL 120001
350
--- -- ...... 300
250
200
150

On a global scale, port development is highly
influenced by that of containerised cargo trafftc.
The flows are more and more concentrated
through hubs, which requires good connections
to land networks and a feedering system. This
type of traffic requires digging new fairways into
harbours, lengthening wharfs and quays and
ensuring better rail-road-river service to the
hinterland. Development of short sea shipping
lines has been fostered by ro-ro techniques
(transporting vehicles and containers).
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In 2000, Hong-Kong and Singapore, with 16 mil·
lion TEUs each, and l<aoshiung (Taiwan) far
behind, were the three leading container ports
in the world. The top two French ports are Le
Havre. 34th. and Marseilles 65th.
In Europe, development of seaborne traffic is
much stronger on the northern seafront, with
Rotterdam, Antwerp, Breme-Bremerhaven and
Hamburg.
As concerns French port traffic, there is a preva·
fence of liquid bulk traffic; approximately 50% of
total traffic, as opposed to 25% for dry bull( and
25% for general cargo. More than 90% of this is
handled by PAs. This specificity means that
French ports' activity overall is sensitive to the
oil market's climate. Growth of 4% was seen in
2000 after a break in 1999 due to a drop in oil
product traffic. Dry bulk and general cargo progressed regularly until 2000.
In 2000, total traffic reached 346.4 million
tonnes (Mtl, an increase of 4.0% from the year
1999. Traffic through autonomous ports 1271
Mt) rose by 6.5%, while that of other ports
175M!) dropped by 1.4%.

Economic situation
for the main French ports
The main French ports are the six French metropolitan autonomous ports and the port of Calais.
A hierarchy exists between ports with capacity
to handle a share of world trade (like Marseilles
and Le Havre) and those which cannot justrfy
discharging the ultra large container ships.
Since 1993, the majority of France's main ports
increased their tonnage. The port of Calais alone
suffered tne consequences of Eurotunnel's
growth, especially since 1997. The year 2000
featured several records hit for some French
ports and a strengthened position for others (with
the exception of a drop for Rauen related to a
drecrease in 2000.2001 grain traHicl.

Marseil/esjFos
In 2000, total traffic for the port exceeded
94 million tonnes. The autonomous port of
Marseilles (PAM) reversed the downward trend,
by recovering traffic lost in 1999 and recapturing market shares, particularly in the general
cargo market(+ 4.7%). This ffeld is mainly com·
posed of containers (rise of 9.2%)
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Contrary to 1999, oil products transported as
liquid bulk increased(+ 2.4%). Hydrocarbon traffic makes up two thirds, as in 1999, of the
port's annual traffic. There rs a progression of
other traffic, particularlY general cargo, and that
of heavy bulk cargoes and bulk foodstuffs.
With the prediction of a future drop in oil product
traffic (currently making 40% of French crude oil
supply, as well as refined petroleum products),
the PAM plans to reinforce and develop the
hydrocarbon/bulk chemical cargo stream by
creating the first chemical hub in the
Mediterranean. Moreover, by 2006, the PAM
has slated large scale renovation of its oil sites,
which are indeed ageing: the installations at Fos
were built in the 1970s and those of Lavera in
the 1950s.

Le Havre
By attaining 67.5 Mt last year, overall traffic
reached its peak for the past 20 years. The
ports asserted its European position, especially
with the "Port 2000" project Thrs project aims
to handle major new generation container traffic
and the largest of container ships used for it
under optimal conditions. It fits in with the forecast for world containerised traffic.

After a drop in 1999 due to the decline 10 oil
products, traffic tn 2000 was up 5.6% from
1999. Satisfactory results were obtained for
almost all traffic, especially that of general
cargo. In the latter category, container traffic
rose significantly, mamtaming Le Havre as
French leader in the sector. Containerised trade
with Africa grew notably(+ 26.4%). In 2000,
growth for refined products was marked by
greater progress for 1nputs than for outputs.
Since January 2001, new traffic has developed
with vehicles shipped from Spanish factories to
Northern Europe and French-produced vehicles
sent to Spain. An increase of 150,000 cars per
year can be expected

Total container traffic of top world ports in 1999
Unit: '000 TEUs · Source: lSI. 120001
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Up by 18.3% since 1999, the total traffic sur·
passing 45 Mt tn 2000 is the best ever
recorded in Dunkirk. In 2000, it was one of the
top North-Western range ports tn Europe. A
feeder serv1ce linking Dunkirk to Rotterdam,
Felixstowe and Le Havre, enables it to diS·
charge or load conta1ners from every port in the
world, once or twice a week. Container traffic
growth reached 22.5% from 1999 to 2000.
This improvement is due to hydrocarbons (up
20.6%1, dry bulk (a 39.9% increase for coal,
which boosted growth, sent from overseas and
reshipped to England) and to general cargo.
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Trends in goods traffic for the six main French ports
Unit: '000 tonnes · Source: TranspM ft~(Jistry
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Calais
Calais is a PIN. It ranks fourth in France with its
total traffic (31.9 Mt in 2000). However, the
port has declined by 9,7% fn;>m 1999, due to
the competition from Eurotunnel (which is pro·
gressively doubling its offer, aiming to lead on
all markets as of 2000) and that of Dunkirk.
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1999 2000

In 1999, 96% of its activity was cross-Channel
ro-ro traffic of general cargo. In 2000, Calais
was second worldwide 1n passenger traffic by
sea, after Dover (18.3 million passengers).
Calais totalled 15.1 million passengers in
1999 (includtng 91% on Ferries) showing a
drop of 11.9% from 1999, ow1ng to compel!·
!Jon from Eurotunnel. Nevertheless, Calais
accounts for 54% of total passenger traffic
through French ports.
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Nantes-Saint-Nazaire

Traffic through metropolitan and overseas French ports
Units: '000 tonnes and '000 passengers

Achieving 31.9 Mt, the port has broken its own
re cord in absolute value, while reducing the
share of energy-based traffic. Its objective for
2015 is 40 Mt.
In spite of the drop caused by the Donges refin·
ery (· 3. 7%), the overall rise of 10.6% in 2000
mostly comes from increased imports of liquefied
natural gas(+ 21.9%) and the rise 1n crude oil
(+ 12.8%) and coal (14.9%) traffic. The port has
also seen its traffic soar for grains(+ 16.7%),
containers(+ 3.4%) and ro-ro (+ 1.6%). The port
is a leader for foodstuff traffic. The high demand
from construction firms created growth of 13.5%
for timber traffic.
It is interesting to note that the port of Nantes·
St·Nazaire is exceptional in Franee in that the
same authonty manages five sites over an area
of more than 40 km (Nantes • including the site
of Chewe ·, Cordemais, Donges, Monto~r et
Saint·NazaireJ.

Liquid bulk

Autonomous ports
Other ports

Dry bulk

Marchandises diverses

Total
Autonomous ports
Other ports
Total
Autonomous ports
Other ports

Grand total

Total
Autonomous ports
Other ports

Passengers

Total
Metropolitan ports
Overseas ports

1998

1999

2000

156,946
10.429
167,375
65,762
17,254
83,016
37,892
48,258
86,150
260,600
75,941
336,541
30,397
2,469

149,313
10,714
160,027
65,977
18,207
84,184
38,994
49,789
88,783
254,284
78,710
332,994
29,618
2,225

159,360
10,509
169,869
68,441
19,235
87,676
43,023
45,798
88,821
270,824
75,542
346,366
'27,719
2,263

• Cross Channel passengers only.
Sourre Transport Moi'MStry.

Rauen
In 2000, the port recorded a downturn of 5.3%
to 22.8 Mt. This drop is due to the fall in grain
exports (traffic down by 25.2% from 1999 to
2000), due to bad weather last summer.
The rest of the traffte, other than grains, went up
by 6.2% compared to 1999. This traffic growth
IS due 1n part to actions taken over several years
to diversifY traffic. Refined oil products rose by
10.5%, making 6.8 Mt. Another strategic sector
for port activity, that of general cargo passed (for
the first time in several years) the 3.5 Mt mark. It
is the leading French port for printing paper
imports.

Bordeaux
A small upswing (3.9%) brought port traffic to a
level (nearly 9.3 Mt) which 11 had not reached
since 1995. This return of growth is due to
three factors:
• the rise by 8. 9% of hydrocarbon 1mports,
generated by the oil terminal coming into service
at Ambes and by increased local demand;
· the boom in maritime pine exports, after the
major storm in December 1999;
conta1nerised traffic, up 0. 7%.
Gram exports dropped by 300,000 tonnes m

2000.

Traffic of main ports in 2000, France mainland

Unit: '000 lonnes

liquid bulk

Dry bulk

General cargo

Total

65,119
44,595
14,810
184
20,183
9,572

15,498
5,762
25,712
1,056
8,754
9,730

13.479
17,135
4,761
30,635
2,923
3,503

94,096
67,492
45,283
31,875
31,860
22,805

Marseilles
Le Havre
Dunkirk
Calais
Nantes
Rouen
Sourcl!i TransPOrt Mtmslly.

Guadeloupe

Outlook

Traffic (3.1 Mt) dropped by 2. 7% in 2000,
especially owing to a fall in local sand carriage.
Over a third of tratric involves goods in con·
tainers. This cargo has increased by 14.1%
between 1999 and 2000.

As in many other realms of the European
economy, port and shipping policies are
increasingly influenced by guidelines and dec1·
sions adopted on a European scale. In this
respect, some recent initiatives are noteworthy.

2001 will be a decisive year for the future bulk
energy terminal, to be built at Port-Louis by
2004. The project will be decided on this year.

In 1992, the European Commission disseminated a White paper on "the development of the
common transport policy", which recom·
mended opening up the transport market. For
the more specifically maritime aspects, it proposed a common policy for ports and manne
infrastructures, outlined in its green paper of
December l 997.

Th1s initial white paper from the Commission had
solid repercussions on manbme transportrelated regulations. To ment1on two Important
examples, the Commissron first opened mantime
cabotage services to European competition by
the councrl regulation (EEC) 35 77/92 dated
07.12.92 on tree circulation of maritime trans·
port serv1ces w1th1n Member states. In practice,
there are transitory restnctions for short sea
shipping in the Greek islands. Secondly, the
Commission is now looking at "port services"
like pilotage, towing and mooring, cargo handling
and passenger servtces (embarkmg and disem·
barking). To sum up, the Commission's intention
is to ensure non-discriminatory access to service
providers to the port services market, as well as
transparency in the signing of these contracts.
To this end, it made pUblic a directive proposal
from the European parliament and Council (see
Bibliography) concerning •market access to
port services".
In 2001 , a second white paper from the
Commission drew up a list of insutf1cienc1es in
transport policy, or rather in the application of
provisions in the treaty of Rome. The saturation
of many infrastructures, the tmbalance in financial efforts from Member states favouring road
haulage, bottlenecking in urban areas and continuing growth of demand render a programme
for action to be taken by 2010, aimmg to prrr
mote and rationalise use of different modes of
transport, particularly short sea shipping.
Emphasis is also gtven to environmental con·
straints, strengthening intermodal systems and
safety, as well as harmonising fuel taxes and
pricing principles for infrastructure use.
The directive draft is currently undergoing the
amendment process. The second white paper
has raised considerable discussion amongst the
professionals involved. The way these texts are
modified will indicate more precisely what the
coming period of EC transport policy Wtll bring.
It should involve sea transport, especially
through the greater nexlbiltty for harbour service
markets and through the consequences of
strengthening intermodal aspects for transport
infrastructures near harbours.
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Maritime financial
•
serv1ces
Global turnover for marine
and transport insurance

This sector comprises
insurance underwriting for ships
(called "hull insurance"
by underwriters) and for goods
transported by boat
(called "cargo insurance").
The banking sector provides
extremely diversified support
to marine activities.
The banking activity accounted
for here is mainly linked
to the marine fisheries sector.

Unit: bn S

Maritime insurance

Soorce: Central Umon of Maribme Underwr~ers, Oslo

18

Despite this definition, the following statistics do
not differentiate marine transport. International
standardisation of insurance statistics has led to
the merging of milrine ilnd tmnsport figures, the
latter including transport by sea, by inland
waters and by land.

16
14
12
10

International situation

8

International competition is keen in marine
insurance. All the big insurance companies are
present. The market is cyclical and has registered very high shrinkage since the mfd-1990s.
According to the International Union of Marine
lnsurance·IUMI, the global turnover for "marine
and transport insurance", i.e., the total gross

6
4

2
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0

The five major global markets: hull insurance turnover *
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Units: FRF million (all currencies converted) and number of jobs

insurance 1' 1

Hull
Cargo insurance
Total marine insurance'''
Value added,.,
Jobs 141

1997

Norway

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998 121

1999

3,834

3,713
3,407

3,270
3,355
6,625

3,237
3,312
6,549
400

2,667
3,022
5,689
407

3, 101
3, 189
6,290

1,010

950

3,185
7,019
380
1,270

7,120
420
1,260

380
1,110

Ill Insurance =Total gross premium income.
(2) Figures reviewed by the FFSA.
(3) Ordinary risks and war risks, direct writing and assumed reinsurance. not including land transport liability.
(4) lfremer estimations based on lnsee data for the insurance field .
Source: rrencl1 federation of 1nsurance companies /FI'SA). transport insurance divis1on.

388
1,030

1999 (€m)
473
486
959
59

premium income (including mland water hull
insurance, insuring of cargoes sent by land,
inland waters or air, as well as land transport
civil liability) has indeed dropped since 1994, its
peak year.
The sharp drop in premiums, to levels which were
considered exceptionally low at the end of the
decade, has put the activity in a critical situation.
The recent Asian crisis and resulting drop in
marine freight activity have also been adverse
factors. Yet, market shrinkage has been
observed in North America simultaneously with
sound economic growth.
In this unfavourable economic situation, some
large players disappeared from the market in
1998, 1999 and 2000. Business seemed to
reach its lowest level 1999, then a reversal was
perceptible from September 2000 on. According
to the profession, this turn-around was conffrmed
in 2001. Some observers feel that this was the
end of the bearish cycle.
However, in the short term, the activity may
have to face new disturbances. The marine
insurance market may be affected by the slowdown of OECD countries, If sea transport Itself
feels the repercussions. Along with this still
hypothetical risk are the consequences of the
September 2001 terrorist attacks in the United
States: there is consensus on inevitable market
tightening due to the foreseeable rise in insur·
ance premiums, which is in turn influenced by
rising reinsurance costs.

French companies' activity
French companies are very active on the international insurance market overall. They are
well positioned on the global marine and
transport insurance market. More specialised
in hull insurance, they have interests in more
than 5,000 vessels (flying under fifty different
flags). They have resisted the slump particularly well, and managed to improve their positions on the global hull insurance market. They
also play an active role on the marine cargo
insurance market.

The five major global markets: cargo in surance turnover
Unit: m $ • Source: IUMI
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In 1999, the French marine and transport insurance market included 56 underwriters (27 in
2000) representing 68 companies. The top
twelve underwriters held 90% of the market
(89% in 2000).

Banking sector
Activity
Banking services for marine activities other than
fisheries (harbour activities, merchant navy, etc.)
are fragmented, competitive markets. Several
French banks are active on them.
fn the field of bank assistance for the marine
fisheries sector, one company plays a predomi·
nant role: the Credrt maritime mutuel gathers
the mutual maritime loan company (SCCMMI
and eleven regional mutual banks along the
coast of metropolitan France as well as in the
West Indies and the Indian Ocean. These banks
are affiliated with the Caisse centrale du Credit
cooperatif lending Institution.

Key figures for the Credit maritime mutuel

Value added·
Manpower·'

Japon

-~---- ----- •

2000

over time.

In the field of banking and finance, the SCCMM
represents all the banks of the company al
national and EU levels. It leads, organises and
coordinates Credit maritime's actions. The
Credit maritime is on the board of the
Confederation de Ia cooperation de fa mutualite
et du credit maritimes, the confederation representing the interests of the co-operative movement in the fields of fisheries and mariculture.
The institution has 150 branch offices and over
900 staff.
The Credit maritime is the number one financial
intermediary in the field of marine fisheries. It has
been established for a long time. The bank enjoys
exclusive management of a number of subsidized
roans for this sector. Thus for fisheries, banking
terms seem to be an instrument of State sectorbased policy. The Credit cooperatif, the central
body of the Credit maritime, is also a financial
player in the sector. The Credit maritime covers
at least 90% of banking services in the fisheries
sector. It is also present in merchant harbour and
marina sectors.

Units: FRF m1llion and number of staff

1995

1996

1997

1998111

1999(2)

495
337
890

522
354
880

511
349
888

515
362
897

533
358
891

1999 (€m)
81.3
54.6

2000(3)

566
385

2000 (€ m)

86.3
58.7

908

(ll All regional banks, SCCMM, Guarantee funds, Union de catsses regionales.
(2) = (1) + Cnidit maritime lnformatique.
(3) =(2) + CM Vie (life insurance company).
·1rremer estimation based on operating accounts.
• ·Full time equivalents.
Source: Credit rnatitime mutuel.
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The navy
The "military programming law" for the 19972002 period featured a significant downsizing
and a shift to an all-professional armed forces.
For the Navy, between 1997 and 2001 this
downsizing translated into a 20% decrease in
resources, in units and in manpower, broken
down tor the latter as follows:
-26.6% for military personnel,
+ 35% for civilian personnel.

The Defence budget,
with a total of FRF 244. 7 bilfion
(37.3 milliard Euro) in 2001
including retirement pensions
(185 billion- 28.2 milliard Eurowithout pensions)
is the third largest item
within the State budget (fourth,
if debt servicing is taken
into account) after those
of the Education Ministry
and the Employment
and Solidarity Ministry.
It amounts to a little less
than 1. 8%of the GOP.

Not including pensions, the Navy budget
amounts to 17% of Defence spending.
In current French francs, the budget allocated to
the Navy has dropped by 10.6% between 1995
and 2001 , The Defence budget, not including
pensions, has decreased by 1.1 %. Over the
same period, the State budget has grown by
18.7% and the GOP by 24%.
In the initial 2001 budget, 62% of Navy fundings
were allocated to investment, for a total of FRF
20,755 million. The Navy's investment expenditures represent 25% of those for Defence.

- 6 7%, for development and manufacturing of
equipment surface ships, submarines, aircraft,
ammunition,
- 24% for maintenance,
- 3.5% for infrastructure,
- 3.7% to help restructure the DCN naval dockyards.
In terms of equipment, the 1997-2002 period
will have been devoted primarily to developing
future equipment Logically, the next military
programming act currently in preparation (for
the 2003-2008 period) should assign a larger
share of the budget to manufacturing this equipment. Thus, since 1998, the annual total earmarked for "studies and development" in the
Navy budget has grown significantly since
1999. This shows the Navy's major effort
devoted to developing future equipment which
will be commissioned from 2005 on (anti-aircraft
frigates, new LPDs, NH 90 helicopters, F2 standard Rafale aircraft)
Payroll costs and social contributions make up
for 80% of running costs.

These expenditures break down as follows:

Key figures
Navy budget (FRF mand € ml' •
Civilian and mil~ary' ' personnel

1996

1997

1998

35,173

35,532

32,640

33,933 (5, 173 M€)

1999

2000
33,003 (5 031 € m)

69,878

67,584

65,172

62,641

59,064

2001

5,099€ m
55,293

2002*
5,006 € m
54,456

• Draft budget.
• • Pensions are nol included In the Navy budget.
Source: Naval staff.

Breakdown of the Navy budget
National budget

Units: bn Francs, bn euros, %

1996

1997

1998

1,541.3
241.4

1,582
243.4

1,585.3

15.7

15.4

189.6
35.2

190.9
35.5

184.7

190

(29.0 bn €)

32.6

33.9

(5.2 bn€)

18.6

18.6

17.7

18.4

Defence budget, including pensions
Defence budget as %of the national budget
Defence budget, not including pensions
Navy budget
Navy budget as %of Defence
budget not including pensions

238.2
15.4

2001
1999
2000
2002*
1,667.4 (254.2 bn €) 1,664.8 (253.8 bn €) 260.9 bn € 266.1 bn €

243.5 (37.1 bn €)
14.6

242.8 (37.0 bn €)
14.6
187.9 (28.6 bn €)
33 (5.0 bn €)
17.6

37.3 bn €

37.6 bn €

14.3
28.2 bn €

14.1
29.3 bn €

5. 1 bn €

5.0bn€

17.7

17.1

• Draft budget
Source; Naval staff.
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Capital expenditures allocated to the Navy
Research and development
Construction and maintehace ,.,
Infrastructure
Restructuring of the DCN
Total
(I)

1996
2,722
17,966
749
21,437

Unit: FRF million, Euros million

199812)

1997
3,003
18,573
737

16,500
714

22,313

454
19,549

1,887 131

2001(€m) 2002(€ m) 111
530
3,890
2,409
15,108
108
731
117
591
3,164
20,320

1999 1999(€ m) 2000 2000(€m)
2,871
438
3,163
482
16,654
2,539
15,201
2,317
758
873
133
1!6
736
112
869
132
21,019
3,204
20,106
3065

Draft budget.

(2) Change in budget bounds due to administrative reorganisation.
(3) Sfnce 1998, change in accounting of upstream studies carried out by the Defence adminiStration.
(4) Since 1994, ma~ntenance has been gradually transferred fromthe "Operations" chapter to the "capital expenditures" chapter.
Sources: Economy. l'lll~nce aod /llduslry Mtmsl!y, Naval staff.

Navy's operating expenses
2

Milftary personnel' '
Oper·ations •~1
Operating subsidy and others
Total running costs of Navy
Total running costs of Defence ,.,

units: FRF million, Euros million

1996
9,924
2,424
13
12,361
152,501

(I) Draft budget.
(2) Payroll and social contributions.
(3) Since 1994, maintenance has gradually been

1997
9,903
3,297

13
13,213
154,639

1998
10,077
2.996
13
13,086
15.7,264

1999 1999(€ m) 2000 2000(€m)
10,265
1,565
10,175
1,551
. 2,629
401
2,709
413
13
2
13
2
12,907
12,897
1,968
1,966
157,523 24,014
159,878 24,373

2001(€m) 2002(€ m) 111
1,521
1,507
412
402
2
2
1,935
1,911
24,591
25,211

transferred from ''Operations" to •capital expenditures' .

(4) Retirement pensions included !approximately FRF 55 OOOml.
Source: Naval staff.

Payroll of Navy military and civilian personnel
Civilian personnel
Military personnel (including conscripts)
conscripts and volunteers

1983
7,944
68,287
17,904

Total

76,231

1995"
6,612
63,820
18,257
70,432

1997
7,526
60.326
14,698
67,852

1998
8,156
57,016
11.498
65,172

1999
9,017
53,624
8,298
62,641

2000
9,573
49.491
5,018

2001
9,906
45,387
1,667

59,064

55,293

2002 lll

10,148
44,276
1,613
54,424

Draft budget.
· Decision to downsize the Armed forces. For the Navy, a 20%reduction over 5 years

(l)

SoiJrce: N~val staff.

Outlook
Today, the Navy has reached the size set by the
2015 armed forces model, as defined by the
1997-2002 military programming law, which in
turn was the translation of the 1994 "Defence
White Paper''. ln the years, 2003-2008, covered
by the next mllitary planning law, whose draft
was filed in summer 2001, the Navy must
launch two major programmes to renew its surface ships and submarines.
To replace its ocean-going fleet, the Navy has
chosen a programme of 17 multi-purpose, or

multi-(llission, frigates, Whose streamlining
should entail significant cuts in purchasing and
maintenance costs and greater flexibility in use.
Eight of these 17 ships will be devoted primarily
to submarine warfare, while, in light of recent
crises-(Kosovo, Afghanistan), the nine others will
be "land-attack'' versions. The first ship of this
new class should be commissioned in 2008.
The Navy will also launch a programme to
replace its six nuclear- attack submarines. The
first of these vessels should be commissioned
in 2012.

However, the funding currently envisioned ln the
draft 2003-2008 military programming law does
not enable the Navy to order a second aircraft
carrier. Nevertheless, a number of studies will
devoted to this project, which would provide our
country with aircraft carrier operational capability at all times.
lastly, in the aeronautical field, besides the
acQUisition of Rafale combat aircraft, the Navy
will start replacing its helicopters (lynx WG 13,
Super Frelon) by the new NH 90, built in coop·
eration with Germany, The Netherlands and Italy.

Naval and aeronautic material
Main units

01.01.1997

31.12.2001

(start of current LPM)
Aircraft carrier
Carrier-based aircraft
Maritime patrol aircraft
Combat helicopters
Ballistic missile nuclear submarines (SSBN)
Attack submarines (SSN)
Anti-aircraft frigates
Anti-submarine frigates
Multi-purpose frigates
Mine warfare ships
Landing platform docks (LPD)

2
74
25

64
5
12 (including 6
nuclear powered)

4
11
19
16
4

End 2002
(end of LPM)

Armed forces model

u2015u
2*

61 • • (including 7 Rafales 62 (including 10 Rafales
and 2 Hawk Eyes)
and 2 Hawk Eyes)
25
22

60 Rafales
and 3 Hawk Eyes

22

56
4
6SSN

4

50
4

6 SSN

6SSN

3
8

3
8

16
14
4

15

4
8
14

14

16

4

4

56

LPM: military programming law.
• The second, econom1c conditions permitting.
··The "Crusaders" and "Aiize• were decommissioned on 31/12/1999.
Sources: National AssemblY, report on behalf of the Finance Committee on the 1997 draft budget ln"3030, appendix 401, Naval staff.
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Public intervention
State administration
intervenes in a variety
of maritime activity fields,
whether at national or local
level.
The chapter deals with several
aspects of this intervention,
notably the financial,
social and educational domains,
as well as surveillance, safety
and rescue.

Maritime public spending
Information is given here on public spending in
the maritime realm. This mainly involves the
"marine" budget, which is an aggregate composed of the Equipment Ministry's share of the
budget related to its remit in the maritime field.
This comprises: solidarity and training for seafarers, the merchant fleet and safety at sea.
Over the period 1n question, the "marine• budget
rose steadily from 6 to 7 billion French francs.
The state subsidy for the Enim (social security
scheme for naval personnel) makes up over
70% of this.

Maritime authority
administration
Local services
Local services for the administration in charge
of the sea mclude:
. maritime authority services, subdivided into
regional and county divisions, along with maritime
teaching staff;
. maritime services with the county divisions of
the Equipment. Transport and Housing Ministry,
with competence to create and operate seaports and for signals at sea (subdivisions of
Beacon and lighthouses service).
Maritirne authonty staff need multiple skills to
carry out administrative remits for seafarer
management. These include working in the
labour system, social security, disciplinary and
criminal protection and vocational training for
seamen. They ensure technical assignments for
vessel safety, maritime navigation (Cross), economic and social aspects (regulating maritime
fisheries and mariculture, managing public areas
used for manculture, inspecting health and technical aspects for seafood, fisheries statistics
and quotas). They carry out policing and judtcial
duties in courts dealing with maritime and trade
disputes.

As of 1 January 2001 there were 1939 maritime
authority staff In decentralised services, not
including Enim (see below). In addition, there are
roughly 200 port officers and assistant port off~
cers employed by the Equipment Ministry in
PAs, and about 200 performing harbour policing
in PINs and county level harbours.
Staff at the "Beacon and lighthouse" service
analyse user needs, study, develop and implement appropriate navtgational (types of aid) and
physical (buoys, beacons) solutions. Their wide
ranging skills (electronics, civil ~ngineerin?l
enable quick intervention when navtgattonal a1d
must be restored. They keep sailors informed
about work underway, defects, repairs.
115 7 staff work in the 32 coastal services
(metropolitan France and overseas). This
includes 230 Stale inspectors, 345 worllers in
vehicles and workshops, 291 seamen (crewing
some fifty vessels). Their contributions benefit
other offices working in the maritime sector.

Enim
The Enim provident fond for naval personnel is a
division of the Equipment, Transport and
Housing Ministry.
It has two functions:
. as a central state service, it draws up legislation and regulations for the seafarer's social
benefit scheme;
- as an administrative public body, it manages
soctal benefits, with the exception of family
allowances, for seafarers and their families and
collects social security contributions from
shipowning companies and the seafarers they
employ.

Funds allocated to the "marine'' budget (for budgets running until 2001 and draft budget for 200 ll
Unit: Current FRF million

1997

1998

425.1
356.6

478.9

106.4

16.2

104.7

16.0

83.6

388.3

382.2

58.3

385.4

58.8

68.9

9.0

8.6

215.4
114.1
4,299.5
134.5

9.2
189.5
117.2
4,342.2
130.7

1.4

156.5
111.5
4,599.2
122.5

28.9
17.9

185.1
124.1
4,616.0

1.3
28.2
18.9

598A
314.3
0.5
6,216.6

897,6
250.8
0.5
6,277.2

General administration
including administration staff costs
including funds dedicated to
"maritime police and safety",
not including staff funding
Seafarers
including maritime training
State subsidy to the Enim
Maritime police and safety
Seaports and coastm
Merchant fleet
Scientific and technical research
Total

1999

2000 2000 (€m) 2001 (€ m)1' 1

1999 (€m)

945.6
423.3

662.0
19,9
144.2
64.5

145,6
1,053.3
341.5

703.7
22,2
160.6
52.1

1.2
18.9
15.3
733.3
20,3
105.5
62.6

6,137.8

935.7

6,446.2

982.7

1,024.1

(1) Draft budget.

(2) Spending related to maintenance, operation and investment for seaport facilities under state (PA & PIN) jurisdiction and coastal ports (metropolitan France

and overseas).
Source; Equjpment, Transport and Housing Ministry

The Enim's central services are in Paris, with
three health insurance centres in Saint-Malo,
Lorient and Bordeaux, a pension centre in
Paimpol and a centre in Saint-Malo which collects social security debts from those covered
by the system. There are 560 staff in all.

Enim Budget
Enim budget
State aid

Unit: MF

1996

1997

1998

1999 1999 (€m) 2000 2000 (€ m)

9,285

9,283

4,528

4,599

8,874
4,299

8,966
4,342

1,367
662

9,544 1,455
4,616
704

Source: fmm.

The drop in the working population of seafarers
(-16% from 1992 and 2000) and the increase in
the number of pensioners explain the somewhat
large State balancing subsidy. The working/nonworking population ratio went from 1: 2.3 in
1993 to 1: 2.9 in 2000. This contraction in rev·
enues also shows the impact of measures
taken by public authorities to reduce social contributions to make the French fleet more com·
petitive.

Trends in number of Enim beneficiaries
Number of working population
Number of pensioners
Number of beneficlaries

1995

1997

1998

1999

2000

45,541

42,715

121,524
269,083

123,374
253,200

42,764
124,354
249,161

42,917
125,090
244,877

43,503
125,651
240,837

Source: fmm.
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Signals, surveillance,
safety at sea, SAR
Signals: "beacon
and lighthouse" service
A 1792 law entrusted lighthouse, landmark and
buoy surveillance to the Naval Ministry and work
on them to the Home Ministry. Since 1997, the
staff working entirely or partly on beacon and
lighthouse assignments are attached to the
Equipment, Transport and Housing Ministry.
There are about l ,300 staff (central administra·
lion, coastal divisions, technical network and
training).
The "beacon and lighthouse• seNices ensure:
-general guidelines for navlgational aid systems.
both for marine and inland waters;
- relations with users in local sailfng committees;
· relatlons with foreign countries and international organisations tor maritime signal issues;
· defining, deploying and maintaining all maritime
navigational aid systems in metropolitan France
and overseas departments and territories;
-managing storage centres for equipment lfSed
to fight accidental oil pollution at sea.

their local supplements (DGPS) and regional
systems (Loran C) have replaced the previous
ones (radio-beacons, Decca, Rana, Toran).
Tliir ly-eigtll centre s on ttle 111elrupulitan wast
and overseas maintain the signalling facilities.
The beacon and lighthouses fleet has fifty vessels of all sizes working from the various centres. Replacing heavy beacons by lightweight
ones will make it possible to replace the very
old, large beacon-tenders by lighter vessels.
Created in 1998 by decree, taking over the
remit of former public bodies, the Cetmet
(Centre for maritime and river technical studies)
has nation-wide scope and covers both maritime
and inland waterway studies. Cetmef develops
and disseminates techniques, conducts suNeys
and research, and performs engineering se!'Vices
and assessments in the following fields:
· maritime and inland wa ter construction and
structures,
· marine and river hydraulic phenomena,
· safety aids and devices for maritime and inland
water navigation,
·transmissions, telematics and satellite techniques for all dlvislons of the ministry in charge
of public works and infrastructures.

The maritime signals comprise all navigational
aid devices. These are mainly radio-electric or
visual: lighthouses, beacons, buoys, landmarks,
towers and other small sea marks. As of 1st
January 1997, the beacon and lighthouse service
was managing 1,170 lights and 4,500 unlft
markers.

Safety, surveillance, SAR:
RCCs and SNSM
Safety at sea covers:
- pUblic inspections to control that the regula·
tions are complied with;
· organisation of navigation, especially mainte·
nance and upgrading of lighthouses and bea·
cons.
Several administrations are responsible for
checking that a vessel fulfils navigational requirements, i.e., Customs, the gendarmerie maritime
and the French navy. The Maritime authof1ty
administration plays a predominant role: ensuring
the technical safety inspections for ships and
shipping, and enforcing legislation on hygiene
and working conditions.
There are five regional rescue coordination cen·
tres (RCC) ln metropolitan France (Gris-Nez,
Jobourg, Corsen, Etel, La Garde) and one in the
West Indies-Guyana (Fort-de-France). The RC
centre for Reunion island (Cosru) completes the
array. The RCCs ha11e the following remit:
search and rescue (SAR) at sea, suNeillance of
shipping, monitoring fisheries, monitoring water
pollution and dfsseminattng information. They
are part of the international network of maritime
rescue coordination centres set up by Hamburg
Convention in 1979.
To coordinate their action, the RCCs can call out
operational units such as Maritime authority
launches, launches, ships, helicopters and
planes from the French Navy, Customs, gendarmerie and civil protection, and SNSM life
boats and launches (see below). In cases of distress, they may also nave recourse to contacting
nearby merchant, fishing or sailing vessels to
take part in SAR operations. The RCC's coastal
radiocommunicafions chains is made and main·
tained by the Cetmef.

Techniques have changed, bringing about corresponding changes in maritime signalling
work. This includes lighthouse automation,
solar panels for buoys and beacons, developing
remote-controlled systems. Global positioning
systems (GPS today, Galileo in future), with

Appropriations for maritime police and signals (budgets until 2000, draft budget for 2001
and planned budget for 2002)
Unit: FRFm
Running costs
General administration part allocated from 1998 on
Capital expenditure
Total

1997
54.1
68.4
122.5

1998
54.6.
9.0
79.9'
143.5

• EXecution superieure aIa dotatlon en Lfi compte tenu des rentree~ foods de concours.
Source: Eauipment, Transport l)tld Housing Ministry.

1999
54.3
9.2
76.5
139.9

1999 ~€ m)
8.3
1.4
11.7
2L3

2000
53.9.
8.6
91.7
154.1

2000 (€m)
8.2
1.3
14.0
23.5

2001 (€m)
6.9
1.2

13.4
21.5

In 2000, metropolitan and overseas RCCs
received 8,393 alerts, up by 5% from 1999,
mainly due to the Pas-de-Calais (Dover strait)
area and Indian Ocean waters under Cosru
responsibility. 59% of interventions involved
water sports and boating.

"Cross" (i.e. RCC) implantations- source:CAAM,Rccdata2ooo
JO•

The French sea rescue society (SNSMl, a private body directed to the public benefit performs a large part of rescue operations on a
volunteer basis under RCC control. The SNSM
relies on 3,500 experienced rescue staff and
seamen, 1,100 seasonal rescue workers
trained In its 26 centres by 300 instructors and
on 1,000 volunteers in charge of supervision.
Today the society has 146 ocean-going boats
(all-weather lifeboats and launches) and 465
inflatable craft for inshore use. There are forty
salaried staff for administrative duties.
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As a non-profit organisation, the SNSM Is
financed roughly 50% by private donations and
the res t by subsidies from State and local
authorities.
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SNSM budget

Unit: FRFm

Operating budget
Capital expenditures budget
Total

1996

1997

1998

1999

28.4

30.3
25.9

31.4
26.2

56.2

57.6

37.5
24.1
61.6

25.1
53.5

1999 (€ m)

2000
39.8

5.7
3.7

21.7
61.5

9.4

2000 (€ m)
6. 1
3.3
9.4

2001 (M€)
6.0
5.9
11.9

Source: SNSM.

Training and education

Distribution of operations in 1999-2000 by type of craft involved
(zones of French responsibility)

Maritime training

Source: Equfpment. Transport and Housing Ministry. RCC data 2000.

The following section covers the training and
education streams which draw on the "marine"
budget.

Professional fishing vessels: 1239
Aircraft: 12

There are several levels of training available for
seaman, from the vocational aptitude certificate
for fisheries to officer's degrees from French
merchant navy schools. High schools for maritime and aquaculture training (lema) provide
initial and further training for qualified seamen,
aquaculture professionals and some fisheries
officers. State-run local educational establishments (EPLEl receive funding from regions.

Others pleasure boats: 242
Pleasure power boat: 1805
Merchant vessels; 2052

I

Other professional vessels: 51
Pleasure sailing boat: 1664

The four French merchant navy schools (ENMMl
of le Havre, Saint-Malo, Nantes and Marseilles
train officers who will mainly serve aboard merchant vessels. Other schools are either private
or run by associations.
After a drop in maritime high school enrolment
in the early 1990s, numbers have risen again
since 1994. The same phenomenon has been
noted for the ENMM.

Funds allocated to seafarer training (budgets until 2000 and draft budget 2001)
Unit: FRF m

ENMM subsidy
Agema budget
Maritime and aquaculture training schools/
Teaching equipment and facilities (investment)
Private schools
Seafarers sub-total
Grants and further vocational training
Total Maritime training
(1) Draft budget
Source: Equipment, Transport and Housrng Ministry.

1996

1997

7.9
72.5

9.1
74.2

3.7

4.2
4.3
91.8
19.7
111.5

4.3
88.3

1998
11.1

1999

1999 (M€)

2000 2000 {€ tn) 2001 {€m)(l'

76.7

12.5
79.0

1.9
12.0

11.4
87.1

1.7
13.3

3.3
3.7
94.9
19.3
114.1

2.4
5.2
99.1
18.1
117.2

0.4
0.8
15.1
2.8
17.9

2.9
5.2
106.5
17.6
124.1

0.4
0.8
16.2
2.7
18.9

2.4
8.7
0.5
0,7

12.3
3.0
15.3

ENMM budget and staff

Units: FRF million and number of staff

1997
Annual budget
le Havre
Saint-Malo
Nantes
Marseille
Total

1998
Annual budget

Staff

5.7
3,9
4.2

70

5.9

54
70

5.2
19.0

62
256

3.1
4.6
6.0
19.6

1999
Annual budget Annualbudget(€m)

Staff

68
53
71
68
260

6.0

0.9

3.4
6.5
6.2
22.1

0.5
1.0
0.9
3.4

Staff

70
58
71
65
264

Sources: Bureau of education and mafltime !nlming.

Agema budget and staff
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Agema budget (FRF m)
98
Payroll, including social security contributions (FRF m) 86
Staff (personnel present as of 31.12)
464
including teaching staff'
288

100
87
493

101
89

106

112
101
548
na

498
308

302

96
560
361

1999 {€m)
17.1
15.4

2000
121
110
544
na

2000 (€ m)
18.4
16.8

• Teachers, instructors, supply teachers, part·time lecturers, guidance counsellors, supervisors and technical assistance staff.
na: not available.
Source: Agema for 1995-1998; f:quipment MimstJy lor 1999-2000.

Lema maritime and aquaculture high school initial training

Unit; enrolment as of 30 September

1993/1994

1994/ 1995

1995/ 1996

1996/ 1997

1997/ 1998

1998/ 1999

1999/2000

Fisheries

726

653

717

756

875

959

809

Shellfisheries
Merchant seaman

256
75

266
57

204
1,261

251
1,227

295
66
290
1,368

333
82
343
1,514

335
106
397
1,713

378
129
399
1,865

402
125
401
1,737

1996/ 1997

1997/ 1998

1998/ 1999

1999/2000

2000/2001

1,514

1,713

1,865

1,917
780
4,211

1,924
830
4,467

2,105
911

1,746
2,023
1,020
4,789

1,766
1,988
1,051
4,805

Fisheries and merchant navy
Total

Soorce: Agema un611999; Equipment MinistJy for 1999/00.

Breakdown of enrolment by school
School year
Lema initial training
Lema further training
ENMM
Total

4,881

Source: Bureau of education and maritime llainmg.

Training and education
in all sectors
The following table focuses on courses of study
in training and education which existed in 1998,
regardless of the budgets they draw on.
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Education and training for maritime activities and marine sciences in 1998
Secondary
education
(types of diplomas
and courses)
of study leading
to diploma

Higher education
(+2 years after
A-levels) number
of courses
of study

Higher education: number of courses of study
(from A-levels + 3 years)

A~evels +3
or 4 years

Marine biology (1)
Aquaculture (2)

Aquariology
Animal house
and farming
management
Veterinary care
fishing

3 DU
CAPM, Bepa, BEPM,
4 BTSA, 2 Deust,
1 DTSM, 3 DU
BPAM, BTA,
technical high schools,
other BPs
Bepa, BTA
CFPPA, Bepa,

2

8
2

2
1 DU/European 3 Ensa, 2 Esa,
master's
Istom, other
(A-levels +5),
ISPA

BTA

CFPPA, BTA
CAP, BEP, vocational
high schools

1 DAV

l DU

CAP, BEP, BTA

5 ENV, misc.
ENMM

2 OUT

Physical
and chemical
oceanography
Climatology
Meteorology

BTS technical sales
3 Deust, 1 DU,
others
1 DTSM
2 Bachelor
of science
degrees

2

1(+1 DAA)

4

1

7

7

Ensa Rennes
2 master's,
1 DRT

lstom, 2 Ensa,
1 Esa, other

21

5
2 DTS

Marine
geosciences (3)

2 Bachelor
of science
degrees

Coastal zone
management
Remote sensing
Telecommunications

1 Deust

Mechanics,
hydraulics
Civil and ocean
engineering
Hydrography
Naval architecture

Several OUTs

Shipbuilding
and boat building
Navy

10
1 DIT, 2 DTS,
l Desta,
1 MST

Master
+ specialised
degree
(A-levels +6)

1 DIT
B~

Fish biology
and halieutics
Agr~food industry
Seafood
marketing

Master's & DESS DEA
magistere
(options),
degree (4)
DAA

Schools:
Engineering
schools,
agricultural schools
Ensa

1 DU

10,
2
including 2
magisteres

16

1

2

4
3 + 1 DHET 3
3

1 DU~ 1 DTSM

3

2
2

5
15
5

9

2 master's
2 master's,
1 DRT
1 master's,
1 DHET
11

4 Dest

7

3
1 master's,
1 specialised
diploma

CAP, BEP, vocational
high schools, others

3
15 engineering schools
+ universities

4 schools
of architecture
3 engineering schools

2 BTS
french Navy,
13 schools
or academies
1 instruction centre

Navigation

Secondary
education
(types of diplomas
and courses)
of study leading
to diploma

Higher education
(+2 years after
A-levels) number
of courses
of study

CAP, vocational
high schools

vacational
certificates
3 Cnam diploma,
8 vocational
diplomas,
11 DUT, 1 DU

Transport
and logistics

Higher education: number of courses of study
(from A-levels + 3 years)

ENMM

3 DU, Cnam,
misc.

4 MST,

5

3

(~ 2DU
1
engineering- A4evels
master
+5)

1 master's
degree

Coastal
surveillance
Maritime law
Maritime
insurance
Water sports,
sports
management
Diving,
medical studies
on diving
Deepsea
archaeology

Thalassotherapy,
hydrolhermalism

3

Customs,
French Navy,
Gendarmerie nationale

4
l BTS. 1 Deust
Certicates (live-saving,
swimmtng, surfing),
BEES, Atsan,
BAPAAT, mtsc.
BEES

Scientific facilitation Various certificates,
and interpretation BAPAAT
Tourism

Schools:
Engineering
schools,
agricultural schools
En sa

Various certificates

3 DU, 3 Deust

2 DU
l DU, 1 DEU

2 MST,

4

3

misc.
12 (including 6
1 master's.
2 engin.master)

1 specialised
master's
degree
3

7 BTSA, 1 DUT.
2 State dtplomas
l BTS, 1 Deust

l DU

1 MST

3

2 DU

1 MST,
1 engin.·
master

9

Vocational high schools, 3 DU
BEP

6 DU

Mmtary diving schools
l professional
diving institute
Ecole du louvre
(Mevels +3 to 7 years),
ENP

(+ lDU
A·levels
+5)

1
(+1 DU
A·levels
+5)

Soorce: lnslilul oceanograph1Que.
( 1) Biology of organisms, populations and ecosystems, manne orgamsm
physiology, oceanology, chem1stry and phystcal chemistry, compounds ot biological
interest, cosmetology, cosmetic techmques and technology, biochemical and food
engineering, microbial genetiCs.
(2} Fishfarm production and shelltish-farm~ng (techmcal and technical-economic
aspects), operational management, b4olog1cal eng~neenng
(3) Only some special tra1mng courses are UldiCated here.

Atsan: assistant water sports and events technician
CrPPA: agricultural vocational tralntng and promobon centre
CAPM: maritime professionaltra1n1ng cerllfrcate (3 years!
BEP: vocabonal studtes certificate (2 years)
Bepa: agricultural vocattonal studtes certifiCate (2 years)
BEPM: maritime vocattonal stud1es certificate (2 years)
BP: vocational certificate
BPAM: agricultural and maritime vocational certificate
BT: technician's diploma (2 years)
BTA: agricultural technician's diploma (2 years)
BTSA: agricultural technicians higher qualir1cat1on diploma (A-levels +2 years)
BEES: State sports instructor diploma
Bapaat: vocational aptitude certillcate lor techmcal facilitator assistant
DU: university degree (A-levels +2 to 6 years)

DAV: vetennary ass1stant diploma
Deus!: Preliminary degree course in science and technology (A-levels +2 years)
DEU: European umvers1ty degree
DTSM: marine technlc1an htgher qualification dtploma (A~evels +2, lntechnmerl
DIT: technologiCal engineenng diploma (A~evels ...3 years)
Desta: preltminary degree course tn aquaculture techrnques (A~evels +4 years)
MST: master's degree 1n sciences and techniques 12 years, A~evels +4 years)
Dhet: diploma of higher technological studtes (A~evels +3 to 5 years)
DESS: business-onented postgraduate d1ploma (A-levels + 5 years)
DEA: research-onented postgraduate diploma (A~evels • 5 years)
OM: postgraduate dtploma tn agronomy (A-levels + 6 years)
DRT: postgraduate diploma course for engtneers, research work in innovative
technology (A-levels +6 years)
Ensa: school speciaijslng 1n agronomy
ENV: school spec1alising in vetettnary science
Esa: school specialtstng 10 agnculture
lntechmer: nationaltnstitute of marine sciences and techniques (Cherbourg)
lspa: animal production higher educat1on lnstJtute
lstom: French overseas h1gher techmcaltnstitute
ENP: National heritage school
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Coastal and marine
environmental protection
Coastal environments
are subject to numerous
disturbances of natural origin
or related to human activities.
To address the consequences
of these disturbances,
protection policies have been
set up nationwide,
as well as in the framework
of international institutions
in which France takes part.
They focus on preventing,
reducing and eliminating
pollution and other
environmental degradation;
repairing damage; gathering,
processing and disseminating
environmental information.
Examining these actions
and the resources devoted
to them is a way to assess
the importance given to coastal
ecosystem protection in France.

Protecting coastal water
quality
Many human activities are directly or indirecUy
sensitive to phenomena of coastal water pollution, through the contamination of aquatic
ecosystems. This vulnerability has led to the setting up of various measures to protect water
quality nationwide.
France is also party to major international com·
mitments for the restoration of water quality,
whether inter-governmental agreements (Oslo
1972, Marpol, 1973, Paris 1974, Barcelona
1976, London 1982) or European commitments: European Commission directives on the
quality of recreational waters (1975), shellfish
farming waters (1979), processing of residual
urban waste wa ters (1991) and nitrates from
farming (1991 ).
Monitoring networks, water authorities and
wastewater management programmes are key
activities Jn this area, in France.

Coastal water and resource
monitoring networks
In order to take preventive action, monitoring
network information is vital for the detection and
follow-up of health and environmental hazards.
Data from networks provide the basis for pro·
grammes informing coastal users about environmental quality, preventing health hazards and
also, developing eco-label policies. In the longer
term, monitoring supplys part of the scientific
grounding required to draw up or modify environmental standards. It also provides feedback
to assess how effective and pertinent policies
have been in managing man-induced inputs to
and extraction ftom the coastal environment and
in preventing health and environmental hazards.
Monitoring covers:
- general water quality variables (salinity, temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH);
- enrichment and eutrophication parameters
(nutrients, chlorophyll, organic matter, turbidity);
· chemical contaminants and thelr effects on
living resources (metals, pesticides, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAH);
- health-related microbiology;
- toxic plancton and phycotoxins.

The recreational water quality inspection
network

Recreational water inspections are carried out
by the DDASS county-level directorates for
health and social matters. under the authority of
the minister of Public health. The Inspections
help determine the quality of recreational areas
which have not been permanently closed and
identify those presenting a health hazard, espe.
cially when related to poor bacteriological quality. If need be, bathing is forbidden in these
areas, and towns must indicate this to users.
Monitoring is done during the seaside holiday
season, deffned locally depending on climatic
conditions and periods when visitors are numer·
ous. In metropolitan France, the minimal recommended period runs from 15 June to 15
September. The number of inspectron points at
sea went from 591 in 1975 to 1,856 in 1998.
These points are located at over 648 coastal
towns in metropolitan France and overseas,
chosen with respect to the number of bathers
using the site. An average of 11 samples is
taken on each site during the seaside season
(i.e., a total of 20,833 seawater samples for
1998). The ministry in charge of the
Environment and the ministry of Health have
assessed the annual cost of the network at over
FRF 30m, not including staff.
Bathing water quality has improved overall in
Franee over the past fifteen years, thanks to
efforts made for wastewater collection and
treatment developed by the towns in question
with the help of the water authority (see below).
For the 1998 season, out of 1,856 points
inspected, 1,155 were evaluated as being of
good quality and 598 of average quality. The
other inspection points were declared non-compliant with the European directive. The environment ministry study on the causes of water pollution sllows that the mafn reasons involve
wastewater collection and treatment and stormy
periods which create special problems for
coastal towns, especially in southern France.
Within the framework to revise the 1975
European directive undertaken in late 1998 by
the European commission, changes ln thfs net·
work are now being discussed. In particular,
areas used for water sports could undergo
health monitoring in the same way as the recreational waters used for bathing.

Monitoring networks operated by lfremer
On the French national level, lfremer stands out
as a major actor in continuous coastal environment monitoring, since it manages several networks for observation and monitoring of coastal
water quality.
• The national seawater monitoring net·
work (RNO) was set up in 1974 by the ministry
of the Environment. lfremet coordinates.the net·
work on behalf of the ministry. It provides the
information on trends in coastal ecosystem quality used by France to meet internalional commitments in this area. By assessing the levels
and trends of contaminant concentrations fn the
marine environment, along with general water
quality variables, the RNO has become the
source for monitoring data which france dis·
seminates to international organisations: the
International council for el\ploration of the sea
(ICES) and Ospar conventions for the northeast
Atlantic, the Barcelona convention for the
Mediterranean. Water quality parameters (salin·
fty, temperature, nutrients) are monitored in
water masses in 11 sites. Monitoring of contaminants (heavy metals, PCB, PAH, pesticides)
is carried out on marine organisms (80 sam·
piing points, sampled four times yearly) and in
the sediment (the entire coast is covered every
eight to ten years).
This watch has led to measures to protect public health: for instance, measurements of cadmium contamination in the Gironde river and
estuary, led to a ban on shellfish farming activities and dredging of wild oysters for relaying
and growing In the estuary. RNO data is also
used to classify shellfish farming areas in terms
of chemical contaminant levels for which standards have been set (mercury, lead and cadmium).
• The Rephy network monitoring phytoptancton and phycotoxins was created in
1984, after toxic phytoplancton blooms
occurred on f rench coasts. Rephy has both
ecological and alert aspects, since its objectives are to:
· inventory all phytoplancton species in coastal
waters, as well as exceptional occurrences
(coloured water, blooms of species harmful to
marine faunal;
· protect consumers by detecting phytoplancton
species which produce toxins and monitoring
these toxins in shellfish. About 200 sampling
points make up the Rephy network, roughly one
third of which are sampled very regularly all year
round. The measured parameters comprise,
along with phytoplancton species and toXins,
hYdrological variables (temperature, salinity, turbidity, and in some cases dissolved oxygen) and
eutrophication variables (chlorophyll a and
pheopigments).

If toxicity test results exceed existing threshold
values, sale and harvesting of shellfish can be
prohibited. In 1998, 19 of the monitored sectors had bans averaging forty days. Looking
more closely at bans on sales due to PhYCotox·
ins over the past ten years in France, we see
that some areas are regularly closed longer
than two months at a time due to diarrheic poi·
sons (northern Seine, western Finistere,
Morbihan, Salses Leucate lagoons In the
Roussillon, Diana and Urbina lagoons in
Corsica). Closed periods vary depending on the
area and the type of toxins. For diarrheic poi·
sons, closures occur in summer-autumn in the
Channel, spring-summer in the Atlantic, all year
round in the Mediterranean. Paralytic poison
episodes occur in summer in northern Brittany
and In winter in the Thau lagoon in Languedoc,
• The Remi network ensures microbiological
monitoring of shellfish farming areas. It was created in 1989, revised ln 1997, and was set up
by lfremer as a basis for defining the sanitary
classification of these areas, and to keep a regulatory health watch on those areas. Setting up
a periodical monitoring system for shellfish production areas, and classifying these areas
according to quality criteria, especially microbiologlcal quality, was Imposed by European directives 79/923/f.EC of 30 October 1979 and
91/492/EEC on 15 July 1991.
The Remi routine monitoring network checks
that microbiological contamination levels remain

compliant with the classification of production
areas designated by the Administration and
detects unusual occurrences of contamination.
There are four quality classes: A, B, C and D.
Shellfish from Class D waters cannot be harvested or marketed, those from Class B or C
waters must be cleansed by heat-treatment or
by relaying in Class A waters set aside for this
use before marketing. Shellfish in Class Aareas
can be harvested for direct human consumption.
The Remi alert system is triggered when monitoring results exceed or will probably exceed
the standards set for quality classes, when
there is a risk of contamination (pollutant discharge, storm), or in the case of epidemics
either reportedly or assumed to be due to shel~
fish. When standard s are exceeded, the
Administration decides on measures to protect
consumer health (temporary downgrading,
purification or banning of sale) in the sector in
question.

As of 31 December 2000, there were 334 classified production areas, 128 of which were
Class A, 172 in B, 60 inC, and 123 still under
temporary classification. The Remi network
monitors only Class A, B and C zones, on 385
sampling sites in all. Samples are taken on a
monthly, bimonthly or quarterly basis, as appropriate tor the estimated quality IA,B or C) or risk
of sporadic deterioration in the area's bacteriological quality,

Sectors affected by bans
on shellfish sales due to phycotoxins

from 1991 to 2000

-

PSP (poralylic shellfish pot!;On)
DSP (diarrheic sheiUish po1s011)
ASP (a•pnesic shellr>S~ potsoo)

PSP+ DSP

ASP T OSP
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• The Remor a far med mollusc yield net·
work makes it possible to assess the performance of different oyster basins, especially in
farm s' biological yield {survival and growth) and
quality of oysters produced. It was launched in
1993, with operations based on annual moni·
taring of a given batch of oysters in the main
French oyster-farming areas in 39 national sta·
tions and various regional stations. Oyster survival, growth and quality are assessed quarterly
in lfremer's coastal laboratories. The data are in
the process of being included in a database. An
annual report is produced. Analysis of results
shows that beyond year-to-year variations which
are closely linked to hydro-climatic conditions,
the differences between shellfish farming zones
depend on environmental quality. Moreover, phenomena such as abnormal mortality {in 1995),
lack of growth (1998) or quality phenomena
(mounting infestation by Polydora worms) have
been highlighted and quantified. Like Repamo
(see below). although the Remora network's purpose is shellfish-oriented, it also provides indications on the quality of the seawater in the
farms.
• The mollusc pathology network (Repamo),
was created in 1992, in response to the
E.uropean dtrecbve Yl/6 I for regulatton and

health control for the mollusc trade between EC
countries. Today, the network has three inspection units working in collaboration, each responsible for a coastal front in metropolitan France. It
performs analyses to determine the classification
of 10 monitored French coastal areas into zones
which are either free of or infected by pathogenic
mollusc parasites (Marteilia and Bonamia); routine
monitoring of reared and wild bivalve mollusc
populations; the study of the causes of abnormal
mortality; and inspecting mollusc exchanges
between European countries or with other coun·
tries. In 1998, 20,000 animals were analysed
overall, nearly half of them in the framework of
mortality studies.
In 1998, the total cost of all coastal environ·
ment monitoring actiVitfes by lfremer (coordf·
nating national networks and cooperation with
regional networks, environmental data management tools) was estimated to be over FRF 66m,
inclusive of tax.
Other monitoring networks
Local measurement networks have been set up
at the level of estuaries or counties' coastlines.
They supply data needed for local problems, as
ts the case for the nutrient watch in the Nord-
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Pas de Calais region, or that of the Ulva network
on the Breton coast, or provide the coordination
required for monitoring activities on a regional
scale, as in the Mediterranean coastal network.
Mare! automatic measurements for the Seine
estuary and bay's coastal environment, developed by lfremer, is a novel approach to water
quality monitoring, using stand-alone instrument
stations. The network continuously measures
water quality variables and parameters of
oceanology and meteorology. It produces highly
frequent measurements which are Quickly made
available to the user. Co-financed by the Seine·
Normandy water authority and part of the 19941999 interregional planning contract for the
Parisian ca tchment area, the network is oow
operational. Currently, it has four automatic
monitoring stations (one in the estuary and three
in the Seine bay) and a regional management
station located on the premises of lfremef's
Port-en•Bessin station.
Other actors are involved in monitoring work on
a local scale. In the field of sanitary microbiology, supplementing the Remi and recreational
waters network data, the DDASS are in charge
of monitoring the health safety of areas used by
recreational fishermen to harvest shellfish along
the French coasts. An assessment of the use of
these recreational shellfishing zones during the
spring tides in 199 7, in the loire-Brittany catchment area, showed that the wa tch network cov,
ered 40% of natural shellfish beds visited by
over one hundred rock pool fishermen.
The CQEL coastal water quality units made avai~
able by the public works ministry to the ministry
of the environment, perform ad hoc monitoring,
for instance in harbour waters, or in the RNO
framework. The units run both routine and alert
networks, with the main remit of policing the
waters, primarfly for discharges at sea (runoff
from storms, releases from urban areas, indus·
try and agriculture). Monitoring is based on a
local approach, but unit strategies are coordi·
nated on a national level. Moreover, the ministry
of the Environment, as the contracting authority
of the Repom national seaport monitoring network, has entrusted the units with its implementation. This network is designed to assess and
monitor trends ln water and sediment quality ln
port basins, and thereby evaluate the impact of
harbour facilities on the marine environment. It
covers 186 metropolitan harbours and 3 overseas ports.
Furthermore, the lnsu national institute for sciences of the universe, in the framework of its
national network of marine stations has set up a
"coastal environment observation service"
called Somlit, to manage the permanent obser·
vation activities run in slx French coastal sites of
the institute.

Action by water authorities
and wastewater management

Annual costs, inclusive of tax, tor lfremer-managed networks
(averages estimated for 1998,2000)
RNO •
Staff (FRF ml
Total (FRF ml
Total (€ M)

5.7

Rephy
5.5

8.0
1.2

7.4
1.1

Reml
6.8
8.5
L3

Remora

Repamo

Total

1.5
1.8

1.5
2.1
0.3

21.1
27.8
4.2

0.3

• Costs related to the part operated by Ifremer. An additional FRF I m, approximately, for the part operated by
coastal water quality units (CQEU.
Somu: lfremer.

Trends and outlook for coastal water
monitoring networks

In order to manage the data from networks,
lfremer developed the Quadrige database and
Aurige software tools to edit statistics and
maps. This. is compatible with the format used
by the national administration for water data and
references (Sandre), developed on the initiative
of the RNDE national water data network which
lfremer joined in 1997.
Network data are also made available in part on
lfremer's coastal environment website as are a
number
of
ffles
and
publications:
http:jjwww.ifremer.fr/envlit/index.htm.
The RNDE was set up to optimise the collection,
management and utilisation of nationwide water
data. To this end, it has created a number of
tools including one-stop shopping which makes
it posslble to obtain information on all the e~ist
ing databases concerning water in France, both
in terms of content and on how to access them.
The ministry of the Environment provided the
preliminary studies and funding required lor its
opening, at a cost of FRF 600 thousand.
Information dissemination strategies:
the "European Blue Flag" example

Information campaigns are run on recreational
water quality. They lnclude press conferences,
compulsory posting by municipalities of results
during the hol1day season at the town hall and
on bathing sites, electronic dissemination of the
information via the French minitel system and on
an internet server. However, new ways of using
environmental quality data are emerging.
Over the past ten years. Europe has awarded
the "blue flag" label to coastal towns and mari·
nas which meet certain criteria for environmen·
tal quality. This eco-label is increasingly popular.
It is based on water quality criteria as well as
those of waste management. town planning,
governance of natural areas and raising of pub·

lie envlronmental awareness, In France, the
European blue flag is implemented by the
French Office of the FEEE foundation for envi·
ronrnental education in Europe, a private body.
The operation fs supported by the European
commission, the ministry for spatial planning
and the Environment, the ministry of Health, the
mlnlstry of Tourism, the Ademe agency for environment and energy management, the water
authorities and the ministry of Public works,
transport and housing.
For the year 2001, the ministry of the
Environment and its public 1nstitutlons (water
authorities, Ademe) contributed to the operation
with funding of FRF 900 thousand. The flag was
awarded to 107 coastal towns out of 207 appli·
cants and 82 marinas out of 113 applicants.
The operation is gaining in scope, which shows
that towns and marinas find that obtaining the
label is highly attractive.

Hydrographic networks are a major vector for
polluting pheriomena impacting the coastal envi·
ronment and waters. Therefore, although it
mostly applies far upstream from the coast, the
action of water authorities is vital in this field,
and is briefly reviewed here.
The water policy is organised on the scale of the
six major catchment areas: Adour·Garonne,
Loire-Brittany, Seine-Normandy, Artois-Picardy,
Rhin-Meuse, Rhone-Mediterranean-Cors1ca. In
each. watershed, the organisation is the same,
made up of a catchment board defining the polrcy and a wa ter authority. The catchment
boards' role was confirmed by the law no92-3
dated 3 January 1992 on water, which
entrusted them with developing Sdage water
planning and management master plans, afl
essential tool for water management in France
Moreover. the board ratifies water authority programmes for intervention, which must be compliant with the Sdage.
The six water authorities are public administra·
tive institutions with ffnancial lndependence.
They collect the amounts charged to public or
private Individuals for water abstraction (potable
water, industrial uses, irrigation) and for indus·
trial (wastewater spills in natural habitats or pUb·
lie sewage treatment networks) and domestic
pollution (paid by towns).
The proceeds from these charges are used to
finance operations for pollution response, envi·
ronmental protection or improved access to
water resources. The authorities allocate the
funds on the basis of a five year intervention
programme. The seventh intervention programme for 1997-2001 provides for overall
investment aid of FRF 45bn. In addition, the
authorities contribute FRF 12bn for operational
subsldies. In 2000, the authorlties also contributed some FRF 500m (EUR 76m) to creating
a national water solidarity fund, designed to
finance national solidarity and policies of
national interest concerning water.
National expenditure for wastewater manage·
ment is constantly growing, from one year to
the next. The sum was estimated at FRF 66.6bn
for 1999 (EUR 10.15bn) Which mades up 43%
of total spending on environmental protection in
France (source: Environment Ministry). Since
1990, it has risen by 5% on average. Threequarters of this spending 1s covered by local
authorities.
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The funding for national wastewater management costs comes from firms, households, public administrations and companies which are
specialised in collecting and treating wastewater. Since 1990, contributions from public
administrations and spec1alised companies have
hardly varied, whereas those from non-specialised firms and households have risen
sharply.
Towns, which are responsible in France for
sewage and water treatment, financed three
fourths of wastewater management spending In
1999, with a budget up 11% as compared to
1997. Municipalities work on collective drainage
networks and perform inspections on private
individuals' drainage units. They receive financial
assistance from water authorities as well as
from county or regional councils. In some areas,
special funding is available from the ministry of
Agriculture or the European commission.

Green tides
So called "green tides• are coastal blooms of
macrophytic green algae (notably ulva and
enteromorph) Which multiply in the water mass.
Although it was reported for many years, the
phenomenon has now become significant in various areas along European coasts (North sea,
Baltic sea, Venice lagoon). In France, it affects
the Languedoc lagoons, the Arcachon basin and
above all, some fifty beaches in Brittany.
The predominant role played by nitrogen in
these blooms and the major responsibility of
intensive farming practices were shown by
lfremer as of 1988. Algal development is
favoured by the combined action of three factors: excessive nitrogen inputs (usually as
nitrates), limited beach slope (high temperatures and sunlight in spring and summer) and
limited renewal of sea water (trapping). Ulva biomass produced on the Breton shores has been
assessed as at least 14 to 20,000 tonnes
Onstant stock observations at time of supposed
annual maximum). Out of the sites regularly
affected 1n Brittany, a dozen are highly
impacted. They are mainly located on the
coasts of the Finistt!!re and Cotes d'Armor counties. The current trend in green tides is still ris·
ing, like that of nitrate inputs. This is shown by
greater 1mpact on "minor site• beaches, longer
presence of algal masses on the coast and
expansion of blooms towards areas of deeper
water (reaching roughly · 20m).
The trend toward collectmg ulva and other seaweed correlates perfectly to this. Average
weight in tonnes of ulva recovered over the past
four years is about 85% of total seaweed collected, while the cost of collecting green algae
accounted for nearly 78% of total cost for sea·
weed collection.

Breakdown of water authority income in 2000: FRF 13,363m
(EUR 2,007m)
Redevance • pollution • 66%
Remboursement des avances: 18%
Autres recettes : 2%
Redevance • prelevement • : 14%

including, per user category
Abstraction charges
Pollution charges

local authorities
74%
89%

Farming

Industry
21%
11%

5%
0%

Breakdown of water authority expenditure in 2000
"Pollution respose· mvestments: 53%
"Water resource• Investments: 12%
Operating subsidies: 20 %
Support for interventio(ls: 5%
Operating costs not including
capital assets: 10%

Aids & subsidies per user category . Soorce. EnwoomeniMitt•stry, Water authorities.
l ocal authorities
83%

Industry
12%

Farming

5%

Aids and subsidies by type of intervention - Soorce: Enwoomenl Mnslly, water atllhoti!ies.
CollectiVe wastew ater collection
and treatment: 55%
Water and environmental resources: 14%
Bonuses for collective sew age
treatment 14%
Industrial depollution: 12%
Agricultural depollulion: 5%

Water authority aids in the framework of the 7th intervention
programme 1997-2001
Unit: FRF bn
Six maio objectives
Amount of aid
Town wastewater treatment, including:
34.8
Sewage treatment plants
13.1
Drainage networks
13.7
Bonuse for sewage treatment
8.0
Industrial pollution response
6.2
Eliminating toxic waste
1.0
Subsidies for good operability of sewage treatment plants for towns and industries
2.2
Agricultural pollution response
2.0
Improving quality of water used for the potable water supply
5.7
Resource management of surface and ground waters
2.6
Restoring and maintaining aquatic environments
1.5

l.O

Miscellaneous
Total

57.0

Source: Enwronment Mmisl!y

Breakdown of spending for wastewater management in France
Unit: FRF bn · Source: lfen
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Spending commitments from riparian towns,
financed by county councils, remain at 80% for
C6tes.<J'Armor and from 6(}72% in the Finistere,
depending on the town size.

Accidental pollution
response and waste
management
Accidental marine pollution

'
1998

Possibilities of recycling the algae by methani·
sation or composting this biomass nave not yet
proved to be cos t-effective. Until the nutrient
flows reaching the coast are limited, the only
way to parry the problem remains collection.
The collected seaweed is spread on farmland or
put onto dumps (as of 2002, European regula·
tions will prohibit the latter solution). After peaking in 1991·1992, the annual collection cost
evened out to around FRF 2m for all the Breton
counties in question. However, since 1998, a
sharp rise ln the collection cost has been noted,
reaching over FRF 3.8m for the above-men·
tioned counties. However this varies considerably from site to site and from year to year.

Households

40

0 _.
1990

Along with their complex ecological conse·
quences on the foreshore and in the benthic
ecosystem, green tides have economic and
social consequences which can be far-reaching.
Firstly, these involve regional tourism, due to the
nuisances generated by the volatile sulphur·
smelling compounds they release into the air,
and by the physical hindrance they create for
recreational activities on the coast. Secondly,
they affect shellfishing activities by making har·
vesting difficult and through ecological distur·
bances created by high densities of macroalgae.

Amounts collected (m3)
Cost of collection (fRf 111)

The organisation of response to accident poilu·
tion at sea in France was established by the 12
October 1978 Palmar instructions, updated on
17 December 1997 and 2 April 2001. This plan
embraces prevention of accidental pollution and
spills (whether originating on land or at sea),
preparation of the response for rapid intervention in the case of an accident, and the
re sponse itself, aiming to reduce the consequences of pollution. When the Polmar contingency plan is activated, the intervention fund
rnanaged by the ministry of the Environment can
be accessed to cover staff and equipment
expenses.
The national plan distinguishes between com·
bating pollution at sea and on land.
• The Polmar/Sea plan, for spill response at
sea, is under the authority of the maritime pre·
fects in metropolitan Franee and that of prefects
or high commlssi'oners overseas, the latter
being assisted by maritime zone commanders.
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The plan is coordinated by the French Navy, pol·
lution response being one of its missions in the
framework of the French state's seaborne
action.
The Navy is in charge of preparing marine pollution response:
- by supplying maritime prefects with anti-pollution products and equipment;
· by organising training of personnel Who carry
out response operations at sea;
- by having studies made by the centre for doc·
umentation, research and experimentation on
accidental water pollution (Cedre, see below) in
order to improve specific techniques to combat
pollution;
· by supporting response operations conducted
by maritime prefects, with provision of
resources or products.
The Navy is responsible for chartering high-sea
tugs to salvage vessels In difficulty before they
run aground and cause pollution. Anti-pollution
equipment for sea response is stockpiled Jn the
different storage and intervention centres (see
Polmar/Land below). The French Navy seaborne
and airborne facilities used for pollution
response operations or exercises, as well as the
personnel deploying them, are financed by the
Navy budget.
• The Pol mar/ Land contingency plan falls
under the authority of the prefects of the co!Jn·
ties concerned. It is activated by the prefect,
under the authority of the minister of the
Interior, for pollution of exceptional scope. Small
to medium-sized pollution events are to be taken
charge of by local authorities within the remit of
their general poOce powers, set out in the code
of law concerning local authorities.
Thirteen Palmar land storage and intervention
centres managed by the Equipment Ministry are
located along the entire French coastline (8 in
metropolitan France and 5 overseas). They
store and maintain the equipment needed to
combat spills at sea, 38 km of floating booms,
110 pumps, 93 skimmers, 350 storage tanks
in all. These figures are changing because of
new purchases to replace inventory after the
Erika spill.
On average, over the past ten years, these centres have accounted for annual investments of
about FRF Sm for studies, purchases, construction and ship equipment, along with FRF 2m for
operational credits. Initial investments ranged
from FRF 10 to 30m annually for the first years
of the plan's operation (1976-1985). Following
the Erika spill, an exceptional sum of FRF 40m
was allocated in 2000 to replace and upgrade
equipment.

Authorities can also draw from other anti-pollution equipment stocks in autonomous harbours
(Dunkirk, Le Havre, Rauen, Nantes-Saint-Nazaire,
Bordeaux, Marseilles), in some fire fighting and
rescue stations and in private equipment stores,
particularly that of the private oil cooperative
1
' Fast Oil Spill Team" or Fast based in Marseilles.
Overall, counting all stock available in the framework of the Palmar land and sea plans and from
other partners (harbours, fire fighters, private
cooperatives): some 55 km of booms, 172
skimmers, 241 pumps, 574 storage tanks and
tubs, 426 beach cleaners and approximately
1,500 m1 of dispersants are made available to
the authorities in the case of accidental pollution
in the marine environment.
The 1997 instructions confirm that cooperation
shall be sought between the polluted party
(State and local authorities) and the polluter
(shipowner, charterer and their insurance) and
more generally speaking, between the public
sector and Industry and between neighbouring
countries within the framework of regional
agreements. The staff of the response direc·
torate will especially include representatives
from all ministerial departments involved and
competent technical organisations, notably the
Cedre.
Cedre is a non-profit organisation whose main
remit is to:
• supply information about pollutants and the
hazards they represent;
- provide advice on applicable methods and
techniques and on equipment and products
which can be used in the field of accidental
water pollution.
It can provide private firms and foreign organi·
sations with expert assessments. Its board of
directors includes the national entities concerned by its remit: ministries, public bodies
and trade organisations, elected representatives
from the coastal area. They contribute subsidies, personnel, equipment resources and contracts, which complement the operating subsidy
provided for in the ministry of the Environment's
budget. In 2000, the Cedre employed 43.9 full
time equivalent staff (6.7 of which were made
available by members of the association) for a
budgElt of FRF 2l.Jm (plus FRF 2.5m of contr~
butions in kind by association members).

Macro-waste
Macro-waste deposited on beaches by coastal
waters or on the seabed can be from natural
sources (plants carried by stream networks) or
caused by humans. The waste due to human
activity can be particularly harmful because it
sometimes has a very long lifespan (plastics).

The origins vary: rubbish from urban households
or dumps, mainly carried by streams (over half
of macro-waste); rubbish left by coastal dwellers
or visitors and waste from harbours, fisheries
and shellfish1ng, merchant vessels or boating,
carried back to the shore by currents.
The graphs for the golfe du Lion and the mouth
of the Adour river clearly show that macro-waste
concentrations depend on environmental characteristics. The Ardour situation shows the
Importance of estuarine inputs rather than
inputs from water currents coming from the
other side of the border. Macro-waste in the
golfe du Uon maTnly concentrates offshore. This
source of pollution is carried by the Rhone river
and fed by westerly circulating currents as well
as wind-induced transport.
This pollution is causing growing concern in
coastal communities which are responsible tor
cleaning their shores, and beaches in particular.
Curative action mainly consists in cleaning the
areas, either by collecting the waste at sea or
collecting it, by machine or by hand, on the
beach. Other actions taken by the towns
involves the placing of adequate rubbish bins
and toilets along the coast; eliminating waste
collected along with municipal waste, the latter
requiring stringent management to comply with
existing regulations, and action to inform
coastal users. The cost of the measures varies
considerably with the nature, the scope and the
frequency of the operations in question.

Financing of the Palmar-land
plan since 1997
Unit: '000 euros
Operations

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

270
270
460
457
610

Investment•

750
960
990
1,220 ••
1.220

(·) Commitment appropriations.
("') Following the sinking of the Erika,
the appropriation was increased by an additional
EUR 6.lm (FRF 40m).
Source; Eouipme11t Ministry

Protecting environmental
and scenic heritage
of the coast

Concentration of macro-waste: golfe du Lion
Source: lfremer/F. GalganV Medits surveys 1999

Action against coastal erosion
90

The phenomenon of coastal erosion is causing
growing concern. According to the results of the
Corine coastal erosion programme, 45% of the
French shores are stable, 24% are receding and
11 are undergoing accretion. In Europe these
three ratios are respectively 55%, 20% and
11%. In France 48% of beaches are receding.
Annual spending for shoreline protection against
erosion by the sea is malriiY financed by local
authorities.
In the late 1980s, the "sea defence" appropriation from the ministry of public works was close
to FRF 9m per year. Following strong storms in
1990, an exceptional allocation of FRF 28m was
granted. Since then, the State's share dropped
to nothing in 1994 but progressively rose again
to FRF 3.1m in 1996 and FRF 6m in 1999.
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Concentration of macro-waste: mouth of the Adour
Source: lfremer/F. GatganVAdour survey. August 1998
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Jsoconcentration curves of waste in the golfe du Lion and on the Basque shelf, respectively showing the
accumulation of waste in adjacent canyons on the cont1nental shelf and in the estuary of the Adour nver.
Densities are given in number of debris per hectare.
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Examples of annual cleaning costs
Cost (FRF thousand)

Operation
Specialised team doing daily collec!tons on beaches
La Baule
Saint-Jean-<le-luz
Les Sables d'Oionne
Hendaye
Noirmoutiers-en-l'ile
Sete
Marseilles
Cap d'Ail

1.600

Floating waste collected at sea in summer
Collecting waste on the beach and from beach restaurants in summer and during school holidays
Collecting floating waste and regular beach cleaning all year round (daily in summer)
Beach cleaning, dally in summer, at regular intervals the rest of the year
Daily beach cleaning using machines, complemented by hand cleaning in summer
Oatly manual cleaning of beaches in summer, done by seasonal workers.
Daily beach cleaning by the SMNLR in summer
Manual beach cleaning and sea collection all year round

Lucciana
Porto·Vecchio

80
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,450

450
500
3,500
200
1,700

800

Source: Cedre. Study carr1ed out In the lramework ollhe mtJIIi.amrJalagreement n•9500075 between Cedre and !he water outhor.ties

Combating proliferating
species
Some species have been accidentally intro·
duced m coastal ecosystems. When their devel·
opment brings on significant changes in the
charactenstics of these ecosystems and ere·
ates nUisances for coastal users, ways are
sought to stop thetr spread. Spending to thts
end helps both public and prtvate eHorts to protect the coastal environment.
This type of problem anses for certain species
of macroalgae. Besides ulva, whose develop·
ment is closely linked to changes in sea water
quality (see below), other known cases involve
some brown seaweed (like Sargassum
muticum), and a tropical green seaweed called
Cauleroa tax/folia.
Brown algae, from Japan have proliferated
through the vector of Pacific oyster spats. They
hinder shellfish farming (beds require cleaning),
rock pool fishing, boating and bathing.
Caulerpa taxifo/ia is a troptcal seaweed which
was accidentally tntroduced through spillage
from a trop1cal aquanum in the northwestern
Mediterranean in 1984. It develops in seasonal
cycles, subJeCt to water temperature. Therefore,
it mainly develops from late spring to late
autumn, when temperatures exceed 1soc, and
goes through a latency phase dunng tile winter.

lfremer has monttored this seaweed's spread
since 1992, wtth cooperation from Monaco's
environmental servtce, the Posidonies scientific
interest group and the coastal manne environ·
ment laboratory of the University of Nice., con·
ducting one or two surveys per year. Since that
date, caulerpa has progressed on all types of
substrate, forming very dense cover in some
places. In 2000, the surface areas affected by

varying degrees of density, went from l % to
100%, reaching 13,000 hectares. Now, not only
the Principality of Monaco, where the phenome.
non was first reported, but also France, Spain,
Italy, Croatia and Tunisia are Impacted.
Moreover, variations in its expanston, apparently
linked to temperature and hydrodynamic condi·
tions, have been observed.
Growth of the area colontsed by the alga is ere.
ating some wornes. Indeed, its development
leads to the seafloor raptdly becomtng uniform.
Beyond the direct ecological modifications
involved, this also entails direct economic con·
sequences. It reduces the attraction of the
areas in question for recreational activities like
deep sea diving, since the seaweed's invasion
renders the underwater landscape very monotonous. Caulerpa's spread also creates physical
hindrances for coastal fisheries (especially by
clogging fishing nets which become visible to
fish).
The case of the gastropod mollusc called
the "crepidula" is also well known. Originally
from the North Amertcan seaboard, rt arrived on
European coasts at the tum of the last century
and is present today from Sweden to the
Mediterranean. The crepidula was introduced to
French coastal areas during WWII, and agatn
with the arrival of Pacific oysters in the 19 70s.
Today it occupies a significant place tn coastal
ecosystems, especially 111 shallow, sheltered
sectors (bays, estuaries). The Norman-Breton
gulf is unquestionably the most colontsed sec·
tor, especially in the bays of Saint-Brieuc (cur·
rent stock assessed at 250,000 tonnes) and
Cancale (an estimated current stock of 100,000
tonnes).
Although shellfishing activities were a major vee·
tor in spreading crepidula over the French
coasts in the 1960s and 1970s, due to
exchanges of shellfish between basins, coastal

fishenes using towed gear have helped disseminate the species locally since then.
Investigations underway have shown that
creptdula are continuing to proliferate in most of
the sectors studied.
The crepidula modifies the texture of the
seabed, and when tl develops in high concentrations it depletes tile diversity of benthic communtttes. Along with this effect is the nsk of spa·
ltal and trophtc competition with other
filter-feeders, both 1n shellfishmg zones and 1n
natural bivalve beds. Moreover, some shellfish
farming sectors and capture fisheries zones traditionally dredged and trawled have become
unusable due to the greater volume of crepidula
harvested and the time required to separate
them. Some of these local activities have either
moved away or been reduced.
Until recent years. the only response to
crepidula was occasional clean-up operations by
dredging of oyster beds (parttcularly in
Marennes-Oieron and Cancale), re-<lumping into
abandoned areas of water or put into tips on
land (the latter solution will probably be forbidden soon, within the framework of European
regulation). Various treatments have also been
tested, with varying degrees of success. For
Instance. gnnding and discharging them at sea
has proved ineffective, seeing that the process
is inefficient and difficult to control and that the
discharges have potenbal effects.
An tndustrlal project for use is currently bemg
considered. It consists of massive harvesting in
highly colonised sectors (particularly in Saint·
Brieuc and Cancale bays), then processing for
use in the agri-foodstuff industry. The operation
envisaged is based on an input of approximately
50,000 tonnes per year.

Protecting natural heritage
The recent creation or a Fund for natural habitat
management from the budget of the ministry for
Spatial planning and the EnVIronment Illustrates
how new resources are being implemented in
natural environment protection projects, especially in application of European directives. With
alloca~ons of FRF 16m in 1999, the fund helps
finance French participation in the European
Natura 2000 network of land and marine sites
addressed by the "bird" (19 79) and "habitat"
(1992) directives, rE!,Iaunched in 1997.
In 1999, the ministry was granted a budget of
nearly FRF 399m to create a coherent network
of protected natural areas, placed under State
responsibility and managed in part by public
institutions. As such. the beneficiaries are
national parks (especially missions In charge of
setting up marine parks in Corsica and the lroise
sea), nature reserves, the coastal and lakeshore
conservancy, to broaden its programme to
acquire natural spaces. and the national
museum of natural history for its policy promoting knowledge and inventories of biodiversity.
Amongst the actions taken to protect coastal
ecosystems. financed 1n part by public funding,
the French schemes for regulatory protection
and inventory and schemes for land protection
are examined below.
Natural parks and nature reserves,
national biodiversity inventories
The nature reserve system established by the
nature protection law in July 1976 is by far most
present on the coast, in terms of surface area
and number of sites concerned. Coastal nature
reserves cover a total surface area of nearly
250,000 hectares (see table below). Some of
them comprise marine areas, like the Bouche
de Bonifacio (79,460 ha), Scandala (1,669 ha)
in Corsica or the Cerbere-Banyuls (650 ha)
reserve in the Pyrenees-Orientales. Furthermore,
the existing network of seven nat1onal parks is

bemg expanded to include marine areas, w1th
projects in Corsica (gulf of Porto, straits of
Bonifacio in cooperation With Italy), the
Mediterranean sea, and in Atlant1c Bnttany
Ur01se sea). lastly, seven regional natural parks
include shore areas withm their boundanes littoral (Nor~Pas de Calais, Brotonne, Cotentin
and Bessm marshes, Armorique, P01tevin
marshes, Camargue and Corsica).

Coastal nature reserves

In addition to these schemes, there are biodiversity programmes which also apply to the
coast: inventories of ·nature reserves of eco·
logical interest for fauna and flora" called Znieff
(14,755 have been designated nationwide, cov·
ering 24.5% of French territory) and "zones of
community importance for birds", called Z1co
(285 Zico designated, making 8.1% of national
territory).

Source: Environment Momstry.

Public land purchases in order to protect
nature
The 'Conservatoire du littoral", a conservancy
body for natural areas on the coast, lakeshores
and river banks, is a key operator in this field. As
a public administration, its remit is the implementation of a land buying policy to protect flora,
fauna and coastal landscapes. The Conservat01re
buys up land which is threatened, especially by
urban sprawl, and restores it in order to make it
Widely accessible to the publiC. The land acquired
in this way becomes inalienable and cannot be
sold on afterwards. The Conservatoire's scope
for intervention concerns 2,380 towns, 1,046 of
which have a seafront.
The average cost of land was FRF 3.15/m1 in
2000, compared to FRF 3.19/m' in 1999.
Funding for the establishment's expenditure
mainly comes from its State budget allocations
(commitment appropriations) and special minis·
terial programmes, contributions from European
funds and outside partners (towns. counties,

Geographical breakdown of the Conservatoire's
holdings for the period 1976-1999
Source· Coosetvatoore du

~tt()(ai

Seafront
Channel-North Sea
Atlantic
Mediterranean

Surface area (ha)
9,991
15,016
97,510

DOM

126,831
249,348

Total

Conservatoire acquisitions
2000 1976-2000
Surface area
purchased (hal
2,086
62,374
land with easements (ha)'
1,317.6
Investment (FRF m)· •
63.7
1,654.9
Investment (€ m)
9.7
252.3
Number of sites acquired

30

465

• ProtectiOn easements are granted
to the Conservat01re, along With a management
agreement.
· • Current French francs.
Source· ConservaiOffe wlrltOflll

donors, sponsors). As of 1 January 2000, the
establishment had 46 items on its budget. Local
authorihes manage Conservatoire lands,
employing wardens to watch and maintain the
sites.
From its creation in 1975 up to 2000, the
Conservatoire has bought up holdings of over
62,000 ha in coastal areas, representing 830
km of coastline (metropolitan France, overseas,
lakes, coastal lagoons), as well as 12 km of
land with easements (see table showing acqui·
si\lons). This system can adequately guarantee
long-lasting protection at lower cost).

Geographical breakdown of investments
for the period 1976-1999
SoiJfce. Coosefllalo.te du

"lorII

' - - - - - - - - - - Indian Ocean: 2%

- ¥ - - - - - - - - - lakes: 3%
West Indies-Guyana: 8%

- . . . . - - - - - - - - - lakes: 6%
- - - - - - - - - - West Indies-Guyana: 2%
Northern Channel: 12%

Northern Channel: 12%
Mediterranean: 33%

Allanlic·Brittany: 19%
Corsica: 23%

- - - - - - Med1terranean: 38%

- --+----------

Atiantic·Brlttany: 27%
Cors1ca: 14 %
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Management of sites purchased by the
Conservatoire is first entrusted to those local
authorities who accept it. Other actors ]o1n, or
sometimes replace, local authorities to ensure
this management (joint associations, public insti·
tutions, approved foundations and societies,
farmers). Although activities developed on these
sites sometimes create revenues (rental, farm
tenancies, leases and agreements, proceeds
from entertainment and demonstrations), profits
like these remain an exception.
Two other public operators also control land
used to protect nature on the coast:
· the national forestry office manages land which
belongs to the State, similarly to that of the
Conservatoire;
· counties which buy up land on the basis of the
county levy for fragile natural areas. This
optional tax levied, set up in 1985, aims to ta~e
advantage of urban development to finance the
acqu1sition and management of areas to be prcr
teeted.

Marine research
This chapter focuses
on the activities of French public
bodies in the field of marine
research and operational
oceanography.
The French marine research,
assessed at nearly 10%
of marine research activities
worldwide in terms of budget
and personnel, will reap
the advantages
of a new satellite launched
recently. In operational terms,
new work is focusing on
repetitive In situ measurements.

Research bodies
lfremer. un1vers1ty and CNRS.fnsu oceanography
laboratones, the Shom French navy hydro·
graphic and oceanographic service, the IRD and
the IFRTP are the core scientific organisations tn
public marine and ocean research. In this field,
lfremer concentrates about half the human
resources devoted to French R&D nationwide.
Earth-observation satellites also give oceanographic research a spatial component. They are
financed by the Cnes, generally in the frame·
work of b~ateral or multilateral cooperation.
lfremer is a State·funded industrial and com·
mercia! establishment (EPIC) whose remit
embraces promoting basic and applied research
and developing technologies designed to under·
stand, assess and upgrade efficiently exploit
ocean resources. The institution's research is
based on four strategic main lines: the coastal
environment, exploiting living resources, ocean
and climate and exploring the deep sea.
lfremer is responsible for creating and manag·
tng major facilities of public interest: t~e fteet,
underwater vehicles, shipborne eqUipment,
compultng and testing facilities and experimen·
tal marlculture facilities. It commissions coastal
and deep sea vessels. On a national scale, the
blue water research fleet comprises four Ifremer
vessels, one IFRTP ship and one IRD vessel. The
coastal fleet has six inshore vessels under
CNRS;lnsu control, one from the IRD, three from
lfremer and one from the IFRTP. Furthermore,
Shom can call on research vessels capable of
taking part in national surveys.
lfremer uses the deep sea fleet for the following
research:
. physical oceanography (to study ocean circu·
lation and the mechanisms behind its variability),
. chemical oceanography (to study carbon
cycle, nitrogen and phosph~rus),
. marine geosciences to d1scover and explore
the sea floors,
• studying deep benthic ecosystems tn the
hydrothermal domain and on continental mar·
gins,
.
. ocean engineenng, notably through support 1n
designing underwater intervention system~,
deep sea offshore operations (hydrodynamiC
behaviour of structures at sea, studying new
types of structures) or in providing the scientific
and technical basis to assess prom1smg areas
tor deep sea oil production,
- f1shenes (fished stock assessments, relattons
between these stocks and their environment),

- coastal envtronment, complementing inshore
vessels operations (investigating contaminants
and their fate, flow and assessment of matter
and nutrients, tmpact from human acttvitles).
lfremer operates several coastal manne envt·
ronment monitoring networks (chemical contamination, faecal contamination, toxic phytoplancton, farmed and captured shellftsh) and
collects data on marine fisheries, To back up
this monitoring and foresee societal problems
and issues lfremer leads research programmes
on this e~vironment, its resources and their
upgradtng.
lfremer's annual budget provides funding for
research and research-support activities (research
administration, fleet operation) in metropolitan
France and the Dom-Tom. Its Genavir subsidiary
operates the ocean RV fleet.
• The oceanographic component of CNRS
research requires large-scale resources for data
collection (satellites, ocean research vessels,
atmospheric research aircraft), pro~essing and
interpretation. CNRS oceanographic research
mainly devolves to the Department of sciences
of the universe and the lnsu national institute for
sciences of the universe. They focus on the
ocean, climate and the global envtronment,
studymg the marine biosphere, sohd earth
dynamics and the coastal environme~t.. Many.of
these investigations are carried out JOtntly Wllh
lfremer. Over forty of the CNRS's own labs and
university laboratories associated with CNRS
are involved in this research. The lnsu manages
a national coastal fleet with an annual budget
estimated at FRF 19m (not including salaries
and back-up funding for surveys at seal.
The national network of thirteen ·marine sta·
tions" along the French coast, operating as
oceanographic laboratories, was reorganised in
1994. The principal research themes addressed
there are marine species biology, manne
ecosystems, ocean circulation and flows,
mar1ne env1ronmental chemistry and marine
geology.
• The main universities involved 1n ocean
research are Bordeaux I, Brest, Lille I, Marseille II,
Paris Vl, Caen, La Rochelle, Dunkirk, Perpignan.
• Oceanographic research's spatia! dimensio.n is
provided by the Earth observation satellites
launched by the Cnes national spate research
centre and the ESA European space agency.
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They are the Franco-American satellite TopexPoseidon, shared by Nasa and the Cnes, which
has taken highly accurate altimetnc measurements since August 1992, and the European
ERSl and ERS2 satellites launched by ESA, with
a stgnlllcant French contribution. In future, par·
ttctpation is slated for several satellite projects,
parttcularly Envisat, an ESA programme, which
wtll notably measure ocean topography and
water colour, and Jason 1, Topex-Posetdon's
successor, scheduled to be launched In
December 2001.
Global observation satellites supply information
on certain surface parameters (sea hetght. temperature, wind, waves, primary production) and
Indirectly, on sea floor structures (ridges, volcanoes). Thanks to their comprehensive, consistent and repetitive nature, these increasingly
accurate measurements are used more and
more 1n association with in situ measurements.
• The Shorn, with 885 staff in 1997, including
254 sea-going personnel, ma10ly conduct
research on oceanography for military purpose
(marine environment and its physical phenomena, bathymetry, sedimentology. The CMO (mil·
itary oceanography cente() is also specialised in
naval oceanography, supplying French navy
lorces with ocean and meteorological data and
the means to use them. Tile CMO holds the
Shom-Meteo research unit called BRESM.
The Shorn's main establishment (Epshoml 1s in
charge of centralising, processing, formatting
and d1ssem1nating data on operational hydrooceanography. It carnes out R&D projects tn co~
laborat1on w1th several organisations (MtHeo·
France, CNRS, lfremer, universities). It uses data
from the Topex-Poseidon, ERS1 and ERS2
global observation satellites. The other fields of
Epshom's studies address physical oceanogra·
phy, sedimentology, geophysics and marine
chemistry.
• IRD conducts research on Intertropical envi·
ronments. The main multidisciplinary research
themes related to the sea focus on:
• tropical climate variations and ocean-atmosphere interactions,
• uses of coastal areas with respect to the environment, resources and societal aspects,
• tfopical aquaculture,
· marine ecosystems, living resources and their
explottatton, impact of human actJvrties.
• The IFRTP French tnstitute for polar research
and technology, was created in 1992. II selects
and promotes sctentific programmes in polar
and subpolar regions, as well as financmg and
Implementing these programmes tn subAntarctic islands. in the Arctic and the Antarctic.
Research pnnctpally addresses: internal and
external geophysics, physics of the upper and
lower layers of the atmosphere, glactology,
marine and continental biology, oceanography
and medicine.

Estimates of civilian marine research budgets in 1999,
for main research bodies

lfremerw
CNRS-Insu-universttJes "
IFRTP
IRD
tnra"'
Total

including staff costs
FRFm
€m

Total spending
FRFm
€m
158.4
1,039 1"
85.4
560

37.7
265
9
1,911

5.7
40.4
1.4
291.3

488
370
1,8
208

74.4
56.4
0.3

7

1.1
163.9

1,075

31.7

Manpower
1,631 "'
786
10
215 •.

24
2,666

(I) The full range of lfremer"s actiVItles ts taken into account
(2) Operating expend1111re and commitment approprlatfons.
(3) 1331 staff as ol31.12.1999 t Genavir's staff of roughly 300.
14) lfremer's estimate based on discussion with the bodies.

Sources: 1/Je various boiJles a,d Ifremer estltnates.

• The other princtpal research bodtes involved in
ocean studies are:
· Meteo-France (French Meteorological office):
researching ocean-atmosphere interactions and
climate fluctuations in cooperation with university and CNRS laboratories and with several
other bodies which are active in the oceanatmosphere-biosphere environment (Cnes, IRD,
lfremerl;
- lnra: marine hydrobiology, migrating fish
species ecology, research related to marine and
freshwater finfish farm1ng, and to upgrading of
products from fishertes and hsh farming in fresh
or brackish waters;
- Cirad: whose main manne research themes
are fisheries and coastal btodtversity;
• BRGM: amongst others, geological cartogra·
phy of the continental shelf, studying phenomena at the ocean-continent Interfaces, such as
inputs from catchment areas.
Mariculture research is mainly done at lfremer
(largest financing and human resource efforts),
lnra and IRD. The Afssa French agency for food
sanitary safety, relay1ng Cneva, whtch became
part of Afssa at its creation, also worl<s in aquaculture pathology.

Operational meteorology
and oceanology data
Operational oceanography aims to supply an
almost real time description of the 3D hydrological structure of the ocean and marine currents. To do so, 11 uses data lrom in situ obser·
vation and from sensors on board satellites and
processes their assimilation 10 numerical models which can forecast ocean trends. The output
of these models ace "secondary" data, often
applied at a local level. The final products are
distributed to private industrial users and to public bodies. The activity is growing in several
fields: measurements and forecasts, especially
concerning speed and direction of sea winds,

wave hetght and direction, surface currents,
!Ides. sea ice, sea surface water temperature.
All the public bodies mentioned at the begmn1ng
of this chapter are involved, on various levels, tn
implementing operational oceanography.
Meteo-France is a public establishment, with the
remit to monitor the atmosphere, the ocean sur·
face and the snow mantle, to predict changes
and to disseminate the corresponding information. Mateo-France investigates the ocean layer
affected by ocean-atmosphere interacttons.
Melee-France expenditures lor manne meteor·
ology and operational oceanography 10 1996
accounted lor 8% of total spending, i.e., a
budget of about FRF 140m. The internatiOnal
nature of these activities requires its major participation In international networks for cooperation and exchange of data. In the framework of
Eumetsat, Meteo-France has been des1gnated to
steer, run and coordinate a Satellite applications
centre devoted to the ocean and sea ice, in
cooperation with the Norwegian and Dutch
meteorologtcal institutes.
For manne meteorology, Meteo-France, withtn
the SCEM central meteorology operations d1VI·
ston, implements a nationwide marine forecast·
ing service working primarily for the safety of
shipping and sailors. This is Meteo·France's con·
tribulton to the GMDSS global maritime distress
and safely system, covering part of the Atlantic,
the western Mediterranean and tv1o zones in the
Indian ocean near Reunion island for cyclone
warmngs.
For oceanography, Meteo-France 1s mvolved in:

· in srtu data acqu1sit1on,
· routine production of sea surface temperature
analyses, us1ng msitu data and satellite 1mages,
- operational implementation of models to fore·
cast dangerous ocean phenomena (waves, low
levels, surges) or technological hazards (drifting
oll slicks),
· data archtving, modelling and satellite imaging.

lfremer's operallonal actiVIty falls into three main
fields: managing coastal water qual1ty monitoring networks (see prevrous chapter: •Protecting
the coastal and marine environmenn, ocean cir·
culation. cruises linked to physical oceanography and fisheries.
Ocean circulation is being studted in a deep sea
operational oceanography programme for the
climate, with half a dozen French research bodies taking part, having three components:
- Modelling the global ocean (Mercator), aiming
to foreca st the ocean (currents, temperature
and salinity). A 15-day forecast assimilating altimetric and in situ data has been published
weekly since early 2001.
·Satellite altimetry, with the launching of Jason:
sea level measurements accurate to a centimetre are taken routinely. Thts Franco-American
programme is led by the Cnes.
· Routine in situ ocean measurements (Coriolis):
this multi-organisation project coordinated by
lfremer collects, validates and makes available
real time ocean temperature and salinity profiles. The ma1n user IS the Mercator model,
which ass1milates the data supplied each week
by Conchs. Thus, 300 profiling floaters will be
launched by 2004 in the framework of the
global Argo ocean observation programme
using 3,000 instruments.

The Shorn is also involved in operational
oceanography, being responsible nationwide for
nauhcal information (collecting, validating and
disseminating it) to civilian navigators, mtlitary
and professional seafarers and boaters. As a
French Defence administrative serv1ce. tt dts·
tributes more specific marine environment data
to the naval forces and staff.
Also falnng under operational oceanography are
data supplied by satemtes such as meteorolog·
ical data from the future Metop programme and
those frorn satellites nke Josou and Envtsat.

This offshore ocean forecasting programme ts
a forerunner to future operational activity. It will
interest economic sectors of acttvities whtch are
sensitive to marine climate conditions: tourism,
farming, fisheries, energy, transport and insurance.
Operational surveys

They deal more particularly with:
-supplying fisheries data: in order to assess fish
stocks in European waters in the Allantrc, North
Sea and Mediterranean. The surveys may also
be done in non-European waters. through cooperation.
· setting up Coriolfs;
· taking inventory of economic zones: through
collection of geological, ftshenes and bathymet·
ric data;
- commercial operat1ons: underwater cable
route surveys;
· the envtronment: monitoring the development
of certain tnvas1ve species like Caulerpa and
toxic plancton algae;
· observing the 1mpacts of specific aspects of
sea resource exploitation, e. g. nodule mining,
burying waste and extracting manne aggregates;
• workfng on wrecks, testing fisheries gear and
other equipment.
Vessel activity receives funding from the
European commission. The Thalassa, lfremer's
new operational ocean research vessel delivered in June 1996, was co-funded by the lEO
Spanish oceanography 1nstftute.
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Summary
The marine economy
in 1999

A changing marine
economy

The ser1es of key-figures presented in this document provide an assessment of the French
marine economy's size in 1999. Within the
scope we have defined, its value added is nearly
110 billion French francs (16.7 billfon euros) and
it employs 420,000 people,

The data collected for this and previous editions
of "French marine economic data" enable the
reader to follow trends in the main commercial
marine activities where our retrospective observations are sufficient.

The major components of this eco11omy have
not undergone sweeping structural changes: the
Industrial and service sector produces value
added exceeding FRF 95 billion (nearly EUR 15
billion) and provides over 350,000 jobs. The
non-commercial sector employs almost 70,000.

In the preceding edition we could see growth in
several branches of marine actlvities from 1995
to 1997, to such an extent that the entire sector showed faster expansion than the French
economy overall. Taking a longer period into
account (1995-1999) shows highly diverse
trends from one branch of activity to another,
This is not surpri sing, for a group including,
amongst other things, foodstuffs (seafood products), professional equipment (shipbuilding),
services to companies (offshore, merchant

Breakdown of marine value added in 1999
Public sector: 11%

Within the commercial sector, several large
groups of activities can be defined:
- as in previous years, coastal tourism has maintained its prevalent position;
- three sets of activities have equivalent value
added, for relatively close employment levels.
These are seafood products, shipbuilding and
shipping (merchant fleet, harbours. insurance
and other transport-related services);
- the offshore oil-related industry's value added is
growing in importance in the marine economy,
with a much lower level of employment.

Other industries: 5%
Offshore: 7%
Shipping: 11%
.Shipbuilding: 10%
Seafood: 10%
Tourism: 46%

The large manpower figures in the non-commercial public sector are due to the French Navy.
Since there is no data available for capital amortization, we have assessed its value added
using personnel expenditures.
The French marine economy's value added may
seem low: representing just slightly over 1%of
GOP, compared to that of the Netherlands, for
example. Indeed, the French economy is not
specialised in specifically marine industries.
However, the scope of activities we have
defined eliminates a mass of induced activities
which are included in the French GOP and are
present on the coast and elsewhere. The low
figures are in great part due to the restrictive
nature of our definition of the marine economy.
Amongst other things, we have not included
industrial port activities,

Breakdown of marine employment in 1999
Public sector: 17%
Other industries: 1%
Offshore: 4%
Shipping: 13%
Shipbuilding: 10%
Seafood: 10%
Tourism: 46%

Marine activities in 1999
Turnover (FRF m)

Value added (FRF m)

Value added (€ m)

Jobs

118,862

na
49,922

7,611

190,402

6,317
3,658

3,693
2,561

563

700
361
9,000
17,993

450
307
1,000
3,297

1,500
9,300
1,000
794
4,000
13,129
43,723

Industrial sector

Coastal tourism
Seafood products
Maritim fisheries
Mariculture
Seaweed processing
Fish auctions
Wholesale fish trade
Seafood processing
Total seafood
Shipbuilding
Merchant vessels
Naval vessels (1)
Naval equipment
Ship repair
Shipbuilding
Total shipbuilding
Shipping
Merchant fleet (4)

11,308
10,337

1,596
4,198

3,055
4,500
1,800
602
1,377
11,334

25,649

4,089

Marine insurance
Port authorities
Stevedoring
Other harbour professions {3)
Total shipping

6,290
5,180
5,119

388
3,862
2,101

Extracting marine aggregates
Marine engineering
Oceanographic instrumentation {5)

500
5,739

Undersea cables
Marine publications {5)
Offshore oil-related industry
Banking
Total industrial sector

Non-commercial public sector
French Navy
Satte services
Civilian marine research
Total public sector
General total

330
590
23,500
533

390
69
47
152
503
1,724
466
686
275
92
210
1,729
623
59

6,032
19,300
8,750
2511
5,072
41,665
11,574
1,030
10,827
5,279
24,611

1,090
11,530

589
320
165
1,756

200
2,870
140
1,520

30
438
21
232

165
8,100
358
97,447

25
1,235

300
1,097
nd
1,597
440
17,500

55
14,856

891
350,936

1,565

62,641
4,600

53321

10,265
700
1,075
12,040

107
164
1,836

69,907

109,487

16,692

420,843

2,666

(ll On the hypothesis of approximately 3,000 jobs subcontracted by the DCN.
(2) PA and PIN. Jobs as of year 2000.
(3) Value added for pilotage, towing and boating only. Jobs as of year 2000, dredging included.
(4) Data revised since previous editions, especially for employment
(5) Hypothesis based on previous results.
Na: not available.
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navy) and services to private individuals
(tourism. boat building). The large variety of
company logics is reflected in the economic
trends.
However, this observation period also reveals a
drop in growth rates, although not simultaneously, over the period of 1997-1999. Although
the sector-based reasoning behind It, makes it
hard to interpret these growth rates, it is no less
likely that outside factors, especially the Asian
crisis in 1998 and its aftermath, may have
played a role in recent trends. The fact that
numerous marine economy sectors export and
are highly dependent on foreign markets should
also be borne in mind. This is why, seeing the

economic situation of the OECD countries in
1999-2000, the slight upturn in growth rates
taking shape after 1999 should be fully sub·
stantiated once a full set of figures is available
for 2000.
When reasoning on a sectorial basis, we see
soaring growth in shipbuilding, obviously due to
orders for liners at a time when cruise consumption and leisure activities in general are
experiencing a sharp rise. Boat building's
remarkable progress can be explained by similar causes. There has also been a marked drop
in offshore oil-related industries. mainly dUe to
the collapse of crude oil prices. The seafood
product sector has maintained positive growth.

Annual growth rates in a few sectors of marine activity
Maritlme fisheries
Seafood processing
Marine engineering
Merchant shipbuilding
Boat building
Offshore oil-related industries
Shipping
Tourism

1996

1997

1998

1999

-4.4

4.8

9.7

3.5
8.7
-28.8
·14.2
6.7

36.8
35.6

0.9
-0.4
34.7
13.3
39.3
18.2
12
2
3.9

1.3
9.6
2.2
53.5
20.8
-9.6
1.4
-0.5
-1.2

4.7
0.6

1998

1999

2000

-16.8
·5.8
0.4

ll.l
-9.5

Boat building
Offshore oil-related indt,Jstrles
Shipping
Tourism

2213.5

2.8
8.1
1.8

37.5
9.8
2.5
3.6

1996

1997

2000

6.3

Unit:%

1995
Maritime fisheries
Seafood processing
Marine engineering
Merchant shipbuiding

Unit:%

1995

Port authorities

Annual growth rate for employment

In terms of employment, analysing and display·
ing the highly diverse changes between sectors
is more complicated. The present and future
economic situation influences not only adjustments (boat building, shipbuilding) but also productivity efforts (shipbuilding and oil related
industry) and specific factors like marltfme fish·
eries vessels leaving the fleet.

-4.4
14.5
- 10.6

-1.5
0.9
· 11 .9
-4.4

·2.6
13.6
0.8
2.4

12
-3.6
2.2

· 5.5

-2.2
-0.4
4.5
1.5
-0.6
21.4
9.3
6.9

-0.2
3.6
-4.9
-13
18.1
11.8
0.6
9.4

0.2
10.7
3.8
13.9
19.1
-7.9

-2.9

0.7
4.1

3.1
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Glossary
S bn
Acoma
Ademe
Afit
Afssa
Agema
Ani a
ASCOTP
AWES

BFG
Bresm
BRGM
CCAF
Cedre
Cersat
Ceva
CFC
CFP
Cgt

Cirad
CUA
CMM
CMO
Cnes
Cneva
CNRS
Cofrena
Corine
Cosma
Cosru
County
CQEL
CRM
CSCN

billion dollars
Aid for consolidation and modernisation
Agency for environment and energy management
French agency for tourist engineering
French agency for food sanitary safety
Agency managing training centres for fisheries
and aquaculture
French agri·tndustry trade association
Association for civil engineering knowledge
Association of European Shipbuilders and Ship repairers
(Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, United
Kingdom)
Blast furnace gas
Shom-Meteo France research and study office
Geolog1cal and mining survey office
Central committee of French shipowners
Centre of documentation, research and experimentation
on accidental water pollutJOn
Processing, archiving and dissemination centre for
ERSl and ERS2 satellite data
Seaweed processing technology research centre
French confederation for appertized·pasteurized canned
food
Common fisheries policy
compensated gross tonnage: product of the gross
tonnage multiplied by a compensation coefficient
which takes into account shipbuilding labour measured
In hours for a given value of gross tonnage, varying
according to the vessel's size and type (see gt)
Centre for international co-operation in agricultural
research for development
CrUise lines international association
Marine meteorology centre
Navy oceanographic centre
National Space Research Centre
National vetennary and animal research centre
Nallonal Centre for sc1enbftc research
French manne equipment manufacturers association
European programme: Coordination of Information
on the Environment
Coastal rescue centre in the West Indies
Coastal rescue centre of Reunion island
Administration subdivision of the French territory
(95 counties 1n France-metropole)
Coastal water quality unit
Seafarers provident fund (Enim)
ShipbUilders trade assoc1ation

CSG
Datar
DCN
Ddass
DEMF
Dom
dwt
Eaggf
EC
EDF
EEC
EEZ
Em a
Enim
ENMM
ENS
Epa
Epic
Eple
Epshom
Erdf
Esa
EU
EURm
FAO
Feedering
FEEE
Ficur
FIFG
FIN
Fnotsi
FNTP
FPSO
FRDP
FRF bn
FRF m
Genavir
GMDSS
Grt

Soc1al security contribution
Delegation for national and regional planning
and development
Naval shipbuilding directorate
County-level division of the ministry of health and social
affa1rs
French marine economic data
French overseas departement (= county)
deadweight tonnage: unit used to measure the carrying
capacity of the vessel expressed in tonnes
European agriculture guidance and guarantee fund
European comm1ssion
French electricity board
European economic community
Exclusive econom1c zone
Vocational training school for seafaring and aquaculture
Social security regime for French seafarers
French merchant navy school
Ecole normale superieure (establishment training
teachers and researchers)
State-funded administrative establishment
State-funded industrial and commercial establishment
State-funded local teaching establishment
main French navy hydrographic and oceanographic
department
European regional development fund
European Space Agency
Eufopean union
Million euros
Food and Agnculture Organization of the United Nations
Short-sea shipping using container-ships
Foundation for environmenta1 education 1n Europe
Federation of deep freeze 1ndustries and trades
Financial instrument for fisheries guidance
Federation of nautical industries
French federation of tourist offices and information
centres
French federabon of public works
Floating production storage and offloading vessel
Framework reseafch and development programme
(European commission)
Billion French francs
Million French francs
lfremer's subsidiary for the management of research
vessels
Global maritime distress and safety system
Gross registered tonnage (see gt)
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Gt

HCR
HSC
Hub
IACMST
Ices
ledom
lEO
IEOM
Ifen
IFP
lfremer
IFRTP
IMO
lnra
Insee
lnsu
IRO
ISL
IUMI
JO
JOCE
LPG
LPM
Magp
Maret

Mt
ODP
OECO
Ofimer
ONF
ONT
Opec
Osu
P&B
PA
PAH
Panamax

gross tonnage: gross tonnage is the sum of the hull
volume and that of superstructures. Net tonnage
is obtained by deducting the propelling and machinery
space, spaces used for navigation and accommodation
of the officers and crew
Hotels, cafes and restaurants (catering)
High speed craft
Port platform for consolidating and bulk breaking cargo
(generally conta1nensedJ
Inter-Agency Committee on Marine Setence
and Technology (United Kingdom)
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
French overseas department issue institute
lnstftuto Espanol de Oceanografia
French overseas issue institute
French institute for the environment
French petroleum institute
French research institute for exploitation of the sea
French polar research and technology institute
International mantime organization
National agronomic research institute
National institute for statistics and economic studies
National institute for sciences of the universe
French research institute for cooperative development
lnstitut fiir Seeverkehrswirtschaft und Logistik (Bremen,
Germany)
International Union of Marine Insurance
Official journal of the French government
official journal of the European communities
Liquid petroleum gas
Military programming act
Multi-annual guidance programmes
Automated measurement for the coastal environment
million tonnes
Ocean Drilling Program
Organisation for econom1c cooperation
and development
Inter-professional office for seafood and aquaculture
products
National forestry office
National tourism observatory
Organisation of petroleum exporting companies
Observatory for sciences of the universe
French lighthouse and beacon service
Autonomous port

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
Type of vessel defmed by carry1ng capacity
which limited to the Panama canal's size
PIN
Port of national interest
post·panamax Vessel larger than a panamax (see panamaxJ
Quirat
former tax deduction scheme for investment
in shipownershlp
RCC
Regional rescue coordination centre
R&D
Research and development
Region
Administrative subdivision of the French territory
(22 regions in France-rnetropole)

Remi
Remora
Repamo
Rephy
Repom
RGA
RNOE
RNO

Microbiological mspection network
Network for aquaculture mollusc resources
Mollusc pathology network
Phytoplancton and phycotoxln monitoring network
National surveillance network for maritime harbours
General agricullwe census
National water data network
National marine environmental quality momtonng
network

ro·ro
RSP
Sandre

roll on-roll off carnage of lorries or special trailers
Posidonia monitoring network
National admmistration service for water data
and refeJences
Mutual maritime loan company
Central meteorology operations division
Division with natioo-w1de jurisdiction
Workers' cooperalive production soc1ety
Water management and planmng master plan
Monitoring of tour1st movement
Marketing, distribution, advertising surveys
French Union of Manne Aquaculture Industry
French navy hydrographic and oceanographic service
Coastal zone management scheme
National sea rescue soc1ety
Coastal environment observation service
Naval programmes serv1ce
Ballistic missile nuclear submarines

SCCMM
SCEM
SCN
Scop
Sdage
SOT
Secodip
SFAM
Shorn
SMVM
SNSM
Somlit
SPN
SSBN
SSN
Taaf
TEU
TO
Toga
Tom
Tonnage

nc
Unctad
USOm
VA
Woce
WTO
WTO
Zico
Znieff

Attack submannes
French southern and Antarctic lands
Twenty foot equivalent umts
Turnover
Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere
French overseas territory
The tonnage of vessels is the estimation
of their volume, expressed in tonnes. The old unit
of tonnage corresponded to 2.83m3. As of July 1994,
vessel tonnage wh1ch has been recalcuated
1s now given in standard mantime units CSMUsJ
inclusive of tax
United Nations conference on trade and development
million US dollars
value added
World Ocean Circulation Experiment
World trade organization
World tourism organization
Zone of commumty importance for birds
Nature reserves of ecolog1cal interest for fauna
and flora
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French marine-related economic data, 2001
This document presents a survey of the marine-related activities
in France, i.e. those of the commercial sector (exploitation of mineral
and living resources, manufacturing industries, services) and those
of the public sector (Navy, State services, education, safety,
marine research). A chapter is devoted to the protection of the coastal
and marine environment, and the chapter on tourism gives quantitative
data on the impacts of the pollution caused by the Erika oil-tanker.
Each activity of the commercial sector is described by key-figures
(turnover, value added, employment). The description
of the non-commercial public sector includes data on costs,
including personnel costs. In addition to these figures, qualitative
information is given on the recent development, present situation
and outlook for each activity.
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Modelisation
des ecosystemes cotiers

Ce document presente un panorama des activites liees a Ia mer
en France, c'est-a-dire du secteur industriel (exploitation
des ressources minerales et vivantes, industrie manufacturiere,
services) et celles du secteur public non marchand (Marine nationale,
services de I'Etat, enseignement, securite, recherche marine).
Un chapitre est consacre a Ia protection de l'environnement littoral
et marin, et le chapitre sur le tourisme donne des indications
quantitatives sur les impacts de Ia pollution causee par le navire
petrolier Erika. Chaque activite du secteur industriel est decrite
par des chiffres-cles (chiffre d'affaires, valeur ajoutee, emploi).
Pour le secteur public non marchand, sont fournies des donnees
sur les coOts, notamment les coOts de personnel. Ces indicateurs
sont accompagnes d'informations qualitatives sur !'evolution recente,
Ia situation actuelle et les perspectives de chaque activite.

Comportements des polluants
Observation et surveillance
de Ia mer cotiere
Gestion durable
des ressources halieutigues
Optimisation
et developpement
des productions aguacoles
Transformation, valorisation
et gualite des produits de Ia mer
Mise en valeur
de Ia mer cotiere et economie
des ressources marines
Comprehension
de Ia circulation oceanique
Connaissance et exploration
des fonds oceaniques
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